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OBSERVATIONS ON SOME TASMANIAN FISHES: 

by E.O.G. Scott 
Launceston 

(ms. received 5.1.1977) 

PART XXIII 

(with six tables and three text-figures) 

ABSTRACT 

CARCHARHINIDAE. Carcharhinus greyi greyi, second recorded specimen from Tasmania 
(first recorded as C. brachyurus); head in plan, mouth parabolic curves, orthogonal 
polynomials fitted; girth of head an exponential function of length from snout tip; 
notes on dentition, coloration; key to Tasmanian carcharhinids. 
SPHYRNIDAE. Sphyrna zygaena, second recorded Tasmanian example, female, compared with 
first, male; logarithmic lengths to seven morphological landmarks yield a linear graph 
when plotted on logarithms of seven natural numbers (similar formulations in other 
sharks). 
SYNGNATHIDAE. Syngnathus phillipi, study of two samples (meristic and morphometric 
data, variation within and between samples, supposed sexual dimorphism, pouch, color
ation, depth range): Syngnathus caretta (apparently known only from type-specimens) 
reported from Tasmania; current knowledge of species extended: IchthyocaIlzpus runa 
noted as a Tasmanian species: Syngnathus poecilolaemus, metrical data. 
LAMPRIDAE. Lampris regius, new and old local records. 
SCORPIDAE. Scorpis aequipinnis, morphometry and coloration in a juvenile sample; 
comparison with adult material, yielding data on regional relative growth. 
LEPTOSCOPIDAE. Crapatalus arenarius, new subspecies described and figured. 
TRIPTERYGIIDAE. General review of Tasmanian representatives, with key; Tripterygium 
clarkei (later placed in Gillias and Norfolkia) here referred to Helcogramma: specimen 
noted in R.M. Johnston's memoranda, identified as T. clarkei by Whitley, now described 
as a new species: Gillias macleayana, new material, table of dimensions: two new 
species of Forsterygion (New Zealand genus new to Australia) described and figured: 
Brachynectes fasciatus retained in that genus; size classes. 
ECHENEIDAE. Remora remora, observations on two Tasmanian examples (host, Luth); out
line of disc fitted with second degree polynomial; lengths of transverse ridges of 
disc an exponential function of their serial numbers; unusual white markings in one 
specimen. 
SYNANCEJIDAE. Glyptauchen insidiator m'irandus, habits; first detailed account of the 
subspecies; length-number patterns of spines and rays; taxonomic status discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper follows the general plan of others in the series. Linear measure
ments are given, unless otherwise specified, in mi1limetres, the name of the unit 
commonly being omitted. The symbols Ls, Lt, TLs, TLt denote standard length, total 
length, thousandths (permi1lages) of standard length, thousandths of total length, 
respectively. Standard deviation is regularly calculated with n degrees of freedom; 
derived statistics being computed from the value thus obtained. Registration numbers 
are those of the Queen Victoria Museum, Launceston. Certain other conventions are 
noted in earlier contributions. 

Family CARCHARHINIDAE 

In the five main Australian lists covering the elasmobranchs as a whole - the 
descriptive catalogue of Macleay (1882), the Check-list (McCulloch 1929), the Fishes 
of Australia, Part 1 (Whitley 1940), the Handbook (Munro 1956), the name-list of 
Whitley (1964) - this group has a varied history in respect of (aJ name, appearing as 
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Carchariidae (Macleay) - this term of Regan's now used by most authors to denote a 
distinct family - Galeidae (McCulloch, Whitley 1940), Carcharhinidae (Munro); (b) scope 
of family, Macleay (only) including Sphyrnidae, Munro separating off Triakidae, Whitley 
separating off Triakidae and Galeorhinidae; (e) number of genera and species, the totals 
recognized being, in chronological order of sources cited, 5 and 11, 20 and 11, 24 and 
13, 28 and 8, and (familial limits not specified) 38 or 41 and 19 or 20. 

No species is accredited to Tasmania in any of these lists. However, a descrip
tion, accompanied by a figure (lateral aspect, ventral surface of head, teeth) of a 
male carcharhinid, total length 283:0 mm, length to origin of lower caudal lobe 2137, 
caught in the Tamar River, northern Tasmania, in 1897 and preserved as a mounted speci
men in the collection of the Queen Victoria Museum (Reg. No. 962y) was given in Part V 
of these Observations (1942). The shark was there provisionally determined as 
Cay'eharhinus (Gunther, 1870) with Galeolarrrna greyi Owen, 1853 as a queried 
synonym: it was noted, however, there was reason to suspect that Gunther's type speci
mens may not have been conspecific, and it was remarked, not without justification, 
'the systematics of this genus are in a parlous state. I 

Gunther's species appears in Macleay's catalogue, the locality cited being Port 
Jackson, but is dropped from the other Australian lists here considered; it is now 
commonly treated as endemic to New Zealand (Whitley 1940, 1968; Garrick and Schultz 
1963) . 

Owen's species was translated into recent literature by Whitley, who examined the 
type material (upper and lower jaws, from South Australia) in the Museum of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, and later (1940) identified as Galeolamna greyi the cocktail 
shark listed for South Australia by Waite (1923, p.27 and fig.) as Careharhinus 
braehyurus (Gunther, 1870), at the same time providing outline sketches of upper and 
lower teeth of the type specimen. As the outcome of further investigations in the 
field in Western Australia, he came to recognize three subspecies, the nominate sub
species, G. greyi greyi (from South Australia to Bunbury), G. g. mekaili (Swan river), 
G. g. eauta (Shark's Bay to Point Cloates): the last-named is among the forms 
investigated in the testing of a shark repellant by Whitley and Payne (1947). Illustra
tions of the first of these appear both in Whitley (1945, fig. 1) and in Whitley (1940, 
fig. 95, after Waite; fig. 88, no. 4), of the second in 1940 (fig. 303; fig. 88, no. 4; 
both as G. greyi), while the third is here first illustrated (fig. 2) - all three sub
species were subsequently given full specific rank (Whitley 1964), this elevation in 
status being admitted in the Handbook only in the case of C. mekaili ('bays and rivers, 
W.A. '). 

The identification of the South Australian whaler shark, or cocktail shark, as 
Careharhinus greyi greyi is adopted in the Handbook, and is accepted by Scott et al. 
(1974), who note that in South Australia it is 'very common', being 'often seen by 
spearfishermen in comparatively shallow water'. This too is evidently an important, 
if not the prime, species of bronze whaler shark noted by Hancock (1976) as accounting 
for nearly one-third of the total commercial shark catch in Western Australia. The 
Tamar river specimen is thus now to be referred to Owen's, not, as in the first report 
of it in Part V, to Gunther's species; and the recognition by Munro (1956) and by 
Scott et al. of an eastern subspecies is here conveniently followed. 

Careharhinus grewi gI>eyi is distinguishable from another member of the genus, 
C. maerurus(Ramsay and Ogilby,1888), doubtfully recorded (Munro, Scott et al.) from 
South Australia, by its having anal origin slightly in advance of, instead of below, 
second dorsal origin, and by minor differences in dentition. 

It may be remarked the Handbook gives the length of C. g. greyi as '4lz feet or 
more', while Scott et al. have 'to about 3 m'. 
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KEY TO CARCHARHINIDAE RECORDED FRO~l TASMANIA 

1. Spiracle present (minute) slit-like. Precaudal pits 
absent. Caudal with secondary (posterior) lobe of 
upper lobe wide (giving 'double-tailed' appearance), 
its greatest width, measured normal to main axis of 
fin, > lz (subequal to) oblique length of lower lobe. 
Anal origin well behind second dorsal origin......... Galeorhinus austr'aZis 

Spiracle absent. Precaudal pits present. Caudal with 
secondary (posterior) lobe of upper lobe small or 
moderate in width, its greatest width. measured 
normal to main axis of fin, < lz (about 1/3) oblique 
length of lower lobe. Anal origin about below or 
in advance of second dorsal origin.. ................ 2 

2. First dorsal origin in advance of middle of length to 
caudal base; nearer to pectoral origin than to 
ventral origin. Longitudinal interval between 
first dorsal origin and ventral origin > interval 
between ventral origin and anal origin (extending 
about to, or beyond, anal termination). Pectoral 
not falciform, subtriangular, its greatest width 
~ lz its length; the latter < length to origin of 

fin. Snout moderately rounded. Greyish above, 
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lighter below ..................................... . Carcharhinus greyi greyi 

First dorsal origin behind middle of length to caudal 
base; further from pectoral origin than from ven
tral origin. Longitudinal interval between first 
dorsal origin and ventral origin sub equal to interval 
between ventral origin and anal origin. Pectoral 
strongly falciform, its greatest width < lz its 
length; the latter ~length to origin of fin. 
Snout pointed. Brilliant blue above, white below.. Prionace glauca 

Specific names adopted above are those used in the Handbook (Munro 1956). Whitley 
in 1940 listed the first as Notogaleus australis (Macleay, 1881) and in 1964 as N. 
rhinophanes (Peron, 1807) - genus Notogaleus Whitley, 1931; the second as Galeolamna 
greyi Owen, 1883 - genus Galeolamna Owen, 1883; the third in 1940 and 1964 as 
Carcharhinus mackiei (Phillipps, 1935), and later in 1968 as Prionace mackiei. 

Genus CARCHARHINUS Blainville, 1816 

Carcharhinus Blainville, 1816, BuZZ. Soc. Philom., p.12. Type-species,Carcharias 
meZanopteY'Us Quoy and Gaimard, 1824. [Opinion 723, BZN, 22 (1), 1965: 184. 
Check-list (McCulloch, 1929) gives logotype Squalus commer'sonii Blainvi 

Carcharias Cuvier, 1816, REGNE ANIM., 1, p. 125. Type-species, SquaZu.s 
Cuvier, 1816. -

GaZeoZamna Owen, 1853, DESCR. CAT. OSTEOL. MUS. ROY. COLL.SURG., l, p. 96. Type
species, G. greyi Owen, 1853. 

Cal'charhinus greyi grey?: (Owen, 1853) 

GaZeolaJrma greyi Owen, 1853, DESCR. CAT. OSTEOL. MUS. ROY. COLL.SURG., 1, p. 96. 
locality: South Australia. (based on upper and lower jaws)-

brachyurus: Waite, 1923, FISH. S. AUST., p. 27, unnumbered fig. Id. Scott, 
1942, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1941), p.5, pl. 7. Not Carcharia.s brachyuY'Us 
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Gunther, 1870 (New Zealand only). Not Carcharias brachyurus Waite, 1906. Not 
Carcharhinus brachyUY'us McCulloch, 1919 (= C. spencer1: Ogilby, 1910, fide 
Whitley, 1943, p. 119). 

Galeolamna greyi: Whitley, 1932, Rec. Aust. Mus., 18 
FISH. AUST., 1, p. 100, fig. 95, fig. 88, no. '5: 
303 (= G. mckaili Whitley, 1945). 

(6), p. 324. Id. Whitley, 1940, 
not G. greyi, ibid ., p.273, fig. 

Galeolamna greyi greyi Whitley, 1945, Aust. Zool., 11 (1), p.l, fig. 1. 
Carcharhinus greyi greyi Munro, 1956, HANDBK FISH. AUST., 2, p. 9, fig. 59. Id. 

Scott, Glover and Southcott, 1974, MAR. FRESHW. FISH-S. ALJST., p. 36, 2 figs 
(fig. of animal = C. brachyurus: Waite, 1923). 

Tasmanian occurrence. The first formal record, in 1942, for Tasmania based on a 
specimen caught in the Tamar river in 1897 has been noted above. An example stated 
to be 2.5 m in length and to weigh 160 kg was netted by Mr R. Wright, Launceston, at 
Greens Beach, northern Tasmania, on 23 January 1976. A report in the Launceston 
Examiner of 24 'January (specimen misidentified as a white pointer) was accompanied by 
photographs of the dorsal aspect and of the mouth. The shark was buried but was 
exhumed on 25 January by Mr R.H. Green, Curator of Zoology, Queen Victoria Museum, who 
idendified it as a bronze whaler, and secured the caudal fin and most of the head for 
the Museum's collections (Reg. No. 1975/5/55). Though seldom coming under scientific 
observation, Carcharhinus greyi greyi is probably by no means uncommon in our waters. 
The writer has on various occasions received reports of its occurrence here; though it 
has not been practicable to confirm these, some of them, from fishermen with the South 
Australian catalogue of Scott (1962) or of Scott et al. (1974) available for reference, 
seem likely to be reliable. As noted above, the subspecies is abundant in South 
Australia and southern Western Australia. 

Head, general. The head as preserved has been cut somewhat short, not including a gill
slit but embracing some gill tissue. Total length 320, length to front, back of mouth 
160, 260, of nostril 81, 91, of eye 164, 197. Width of mouth ioo; direct distance 
from nostril to mouth 88.5; from nostril to tip of snout 122.5; internarial 138. 
Interorbital 235. Nostril slightly oblique; its transverse length 30; anterior border 
of narial flap crenulate; cavity above tragus 17 (transversely) by 7.5. 

Widths of whole head and of preoral head at tenths of anteroposterior lengths from 
tip of snout and width of mouth cleft at tenths of its fore-and-aft extension are 
noted in separate sections below. Maximum width of lower jaw 60. Depth at front, 
back of nostril 59, 67, front, back of mouth 130, 130; maximum depth (about 300 behind 
snout tip) 157. 

Dorsal and ventral surfaces closely approaching each other externad, rendering 
the profile briefly rounded, tolerably sharp, ridge-like. Eye set right on profile, 
orbit extending on to lower surfac~. Abundant small, fairly closely set, irregularly 
disposed pores covering most of ventral surface, somewhat less numerous on mandible; a 
well defined arc of about 15-20 closely bordering either side of front of mouth, each 
pore set in the middle of a light-colored circle, the diameters of the circles sub
equal to their interspaces. 

Head in plan. Snout' long and pointed', t bluntly rounded', 'moderately rounded' , 'more 
broadly rounded than in preceding species' -- such specificat ions conventionally appear
ing in specific diagnoses (the present examples are successive entries in the Handbook) 
clearly have some value; equally clearly their significance would be considerably en
hanced by some measure of quantification. The follmJing analysis of the form of the 
head, viewed in plan, is offered as an initial contribution to such specification. As 
preserved the present specimen does not include a gill s Ii t; however, it does include 
some gill tissue, and with total length, 320, twice length to front of mouth, it can 
be regarded as being tolerably close to complete to level of first gill slit. 

A tracing of the outline has been made, the anteroposterior axis marked off in 
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deciles, and widths measured at these levels. To introduce a measure of generaliza
tion the widths are given as proportional not as absolute dimensions, being expressed 
as a percentage of a convenient morphological unit. In view of the indeterminate 
nature of the dimension 'length of head', consequent upon the arbitrary level of 
severance, the unit here selected is width at level of front of mouth. In general, 
however, for the purpose of interspecific comparison widths would be more satisfactorily 
expressed as percentages of total length of head (to first or to last gill slit), thus 
making allowance for individual differences in mere size, without involving possible 
specific variation in form. 

Orthogonal polynomials of the second and third degree have been fitted in accord
ance with the method perfected by Fisher (1932). With N = p€rcentile number, 
counting caudad, W = width of head as percentage of width at front of mouth, the 
second degree equation is W = 99.36 + 9.0242 (N - 5.5) - 0.66295 (N2 - lIN + 22), i.e., 
W = 35.14 + 16.317 N 0.66295 N2. Predicted values of W (actual values in paren
theses) are 50.8 (46.6), 65.1 (66.9), 78.1 (82.2), 89.8 (92.5), 100.2 (100.0), 109.2 
(105.9), 117.0 (114.5), 123.2 (122.0), 128.3 (128.8)~ 135.5 (133.9). The third 
degree equation, with the additional term 0.14015 (NJ - 16.5 N2 + 76.10 N - 85.80), is 
W = 23.11 + 26.986 N - 2.9758 N2 + 0.14015 N3; predicted values of W being 47.3, 66.3, 
81.1, 93.0, 101.2, 108.2, 115.1, 120.3, 125.3, 135.5. 

The reduction in sum of squares due to fitting !,he regression is a significant 
one at each stage, the ratio of the remainder, S (Y-Y) to the mean square for error 
yielding successively F = 178.62, 23.11, 14.48, (d.f. = 1 and 8, 7, 6). For the 
equation in N2 the percenta3e of deviations of W from W ranges from 0.2 to 9.0, mean 
2.80; for the equation in N from 0.2 to 2.7, mean 1.43. The formal significance of 
the third degree equation is highly satisfactory; the equating of the remaining sum of 
squares, 8.1364, to Sy2, 7019.5, with 1-R2 yielding R = 0.99942. 

The coefficient of N2 in the second degree polynomial provides a direct measure 
of the pointedness of the curve; and hence in equations derived from strictly compar
able data permits a quantitative comparison of the feature in two species. 

For pragmatic taxonomic purposes a formulation leading to a straight line graph is 
in some respects more convenient than one involving a curvilinear graph, providing a 
more inunediate visual estimation of parameters. An exponential treatment in the 

w-b 

general form of W = a log N + b, or N = lOa is discussed below (it has been con
sidered expedient to work in common, rather than in natural, logarithms). The chief 
disadvantage of the procedure with the present data lies in the fact that the graph 
presents a point of inflexion. 

Plotting the 10 relative widths successively caudad on the integral numbers 1-10 
along a logarithmic abscissa is found to yield very good approximations to two straight 
lines, the first (A) covering logs 1-6, the second (B), with a markedly steeper 
gradient, logs 7-10. Here, as in the preoral and the mouth curve graphs discussed 
later, the point of inflexion, as visually assessed, occurs at, or significantly close 
to, a plotted point, i.e., it effectively has as abscissal value a natural-number 
logarithm. This pair of co~rdinates can thus formally be treated as belonging to the 
first segment (the convention here adopted) or the second or to both (the last
mentioned procedure, by its provision of an additional degree of freedom, yielding 
increased statistical formal significance to each of the two graphs). 

With Nand W as before, the equation for the best-fitting straight line for (A) 
is W = 77.49 log N + 45.60 ;t = 37.255***. Decile widths as calculated are 45.6, 
68.9, 82.6, 92.1, 99.8, 105.9. For (B) the equation is W = 126.74 log N + 74.47 ;t 
= 51.219***: decile values are 114.6, 121.9, 128.4, 134.2. 
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For (A) the percentage deviation of predicted from measured values is 0.03-3.0, 
x 1.2J; for (8) 0.08-0.3, - 0.19, the noticeably greater mean of CA) deriving largely 
from the contribut ions (2.1, .3.0) made by the first two entries. A composite character 
of CAl is thus suggested (in the traced outline of the head a decrease in rate of curva
ture is apparent near the level of the nostrils, at about the middle of the preoral 
length.) When deciles of preoral width are plotted on the integral logarithms 1-10, 
the graph is seen to run, with significant rectilinearity, from log 1 to log 3 (Aa) 
and to continue, with steeper slope, from log 4 to log 10 (Ab). 

With 1,) = relative width, n preoral decl Ie number, the regression equation for 
CAa) is w = 63.09 log n + 27.60 ;t = 373.739***: measured (calculated) decile percent
ages are 27.5 (27.6), 46.6 (46.6), 57.6 (57.7). For CAb) w = 83.05 log n + 17.49 ;t 
= 64.090***; deciles 66.9 (67.5), 75.8 (75.5), 82.2 (82.1), 88.1 (87.5), 92.8 (92.5), 
96.6 (96.7), 100.0 (100.5). Percentage deviations of!; from I,) are for (Aa) 0.02-0.2, 
x 0.11, for (Ab) 0.1-0.8, x 0.47. 

Four equations have been set out above, CA) = {N l-6} , CBl = {tv = 7-10} , (Aa) 
= {n = 1-3} , (Ab) = {n = 4-10}. However, in the present specimen {N = 5} is located 
(adventitiously, as result of abitrary level of severance) at level of front of mouth. 
We can therefore calculate the postoral portion of the combined CA) and (8) graphs as 
81 {tv = 6-10} , the equation (naturally closely similar to that for (B) = {tv = 7-10} ) 
being WI = 127.40 log tv + 6.85 ;t = 104.178: predicted values of WI 106.0, 114.5, 121.9, 
128.4, 134.5, the percentage deviation of these from actual values ~iven above) being 
0.06-0.4, x 1. 20. Thus in this particular example the form of the head in plan is 
completely specifiable from the available data, on the basis of the present ad hoc mode 
of specification, by three equations only, (Aa) , (Ab) , (Bl), representing three exponen
tial arcs, the first accounting for approximately the anterior one··fourth, the last for 
the posterior one-third of the length. 

It is of interest to note that the goodness of fit obtained in this ad hoc 
procedure is well above that afforded by the third degree polynomial, the percentage 
deviation of predicted from actual values being in the former 0.02- 0.8, x 0.31, in the 
latter 0.2-2.7, r 1.43 - however, the present method has of course the disadvantage of 
treating the overall curve as three component curves. 

Mouth. The anterior border of the crescentic mouth lies behind tip of snout by 1.60 
its anteroposterior extension, the latter being just half the chord at the angle of the 
mouth, or 1.13 direct distance from mouth to nostril. A small, rather widely divergent 
labial groove is present, its length (12.5 mm) 0.06 width of mouth, equal to direct 
distance from its tip to mouth cleft. 

The curvature of the mouth cleft in sharks varies markedly between, but is in 
general tolerably uniform within, families; the length of the gape ranging from less 
than one-third of its width in scyliorhinids to more than twice as much in sphyrnids, 
the feature doubtless being correlated with feeding habits. In the present specimen 
the length-width ratio is D.SO; judging from published figures it ranges among ca1'
charhinids from near that value to rather more than 0.6. 

The mouth cleft has been examined by the methods employed in the analysis of the 
curve of head in plan, widths being measured at tenths of the anteroposterior length, 
and being generaliz.ed by being expressed as percentages of chord of mouth at angle. 

The equation is vi ~ 71.60 + 7.5151 IV -. 0.53220 (N 2 .. UN + 22), i.e. vi = 18.56 
+ 13.369 tv - 0.53220 tv2 Predicted values (actual in parentheses) are 31.5 (30.5), 
43.2 (44.0), 53.9 (53.0), 63.5 (65.5), 72.1 (72.5), 79.6 (79.0), 86.1 (85.5), 90.5 
(90.5), 95.8 (95.5), 99.0 (1~0.0). The third degree equation, with the additional 
term 0.36425 (tv 3 - 16.5 N2 +76.10 tv - 85.80), is W = 15.43 + 16.14 N - 1. 1331 N2 + 

0.036425 tv 3 ; predicted values of W being 30.5, 43.5, 55.8, 64.2, 72.4, 79.4, 85.4, 90.7, 
100.0. Note that the equation in tv 3 passes through the first and the last two points 
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of the series. 

As with the equations for head in plan, the reduction in Slilll of squares due to 
fitting is at all stages, with P, 23.60, 195.61, 178.82. For 
the equation the percentage deviations of from fi range from 0.0 to :\.0, mean 
0.72. At the conclusion of the fitting of the third degree term the multiple cor
relation coefficient R has the highly satisfactory value of 0.99986. 
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For the ad hoc 
rectilinear graph wi 
46.91 log N + 30.73 it = 28.491*; decile 
(B) = {N = 4-10} II = 87.43 log N + 11.86 
85.7, 90 8, 95.1, 99.3. 

an exponenti.al formulation and yielding a 
the equation for CAl = { IV .= 1-3} is 

chords as calculated 30.3, 44.5, 52.5. 
01 " 
For 

;t = S:3.04F**; deciles 64.5,73.0,79.9, 

The variation of predicted from measured value in (A) is 0.6-LO,~f 0.83%; in (Bl 
o 3·-1.5, x 0.72 9& _." valUeS seen not to differ great ly from those for the polynomial s 

Comparison of head and mouth curves. Even the most casual observer, it would seem, 
could notfair-tobe struck by-the-visually pleasing relationship between the curve of 
the mouth and that of the head as a whole: and since the appearance of On Growth and 
Form (Thompson 1942) biologists have learnt to expect that many instances of natural 
aesthetic eleganCe are susceptible of preciSe mathematical specification. In the 
present case it has been shown both curves represent, to a good approximation, a 
parabola. 

In the formulations already given the curve of the head has been calculated from 
decile widths expressed as percentages of width of head at leVel of front of mouth, 
while the corresponding morphological unit for sped ficat ion of the mouth curve has 
been maximum width of mouth. To make possible a direct comparison of the parabolas 
for head and mouth, that for the latter is here calculated with deciles expressed as 

head width at front of mouth, the equation W = 13.48 + 12.451 IV 
that for head W c= .35.14 + 16.317 tv - 0.66295 The Dwnerically 

smaller negative value of the coefficient of the second-degree term in the equation 
for the mouth is indicative of the relevant curve being shallOWer than the curve of 
the head. 

An interesting ad hoc comparison of the two curves, presented in the convenient 
form of a straight line graph (with a point of inflexion) is obtained by plotting suc
Cessive cumulated decHes of head width. With all dimensions in mm the equation for 
decHes 1-3 is um1 M = 0.5510 cum II + O. 73;"t = 192.534***: for deciles 4-10 cum M = 
0.6293 cum 11-4.45;7; = 503.809***. Values predicted hy these equations (measured 
values in parentheses): 61.3 (61), 148.1 (149), 255.2 (255), 383.9 (386), 532.6 (531), 
689.9 (689), 859.8 (860), 1041.1 (1041), 1229.4 (1232), 1431.2 (1432). 

Head, girth. The shape of the head (and of the body in advanCe of dorsal origin) 
Viewed laterally is of taxonomic significance, especially the degree of gibbosity of 
the dorsal profile above and behind the gill slits. In the present specimen the over·· 
all anteroposterior convexity of the dorsal surface is slight or moderate: however, 
at 270 behind snout tip there occurs a low medjan swelling about 60 long and about 100 
wide. 

The girth of the head 
at the furthest level back at 
snout tip), has been determined. 

specimen at 10 equal intervals" concluding 
satisfactory measurement is feasible (300 mm from 

It has been found the relation between girth, G, and deci N (1, most 
anterior) is, to a significant approximation, of the form G = Expressed in the 
convenient form log G = k log N + b, yielding a straight line graph, the equation 
(G in mm) js log r; = 0.5166 log IV + 2.3764;t = 18.187***. The 10 girths (with 
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predicted values in parentheses) are 231 (238), 348 (340), 420 (420), 502 (487), 551 
(546), 600 (600), 645 (650), 696 (697), 793 (740), 761 (782). 

Head, pores. Most of ventral surface liberally sprinkled with minute pores, in general 
from 1-2 to 3-4 mm apart; least numerous behind level of eyes and along internal border 
of lower jaw. A regular series of about a score of rather more conspicuous pores, 
each in middle of lighter colored spot, about 3 in diameter, bordering upper lip; 
about 30 scattered irregularly adjacent to these. 

Head, color. Save for a subelliptical isabelline patch about 50 long, 45 wide, begin
ning 105 behind snout tip, dorsal surface almost uniform slate grey. Ventral surface 
mostly off-white, in places approaching ivory; somewhat dusky strip narrowly bordering 
upper jaw, width 10 at angle increasing to 25 just behind level of tip of lower jaw, 
in advance of.this spreading out to form a semielliptical patch about 60 long, 100 
wide; some duskiness (differing in extent and disposition on two sides) round about 
n09trils; from level of nostril backwards dark grey of dorsal surface extending briefly 
on to ventral surface, strip increasing to width of 10-12 at level of eyes, behind this 
progressively decreasing slightly. 

Dentition. Teeth in upper jaw 16 and a small symphysial on each side; in anterior part 
of jaw disposed alternately in outer and inner rows, latter the even numbers, counting 
outwards; inner tooth set closely against two outer flanking it, from one-tenth to one
eighth of its base hidden by their bases. General form very similar to that of teeth 
of type as sketched by Whitley (1940, fig. 88, no. 4); subtriangular; border directed 
towards angle of mouth somewhat sinuate, the larger upper portion convex; other border 
slightly concave in upper half, curve below more rapid; both borders delicately serrate 
almost to tip; some stronger serrations on base. Between first main tooth on either 
side 2 small symphysial teeth; on level of inner series. Vertical height of 10 teeth 
from second on right, through two symphysial to sixth on left·9.0, 7.1, 4.9, 5.0, 6.5, 
7.3, 10.4, 13.0, 15.4, 12.5 (measured from midpoint of exposed, slightly upwardly con
vex base), size thereafter continually decreasing; bases (visible) 8.6, 7.4, 5.5, 6.6, 
8.8, 10.0, 11.1, 12.7, 14.0, 13.1; distance between tips 9.0, 5.7, 6.0, 8.6, 7.9, 9.0, 
12.1, 10.3, 11.7. Median teeth nearly erect, others sloping progressively further 
outwards. 

Teeth in lower jaw 16 (plus small symphysial tooth), on each side, not alternate, 
first three on either side, and symphysial, with a similar tooth directly behind it; 
smaller than those of upper jaw, decreasing in size from third, outermost 1-2 high; in 
general more symmetrical than upper teeth, laterally progressively approaching conical; 
microscopically serrate. Symphysial tooth with a very slightly larger tooth imme
diately behind it, with base contiguous with bases of inner pair of first teeth. 
Vertical height of 9 teeth from second on right, through symphysial, to sixth 'on left 
7.0, 6.0, 2.2, 5.0, 6.9, 9.1, 9.9, 9.0, 7.1; bases (visible) 12.5, 8.5, 2.0, 8.1, 12.2, 
9.1, 9.9, 9.0, 7.1; dista.nce (dividers) between tips 10.7, 9.9, 5.2, 10.9, 10.9, 11.1, 
11.0, 10.9. Anterior teeth leaning outward at about 400 , outer becoming increasingly 
nearer upright. 

Caudal fin. The general form of the caudal is tolerably constant in Australian rep
resentatives of Carcharhinus - upper lobe subtriangular, superior border moderately 
convex, length about twice lower lobe, subequal to (usually somewhat exceeding) head; 
terminal secondary lobe rather small, its length 2-4 in length of rest of lobe. 

Some dimensions (mm) of Greens Beach specimen. Length (direct, not following 
curve) of upper border 655; of other borders, in succession, 160, 65, 350, 160, 305. 
Depth (in parentheses, first, diameter of elevated strip over vertebral column, secondly, 
distance of strip from superior border) at origin 92 (60, 32), at upper end of hind 
border of lower lobe 190 (55, 73), at notch 58 (36, 16), at greatest depth of second 
lobe 109 (33, 24). Vertebral column ends 65 in advance of tip, 36 below superior 
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border, 20 above inferior. Borders, in succession as before, moderately convex with 
rate of curvature increasing caudad; slightly concave, especially in lower one-third; 
sigmoid; moderately convex, strongly crenulate; slightly concave, regularly crenulate; 
rather strongly convex. 

Upper caudal lobe originating, 23 behind level of orlgln of lower lobe, as ridge 
arising from shortly behind middle of subtriangular depression, 25 long, 40 wide, depth 
5, at middle of transverse anterior border, depth progressively decreasing backward. 
At base of lower caudal lobe a transverse bursa, 23 wide, 5 deep, the anterior wall a 
fleshy subvertical flap, readily apposable to hind wall closing whole pocket. 

Above vertebral column virtually uniform dark grey, elsewhere in general lighter, 
ivory or flesh-colored. Borders, in succession as before, dark grey; a trifle lighter 
than light ground color; same; in posterior two-fifths marginally 1 ighter for about 1 
mm, rest with about 1 of white distally, followed by about 2 of near-black, followed 
by 2-3 obscurely dark or darkish; similar to anterior part of last border, but more 
obscurely marked, increasingly so towards tip of lobe; light, concolorous with re
mainder of lobe. 

Family SPHYRNIDAE 

As the outcome of a survey by the writer (1973) of Sphyrnidae reported in 
Australian waters, in all seven species, it was concluded that those satisfactorily 
recorded comprise Sphyrna lewini (Griffith and Smith, 133-1), S. zygaena (Linne, 1758), 
S. mokarran (Ruppell, 1835) - with S. ligo Fraser-Brunner, 1950 as a probable synonym 
- with the inclusion of S. blochii(Cuvier, 1816) in doubt. 

The Allstralian history of S. zygaena, an example of which is noted below, is a 
curious one, traced in detail in the paper cited. In summary: earlier writers not 
unnaturally recorded hammerheads under the familiar name of the European S. zyqaena 
(or, as in Johnston's first Tasmanian catalogue (1883), as the synonymic S. malleus 
Valenciennes, 1822); as the description of S. lewini (type locality, 'South coast of 
New Holland') became more widely known there developed a tendency more or less auto
matically to report all Australian captures as this species, S. zygaena appearing with 
decreasing frequency in the local literature, and by 1934 (a hundred years after the 
description of S. lewini) virtually disappearing from it. With the publication in 
1967 of Gilbert's revision of the hammerheads of the world the systematics of the 
family were first placed on a satisfactory basis. A hammerhead caught in George Bay, 
east coast, in 1970 has been shown by the writer (1973) to be S. zygaena. While it 
would appear probable that S. le7JJini occurs in Tasmanian waters, early records of it 
in local 1 ists - e. g., Lord (1923, 1927), Lord and Scott (1924) -- must be regarded as 
suspect and in need of confirmation. -

A key to the Australian species appears in the paper cited. S. zygaena and S. 
lewini are most readily distinguished by the outline curve of the anterior part of the 
head; viewed in plan, this presents in the former an unbroken forwardly convex sweep, 
while in the latter it includes a median concavity. 

Genus SPHYRNA Rafinesque, 1810 

Cestracion Klein in Walbawm. 1792, Type-species, Squalus zygaena Linne, 1758, by 
subsequent designation of Gill, 1861. Name inadmissible by International 
Commission rules, 1907, 1910. 

Sphyrna Rafinesque, 1810, INDICE D'ITTOLOGIA SICILIANA, pp. 46, 60. Type-species, 
Squalus zygaena Linne, 1758, by subsequent designation of Jordan and Gilbert, 1883. 
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zygaena (Linn6, 1758) 

NAT.s ed~ 10, p.234. i\rtecii. Type local.ity: 

~ p. 3 (Aust.r:;d ian 

female specimen, 641 mm in tor:al length, co]] ected Mr N. Blichfenot 
dport, north coast, in In on 12 May 1976 (Q. Reg. No. 

1976/5/149). A young male, 610 mm Ln total collected 1-11' E. C;atenby in 
, east coast. on 17 April 1970 CQ.V.l'i. Reg. No. , providing the 

Tasmanian rocord of this species, has becn described and figured by 
See also Part XIX (1974a, p.252). 

The following set of dimensions, as permillages of total length 
paral1els) includes all items reported , tabJe 1) for the George Bay 

specimen, the values for the latter here being cited [i~ parentheses) for direct 
COmpaT:lSon. 

Length to fint gill sLit 176 (162) to fifth 231 (220). Mouth: length to upper 
lip 65 (61), to angle 112 (109), to mandibular symphysis 70 (66); width of cleft 73 
(63), width at labial folds 76 (67). Width, depth of head at: midpoint of scallops 
109 (98), 28 (21), tips preocular prominences 256 (233), 37 (36). first gill slit 86 
(95), 90 (74). fifth gill slit 89 (74), 92 (85); maximum 287 (259), 94 (85). Eye: 
length to., parallels, 72 (62), direct from Sllout tip L;3 (138); horizontal diameter 20 
(2d), vert:ical 18 (2J). Orbit: horizontal diameter 22 (26), vertical 19 (22). 
luterorbital 271 (248). Nostril: length to, parallels 53 (49), direct from snout tip 
170 [Hl6); distance from eye 16 (16), from orbi t 12 (15). Internarial 212 (190). 

snout 
Length 

narial groove: length [chord) 65 [56); distance from anterior end direct to 
(profile) 62 (54); distance between anterior ends of grooves 103 (101). 
second (largest) gill slit 21 (22). of fifth 17 (17). 

First dorsal: length to 288 (266); base 85 (90); length of anterior border 
8 (139), of distal 108 (B2), lower border of lobe 31 (26); vertical height 109 

(103). lnterdorsal 257 (248). Second dorsal: length to origin 628 (603); base 31 
(30); length of anterior border 37 (31), of distal (41),48 (41), of lower border of lobe 41 
(44); vertical height 23 (16). Anal: length to origin 593 (577); base 38 (43); 
length of anterior border 54 (44), of distal 37 (38), of upper border of lobe 41 (37); 
vertical height 27 (21) Pectoral: length to origin 218 (2B); [this measurement is 
to level of origin of anterior borJer; length to girdle, felt immediately below surface, 
209, (2031J; base 58 (49); 1 of anterior border 120 (113), of distal 89 (75), of 
posterior 34 (38); total I 125 (12'.3); maximum width normal to longitudinal axis 
75 (69: in table 1 (1973), in error, 110). at anterior end of base 
69 (62), at posterior end ~o (30). Pelvic: to origin 477 (457); base 36 (40); 
length of anterior border 37 (41), of distal 51 (44), of posterior, total 34 (35), 
free 25 (20); tota.! length 76 (69); maximUJll width normal to longitudinal axis 38 (39). 
InterpeIvic. at anterior eIld of base 39 (30), :1t posterior end 25 (15). 

lobe of caudal: length to origin Cat pTcc3.udal pit) (71J); base (fpre~ 

to unction with lower lobe' ~ to junction of hinder border of 5ubtriangular 
lower lobe wi anterior end of linear of inf~Tior border) 89 (81); length of 
anterior border 287 (289), of below notc~, 19.) (193); terminal lobe, anteriur 
border 24 (20), posterior 48 ; width at notch 24 (21). Lower lobe of caudal: 
length to origin 718 (692); base (slightly oblique) 72 (67); length of anterior border 
114 (107), of posterior 64 (55). Length to end of vertebral column 988 (982). Length 
to vent (middle) 518 (474). Depth (width) at: first dorsal origin 101 (95), 80 (72), 
pelvic origin 86(79), 72 (56), anal origin 59 (57), 41 (41); caudal peduncle (minimum) 
41 (39), 34 (30): maximum (body) 109 (97), 78 (74). 
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It will be seen t.he relative dimensions recorded are in gcneTal in toley;:;tbly close 
agreement; there being no cleaT indication of sex differentiation. 

MetTical characters of key. Specifications of S. and Ic;?,)1:ni in the key to 
AustralTan species -Inc'hlde three metrical items. Inner narial groove '",~'cending 
in S. 3lJgaena :0: 1;" in S. le1J1:ni < 1;, (au 0.4-0.45), distance from antcrioT end of groove 
direct to snout tip: in both the earIier (male) and present (female) specimen the valuc 
is 0.51. (ii) Distance fTom naris to orbit in S. zyguena < (au tiL in S. lcurirri 
diameter of eye: in the male this is 0.71, in the female 0.63. UiU Lobe of second 
dorsal extending in 8. zygaena < 2/3. in 8. leurtn-i > 2/3 (ua 3/4-4/5) dj stance from fin 
base to precaudal pit: in the male the extension is 0.56, in the female a,60, 

Coloration. The overall colora~:ion, slaty grey above, lighter~ whitish or approaching 
whitish below, is similar to, but somewhat lighter than, that of tile juvenile male, 
other references to which are here made in parentheses. Strip of white encroaching 
from ventral surface on to dark grey along anterior border of head about 2 nun (about 
1 mm) wide, expanding on preocular prominences into ovoid whitish patches (not 
developed) . Anterior borders of dorsals narrOi-lly margined (as in male) with darker. 
Anal mostly whitish or faintly dusky, concolorous with ventrd surface of body, deeply 
dusky round junction of anterior and distal borders, pure white along lower border of 
lobe (transverse dark markings in male lacking). The curious dark markings on the 
side behind pelvic origin, iII the form of splashes and downwardly and forwardly oblique 
dark bars described and figured in the male occur also in the present specimen, all 
.:ere being bars, On the left side, where they are somewhat bett 131' deve] oped, they 
comprise, in sequence caudad, three short, above pelvic base; two f3iTly close set, 
about 30 by 2-3 mm, about 20 by 2, first partly above pelvic base; 011e short midway 
between dorsal and vent.ral profiles, above anal base; two dark and conspicuous, about 
40 by 3, about 35 by 5-8, extending over two-thi rds of height above lobe of aIlal; thn'e, 
narrow, short, closely seT in hind half of caudal peduncle. 

Mouth, As noted above the curvature of the mouth is more shallow in carcharinids than 
iII sphyrnids; the length/width Tatio, O. SO in our example of Coy'cha.r7dnus gl'eyt here 
being O.6S. AIl equation has been calculated for the curve obtained by placing a 
in the mouth and tracing the outline of the lower jaw; 10 measurements of width then 
being taken at equ~l intervals. With N.~ decile number, counting caudad, = .10.92+ 
5.127 N·-O.1539]v; actual values of vi (calculated in parentheses) 15,() (15.9), 21.5 
(20.6), 24,5 (24.9), 30.0 (28,9), 33,0 (32.7), 35.5 (36.1), 38.5 (.39.1), 41.5 (42.0), 
44.5 (444),47.0 (47.6). To peTmit of direct comparison with specimens of other 
sizes the parabola has been recalculated with width as percentage of maximum 
width of curve: Wm = 27.17 + 10,20 N -- 0.3337 

Location of certain morphological landmarks. It is found that when the logarithms of 
the -lengths -:froii!-:snout tip-fo'certain notable morphological points are plotted against 
the logarithms of certain natural numbers within the range 1-10, the resultant 
is significantly linear. With L = length, mm, to one of the seven--member set [ 
of mouth, pectoral origin, first dorsal origin, pelvic origin, anal origin, caudaJ 
origin (taken as origin of upper lobe), total length ,IV = relevant natural number 
set {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 f , the equation of the straight line for the present 

is log L = 1. :n13 log IV + L 4668 ; t = 54.52,); measured \!Qlues of 
72 (74), 1:)4 (127), 183.S (185), 306 (318), 390 (391), 461 For 

the specimen reported in 1973 the corresponding equation (with '0 as thousandths of 
total length, not rnrn) is log = 1.3466 log IV.,. 1.6322;t = ~[l.105; n'ieasured (predicted) 
values of L 109 (109), 203 (187), 260 (278), 457 (479), 577 (589), 711 (705), 1000 
(952). In both cases length to pectoral origin is measured to felt-for girdle just 
below the integument; the value previously reported for the maJe (1973, table 1) is 
length to origin of (external) Clncerior border of fin. [n this shark anal orig'm and 
second dorsal origin are located quite clo"8 to one another: in the formulation length 
to th0 former point has been arbitrarily adopted. 
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Similar results involving some or all of the morphological landmarks here noted 
(together with length to second dorsal origin, length to base of lower caudal lobe) 
plotted at relevant intervals have been encountered in a number of other species, the 
first point, length to back of mouth, being variously located in different families on 
log 1, log 2 or log 3. Wi th the slope of the graph decided by the plotting of log 
length to back of mouth on the appropriate abscissa (ascertained, formally, by trial 
and error, in practice generally obvious from inspection of relative length of preoral 
head), followed by the plotting of log total length on either log 9 or log 10 (by trial 
and error), the precision with which the selected ordinate dimensions when plotted at 
integral abscissal values approximate the predetermined straight line is indeed 
striking. 

Perforations in body wall. The specimen has two perforations extending from the 
external surface, through the body wall to the coelome, one immediately behind the base 
of each pectoral. Both are very neatly outlined externally, that on left side ovoid, 
7 by 5.5 mm, that on right side somewhat pyriform, 9 by 6, divided near middle of its 
length by a narrow oblique superficial bar of integument. It is not evident whether 
these represent pre or post mortem injury. 

Family SYNGNATHIDAE 

Only seven species are credited to Tasmania in the Check-list (McCulloch 1929), 
four additional species having been included earlier in the local list of Lord (1927). 
In a paper by the writer (1968) containing a first record for this State of Syngnathus 
poecilolaemus Peters, 1869, twenty Tasmanian species were enumerated - however, entry 
XVII, Hippocampus novaehollandiae Steindachner, 1866, is to be regarded as a junior 
synonym of XIX, H. whitei Bleeker, 1885. A twentieth species, Ichthyocampus cY'istatus 
McCulloch & Waite, 1918, was noted in Part XVII (1970, p.35). 

Two additional species, Syngnathus caretta KlUnzinger 1879, and Ichthyocampus 
Y'Una (Whitley, 1931), are here noted, and some general observations are made on 
Syngnathus phillipi Lucas, 1891 and Syngnathus poecilolaemus Peters, 1869. 

Genus SYNGNATHUS Linne, 1758 

Syngnathus Linne, 1758, SYST. NAT., ed. 10, p.336. 
p.l. Type-species S. acus Linne. 

Ex Artedi, ICHTH., 1738, gen. 1, 

Syngnathus caretta KHinzinger, 1879 

Syngnathus caY'e-tta Kllinzinger, 1879, Sitzb. Akad. Wiss. 0lien, ~ (1), p.4l9 (p.95 of 
reprint). Type locality: Port Phillip Victoria. 

Syngnathus caretta: Macleay, 1884, Proc. Linn. Soc. lV.S.W., 9, p.60. Id. Lucas, 1890, 
PY'oc. R. Soc. Vict. (n.s.), p.38. -

Leptonotus caretta: McCulloch, 1929, Aust. Mus. Mem., 5 (1), p.85. rd. Whitley, 1941, 
Aust. Zool., lQ. (1), p.16, fig. 12. Id. Munro, f958 , HANDBK AUST. FISH., ~, 
p.85, fig. 587. 

Pugnaso caretta : Whitley and Allan, 1958, THE SEAHORSE AND ITS RELATIVES, p. 8. Id. 
Whitley, 1964, PY'oc. Linn. Soc. N.S.f/., ~ (1), p.37. 

History of species. This is one of our lesser known pipefishes, most of the available 
information about it being derived from Kliinzlnger's original account, of which 
Macleay gave an English version in the supplement to the Catalogue (1884), and from 
some notes by Whitley (1941, p.16) on, and a sketch (fig. 12) of, the holotype, a 
female, examined by him in the Wurttembergische Naturaliensammlung, Stuttg"rt in 1937: 
some additional data is included in the diagnosis in the Handbook (Munro, 1958), which 
reproduces Whitley's sketch. It may be noted that in his census of fishes recorded 
from Victorian waters Lucas (1890, p.38) listed this species in parentheses, his 
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convention for records based on a single specimen or regarded as doubtful in respect of 
locality, in which latter category he placed all KIUnzinger's material reported (1872) 
as coming from Hobson's Bay or Port Phillip. 

Generic status. Klunzinger referred his fish to Syngnathus Linne, 1758, in which 
course he was followed by Macleay and Lucas. However, since the appearance of the 
Check-list (McCulloch 1929) it has generally been placed by Australian authors in 
Leptonotus Kaup, 1853; with Whitley and Allan (1958) and m1itley in his name-list (1964) 
including it in Pugnaso Whitley, 1948. 

Leptonotus differs from Syngnathus primarily in exhibiting marked sexual dimorph
ism, the female having the dorsal profile of the trunk conspicuously elevated, and the 
median ventral trunk ridge acute, features well marked in the two other species admit
ted in the Check-list, L. semifasciatus GUnther, 1870, and L. costatus Waite and Hale, 
1918, the latter, which differs from the type-species S. blainvillianus Eydoux and 
Gervais, 1837 (formally included in the Check-list, 'Australia (Kaup) '; but the entry 
has not been confirmed, and the species has been dropped from the more recent name-list 
of Whitley) in possessing a ridge on the opercle anteriorly, is accommodated by Whitley 
(1951) in his subgenus Kaupus. Whitley noted in the female holotype he examined at 
Stuttgart 'a median carina along belly', but made no mention of, nor does his figure 
show, any elevation of the dorsal trunk profile. In our material a ventral trunk 
ridge is invariably present and usually prominent: the dorsal profile is significantly 
rectilinear, though it is probable at least some examples are females. It is con
cluded there is no good reason for transferring this species, described in Syngnathus, 
to Leptonotus. 

The type-species of Pugnaso, Syngnathus curtirostris Castelnau, 1872, is devoid 
of any opercular ridge, a feature constituting part of the generic diagnosis. The 
subsequent attribution (Whitley and Allan 1958; Whitley 1964) to this originally mono
typic genus of the present species with its well marked, though short, keel is hence 
inappropriate. [The opercular ridge - its absence, its degree of development when 
present - has long been a vexed item, leading at times to marked differences in taxo
nomic practice. Thus McCulloch (1921), following contemporary Australian practice, 
employed the occurrence of a full, and of a partial anterior, ridge in a key separating 
Corythoichthys Kaup, 1853 and Syngnathus; and in the Check-list referred to the former 
genus a group of species that the Handbook, following current Australian practice, 
assigns to the latter. Again, Stigmatopora nigra Kaup, 1853 and Stigmatopora argus 
(Richardson, 1840) have been separated (Waite and Hale 1921; Scott et al. 1974) by the 
criterion that the keel, regularly present in the former, is lacking in adults of the 
latter; but see Part IV (1960) where an example of S. argus 280.5 mm long is noted as 
having a well defined keel extending across the whole operculum]. While the other 
differentiae given for distinction between Pugnaso and the type-species of Syngnathus, 
S. acus Linne, 1758, are valid for that species, they do not provide any acceptable 
basis for distinguishing S. curtirostris generically from a number of other species 
that the Handbook refers to Syngnathus. The present species is thus not compatible 
with Pugnaso as originally defined, and it is felt there are no good grounds for its 
transfer from Syngnathus to that genus. 

It should, however, be noted that in meristic characters, length and form of snout, 
location and extend of dorsal fin, and in some individuals color pattern S. caretta 
comes closer to S. cUlotirostris than to any other Australian species; being separable 
from it chiefly by its opercular keel, its ventral trunk carina and, where these are 
developed, by the supernumerary trunk and/or tail ridges. 

Tasmanian material. The present observations are based on 8 specimens: (a), (b), Ls 
63.7, 64.6, Kelso, Tamar estuary, north coast, 5-6 February 1961, low tide among 
Zostera sp., Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1972/5/206; (h) Ls 100.9, Greens Beach, north coast, 5 
September 1965, Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1972/5/527; (d), (e), (f), LoS 74.9, 75.0, 80.2, Greens 
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Beach, 17 October, 1965, Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1972/5/555; (0) L8 66.0, 24 March 1976, ].6 
km north of Greens Beach, Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1976/5/132; (g) La 83.S, 1 km north of 
Greens Beach, 7 April 1976, Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1976/5/107: all collected by Mr R.B. Green. 

Other examples examined: (i), (j)y (k) Ls 60.6, 64.4, 67.1, same history as (a), 
(b)~ Q.V.M. Reg No. 1972/5/206; ('Z)-(s) La 20.1-32.0, ~ 26.1 ± 1.56, same history as 
(a), (b)5 Q.V.M. Reg, No. 1972/5/716. 

Associated _,,~pecies. taken in associat ion with our material of 
carletta comprise 8. Lucas; 1891, eUY'tLpost"pIs Castelnau, 1872, 
caudaZis Waite and Hale, 1921, 1);~oeamDWJ car1:nirost1"is Castelnau, 1872. 

l2.:imens.i~2' Table 1 sets Ollt the principal proportions of specimens (a) - (h); arranged 
in order of increasing total length; the first two lines recording standard length and 
total length in mm, all other entries being permillages of total length. S. caretta 
is a small species, its length regularly being specified as 10 em; our largest example 
has total length 10.3 em. 

TABLE 

Syngnathus c(u'let-ta KHinzinger, 1879. Dimensions of 8 specimens from northern 
Tasmania: standard length and total length in mm, all other dimensions as permil1ages 
of total length 

Dimension (bJ (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

Standard length 64.6 66.0 74.9 75.0 80.2 83.5 100.9 
Total length 65.0 66.0 6'7.2 76.7 77 .0 81.9 84.5 102.9 
Length to dorsal origin 358 :';33 350 356 351 349 341 360 
Length of dorsal base 65 61 57 72 69 71 50 68 
Length to vent 369 364 372 365 %1 354 360 389 
Length of pectoral 18 20 22 17 12 15 
Head 111 lOS lO t1 102 104 100 96 97 
Snout 38 41 36 40 39 34 36 :)1 

Eye 20 19 21 20 22 20 15 19 
Interorbital at middle of orbit 18 20 19 14 25 15 15 16 
Interorbital at front of supra.orbi tal ridges 11 9 10 10 14 8 11 12 
Depth of snout, minimum IS 14 13 14 16 13 11 14 
Depth at hind border of orbit 31 27 29 30 29 27 24 29 
Depth at opercular border 36 31 31 35 22 35 31 36 
Depth at vent 29 24 24 29 30 26 24 30 
Depth of truuk, maximtun :59 29 31 33 38 31 33 37 
Width of snout, minimum 8 8 9 11 9 1J 11 11 
Width at hind border of orbit 31 30 .30 27 26 27 24 27 
Width at opercular border 26 25 27 25 2 :, 22 22 24 
Width at vent 29 17 18 35 26 24 21 29 
Width of trlJnk, maximum 31 28 28 3 " ,+ 27 32 24 29 

Meristic characters. Annuli 18 + 43 (2 specimens), 44, 45 (2), 46 (2), 47. Subdorsal 
0.5, 0-:-9(2):-r:rj'12), 1.1, 1.5, 1.8 + 4.1,4.3 (4), 4.4, 4.5 (2). P.R/8, 9/9 (2), 
10/10 (.3); damaged in 2 fish. A. 3 (5), 4 (1); not detected in 2 fish. C.9. 

Proportions. The following suite of proportions incllldos most of those commonly 
repor-teCf""by workers on syngnathids. Head in trunk 2,10,·2.75, r 2,48 :t. 0.0649; ill Lt 
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9.03·,10 43, x .81! .155. Head and trunk tail 1 57·1,78, xL:!: 0.0254: in Lt 
2.69-2.82, Y 2.76 + .0138. to dorsal orIgIn in Lt 2.75-3.00, x 2.85 :!: O. 
Dorsal base in length to origin fin 4 93-6.86, x 5.55 ± 0.0699; in head 1.41-1.93, x 
1.62 ± 0.0675. Eye in head 5.00-6.48, S. 0.168; in snout 1.64-2.40, if 1,93 :!: 
0.829. Snout in head 2.52-3.13, x 2.76 :!: 0.977. Interol~ital, measured at middle of 
orbit O.85··L:33, 1.07:!: 0.0409 in eye, measured between supraorbital ridges at front 
of orbit 1039-2.:1.9, x 1.39 ± 0.112. Maximun: depth of trunk in Lt 2il.il-39.2, if .3.3.38 
± .27; in head 2.63-3.58. 3.12 ± 0.107 IviaximLilll width of trunk ill Lt 23.7-33.9, x 
29.03 ± 1.45; in head 3.00-4.05, I 3~55 ± 0.199. 

Head, trunk, tail. As relative (e.g., TIt) values of such primary 
e-Iements Of length of trunk, tail are tolerably constant, ranges being 
96-111, 257-268, 628-642, with coefficients of variation 4.3 t 1.1, 1.3 ! 0.3, 0.7 ± 
0.2 (contrast, for instance, eye, with V ~ 11."7 ± 3.0). The noticeabl e larger V for 
head is attributable, not to greater random variation than that exhibited by other 
regions, but, as is suggested by inspection of table I, to the existence of significant 
fnegativel correlation of length of head with length of fish: r = - 0.807 (a = 1.197); 
t = .>.346 . 

Mean values of lengths of head, trunk, tail for the present sample yielded a sig-
nificant ly straight line when against logs 1, 2, 10, respectively. Wi th 
lengths as Tlt. L = 534.68 log + 102.50, giving predicted values as follows (measured 
values in parentheses) 102.5 (102.3), 263.5 (261.4), 637.2 (636.5) ;t = 346.36***. 
For absolute dimensions, mm, the equat ion is L = 41. 92 log N + 7.79; predicted (meas
ured) values 7.79 (7.89) 20.40 (20.26), 49.71 (49.75) ;t·~ 170.29. It would appear 
that the differential growth of head relative to overall size is more or less balanced 
out in the mean head length, the LB distribution of the sample being tolerably sym
metrical, with skewness, calculated by the mean-median formuJ:t, + 0.0991, and with 6 
items lying within x :: .j. 

It is of interest to note that ill the sample of 9 males and 15 females of S. 
cuPth'oBtloIs discussed below the lllean lengths of head, trunk, tail are also linear on 
logs 1, 2, 10, though not with the close fit found for S. c;aretta. With 
mean lengths of the three regions as T13 in 8. c01oetta) the regression equation 
is L = 493.66 log N + 118.86 yielding calculated (measured) values 267.5 (259.3}, 276.5 
(259.3), 612.6 (615.0) ;t ~ 34.95**'. No significant correlation subsists between any 
of the three regions and Ls. Skewness, though not excessive, is markedly greater than 
in the smaller 8. caY'et-ca sample, being +0.371: 19 entries lie wHhin one standard 
deviation on either side of the mean (cf. 16, normal curve). 

Cristae of trunk and tail. The system of body Tidges in S. earec'ca is a qui te unusual 
on;:;;-;'ncluding someridges not or rarely found in other species and presenting a re
markable diversity both of pattern and ridge structure. The facultative (in our 
material constant) presence of a median lateral caudal ridge is reported both in the 
original description and in Whitley's notes on the type, but is not mentioned in the 
Handbook diagnosis. There appears to be no published reference to t he dorsa 1 and 
ventral caudal ridges, or to any supernumerary lateral trunk ridges present in some 
indiv iduals (l>Iher8 present: inconstant in numher and relative location; contrast the 

OccuTTing and normally disposed lateral trunk ridges of Ul'OeCOll{Ju8 

Castc1nau, 1872). 

Ridge:; are here denoted by a two-·letter symbol thus: first ott e1' ei theT T = 

tTunk or C ~ caudal; second letter one of these, S ~ superior (1:. c. _, superolateral), 
= inferior (inferolateral), D dorsal (here and normally median), V ~ ventral (here 
and normally median), L = lateral (if single normally median). This system in 
general follows that employed in the Handbook (Munro 1958), except that, to render L 
avai 1able for J ater"l, U and L for upper and lower are here by Sand T. 
Both systems are simpler than tbat using 3 or 4 letters Herald (1953, p.233, 
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fig. 36). The convenience afforded by that scheme of having a systematic symbol, LTAR, 
for the taxonomically important 'lateral tail ridge', the short forward extension 
below dorsal base of CS, is gained at the formal cost of having two symbols associated 
with a single crista: in any case, the presence or absence of this segment is implicit 
in the specification of TS and CS as discontinuous or continuous. Annuli are here 
denoted by T or S followed directly by an ordinal numeral. 

TS from just behind head along superolateral edge of trunk to near dorsal origin, 
swinging down below fin base, ending on C2nd , 3r d (one case 4th). CS forward from 
caudal fin to shortly behind dorsal base, swinging down below it to end, below TS, on 
TlSth or Cl st ; in two specimens (in one on one side only) continuous or subcontinuous 
with a supernumerary TL. T1 and Cl continuous; left and right Tl continuing forward to 
fringe opercular borders, usually meeting mesially. TO from head (just begind, some
times subcontinuous with, occipital ridge) to dorsal, one specimen from T6t for 3 
rings only, one specimen developed only on Tl st . CO usually traceable from just 
behind dorsal to about C20t h _35 th , one case to caudal fin; variable in structure. TV 
from head, one specimen T4th , to vent; moderate to strong. CV from Cl st , 2nd usually 
to about C25 th , sometimes to caudal fin; variable in structure. TL most aberrant, 
most variable (sometimes marked difference on two sides), one, two, or three ridges; 
main types of pattern as follows (i) single ridge, median, either ending in a short 
downward turn free on TIS, Cl or continuous or subcontinuous with CL or with C1; (ii) 
two ridges, primary, median surmounted by short accessory ridge on T15 th-17th; (iii) 
three ridges, more or less full length, uppermost continuous with CS, two members 
meeting in an arc on C2nd , both here continuous with Cl, or, again, three (lowest on 9 
rings only) meeting at one point, here continuous with CL, uppermost virtually continu
ous with CS. CL continuous or subcontinuous with TL or originating on Clst_4th , 
traceable, continuous or interrupted, for at least 10, usually upward of 20, rings, 
sometimes to end of tail. 

While TS, Tl, CS, C1 and, somewhat less consistently, TO, TV are in general normal 
in structure, being either even ridges or sometimes wholly or partly noded with small 
bosses at ring junctions, the remaining ridges are surprisingly diverse, presenting 
strong well separated knobs, short dashes either horizontal and collinear or oblique 
and parallel, either briefly separated or briefly overlapping, with or withour terminal 
contact, links more or less completely combining to form a chain, spaced mammillary 
eminences, sometimes included within a groove; the ridge as a whole being either 
continuous or interrupted, consisting of one or more of the above-noted elements. 

Ridges of head. Rostral ridge barely developed in first one-third of snout, thereafter 
rising, straight or gently concave, to above nostril, thus forming a subtriangular 
plate, with base subequal to height of upper jaw there; behind level of nostril lapsing 
as a very low, sometimes indeterminate, ridge terminating above pupil. Strong supra
orbital ridges arising between nostril and margin of rostral ridge, diverging backward 
to about thrice their initial interspace. Dorsum of head usually with a rather sharp 
median ridge, extending, continuously or commonly in 2-3 segments, from near level of 
hind border of orbit almost to, occasionally to, origin of TO. A low ridge from tip 
of snout to middle of orbit along border of upper jaw. Low ridges continuing just 
beyond orbit delimiting lower margins of lower jaws; between these a strong median 
ridge bifurcating beneath the eye, the tips meeting two pronounced rounded prominences, 
each surmounted by a short subcylindrical process. 

Opercular keel distinct, straight or slightly convex upwardly, short 0.2-0.45, 
modally about 0.3, horizontal extent of operculum here. 

Other features. Metrical characters commonly incorporated in species descriptions have 
been given above. Trunk and tail subquadrangular. Snout tip somewhat turned up. 
Eye set high, supraorbital ridge constituting part of dorsal profile, distancc of orbit 
from ventral profile little more than diameter of small pupil. Interorbital and 
dorsum of head behind it for an eye diameter a single plate, flat or slightly concave 
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transversely. Most of head, including nearly all snout, with striae or vermiculations. 
Trunk and tail scutes with patterned striae, chiefly lyrate or resembling a mitotic 
spindle; some specimens with most or all of the dorsal and lateral scutes with a sub
circular, oval or rhombic area against anterior border less conspicuously marked. 
Pectoral rounded or very slightly pointed, its length rather more than twice its base. 
Caudal rounded or obtusely pointed. Dorsal base not elevated, fin of moderate height. 
Anal minute. 

Coloration. Available information on coloration does not extend beyond that given in 
the one-sentence note by Whitley, virtually an englishing of the original description: 
'Brownish black; on the back ... light tortoiseshell-like transverse blotches or cross
bands at different intervals from one another, about twelve in number'. Save for 
specimens (a), (b), (e) the first of which is light brown, the second medium brown 
with good development of the multi-toned marbling from which the species gains the hand
book vernacular name of 'tortoiseshell pipefish' , while the third is conspicuously 
bicolor (head and trunk medium brown, somewhat lighter ventrally, tail pale dull yellow), 
the overall appearance in the eight-specimen sample here reported on is very dark brown, 
or black, elements of the pattern being inconspicuous, discernible at times only on 
examination with a lens. 

The present paragraph relates only to (b). (i) Trunk and tail. DoY'sal surface. 
Medium brown, with the characteristic tortoiseshell markings in various tones of light 
and dark fawn, yellow, whitish, sjlvery, forming blotches or crossbars on T2nd _3rd , 

4th_5th , tart 6th , 10th _11th, 14th_15th , near dorsal origin (indistinct) ~ on tail at 
2nd_ 3rd , 6 h_ 7th , 11th , 17th (flanked on each side by blactish bar), 1pr (complete 
black bar in front, incomplete behind) 28 th (like 23rd) , 34 t (like 17t). Lateral 
surface. Most of the light areas on dorsal surface extend to at least upper half of 
lateral surface, that on T2nd _3rd (here receiving increment from tlst ) and that on 
T4th_6th reaching almost to ventral profile, most of those on tail similarly prolonged. 
Between these light bars brownish, sometimes with reddish stippled and/or vermiculated 
with lighter. Ventral surface. More or less even dark warm brown; on tail briefly 
invaded by several of the lateral light areas. A small white mark on each TV and 
each CV; on some anterior trunk rings short dashes, elsewhere small, or minute, well
defined spots. (ii) Head. Dorsal surface. Snout even medium brown save for small 
yellow patch just behind upper jaw, white triangle over front of orbit, reddish band 
above pupil, several transverse sinuous proconcave whitish arcs above back of orbit, 
thereafter brownish with ridges glistening, obscure dark spot on occiput. Lateral 
surface. Tolerably even warm brown, rostral crest lighter. Ventral surface. Warm 
median brown, darker on opercles, here narrowly rimmed with black. 

Chief variations included the following. Trunk. Dorsal surface with two 
lateral deep yellowish markings, continuous circles, cross bars or colons; tortoise
shell patches noted in (b) sometimes pearly, exceptionally one or two yellowish; in 
(g) lower lateral trunk scutes each with dark centre flanked on each side by goldish 
and surrounding two gold spots; in (e) each ventral scute brownish with central aureate 
area, extending full width in last 2-4 rings, narrowing to extinction anteriorly. 
Tail. In (e) dorsal surface yellowish or deep straw with somewhat darker median line; 
lateral surface sometimes dark brown or blackish, immaculate; ventral surface usually 
lightest, occasionally with some tortoiseshell marking. Head. Tip of snout ofteR 
white, whitish, or light horn; postorbital dorsum dark brown delicately mottled with 
lighter tortoiseshell; apart from light snout tip virtually uniform dark brown; several 
white dots on ventral surface and one small white patch at upper angle of operculum. 

Dorsal whitish or pale straw, occasionally faintly reddish anteriorly and/or 
basally; each ray with several strokes of reddish brown, tip usually whitish. Pectoral 
whitish or pale yellowish, rays somewhat greyish. Caudal variable: even dark brown, 
dark brown becoming yellowish towards tip, yellowish becoming darker in distal one
fifth or so. Anal hyaline or whitish. 
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phiZZipi Lucas, 1891 

Syngna,thus R. Soc. Wet. (n.s.),~, p.8. Type locality: 
Port Phillip , Victoria. 

Syngnathus phiZlipi: Waite and Hale,L921, Rec. S. Aust. Mus." 1 (4), p.297, fig. 30. 
Id. Munro, 1958, HANDBK AUST. FISHES, 20, p.83, . 575...-

McCulloch, 1911, Zoo,[. Res. 2., (1), p.26, fig, 10; 
and 1929, Mem. Aust;. Mus., 5 (1), p.87. 

phillipi Whitley and Allan, 1958, THE SEAHORSE AND ITS RELATIVES, p.8. 
Whitley, 1964, Proe. Linn. Soc. !I.S.W., ~ (1), p.36. 

Tasmanian occurrence. As pointed out in Part IV (1939, P .143), although the Check, 
IEt" (McCulloch f929, p.8?) gives Victoria and South Australia only, this species was 
reported by Waite and Hale (1921, p. 298) also from Western Australia, whi Ie earlier 
McCulloch (1911, p.26) had noted 4 Endeavoup specimens from Oyster Bay, east coast, 
Tasmania. A male example dredged in 16-24 ]ll off Verona, D'Entrecasteaux Channel in 
1961 was the subject of some observations in Part XI (1963, p.17). 

The species proves to be quite common in this State, having on various occasions 
been taken in considerable numbers in those areas (lower reaches of Tamar river and 
northern coast adjacent to the estuary) in which most of the collecting of the Queen 
Victoria Museum has been carried out, being here the most abundant pipefish after, or 
along with, S. curtirostris Castelnau, 1872 - the latter being the subject of notice 
in several contributions in this series, namely, Parts VI (1953, p.250), XII (1964, 
p.SS), XIV (1966, p.93). 

Materia.!.. (a) 25 specimens collected by Mr R.B. Green at low tide among Zostera sp., 
at Kelso, estuary of the Tamar, north coast, on 5-6 February 1967 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 
1975/5/716); (b) 2 specimens collected by Mr G. James at Dianas Basin, east coast, on 
2 September 1972 (Q.V.~L Reg. No. 1972/5/514). 
Sex ratio. Ca) 9 males, 16 females (one female damaged; not considered below); 
(b) 1 male, 1 female. 
Meristic characters. Annuli: trunk annuli invariable at 18 in both samples; caudal 
car:-males43 (2 cases), 44 (5), 45 (1), 46 (1), females 42 (4), 43 (4), 44 (3). 45 (2) 
46 (2); (b) male 47, female 44. Subdorsal annuli: ea) males, trunk 0.4 (1),0.5 (2), 
0.7 (2),1.0 (3), 1.1 (1), tail 5.0 (1), 5.4 (1), 5.S (2), 5.6 (1), 5.8 (1), 6.0 (2), 
6.1 (1), females, trunk 0.5 (3), 0.7 (1), 0.8 (1), 0.9 (5), 1.0 (3), 1.3 (1), 1.4 (1), 
tail 5.1 (1), 5.2 (1), 5.5 (1), 5.6 (2), 5.8 (1), 5.9 (4), 6.0 (5); (b) male 0.8, 
6.3, female 1.0, 5.4. Dorsal rays: (a) males 20 (1), 21 (1), 22 (4), 23 (2), 25 (1), 
females 20 (2), 22 (4), 2.3 (3), 24 (1), 25 (4), 26 (1); (h) male 26, female 23. 
Pectoral rays: (a) males 9 (1), 10 (5), 11 (2), 12 OJ, females 9 (1), 10 '(10), 11 (3), 
12 (1); (b) male 9, female 9. Anal rays: (a) males 2 (4), 3 (5), females 2 (4), 
3 (11); (b) male 2, female 2. Caudal rays: (a) males 9 (1), 10 (8), females 9 (2), 
10 (13); (b) male 10, female 10. 

Body regions. Measurements of standard length, total length, head, trunk, tail are 
set olltJ.n table 2, Ls, Li: being in mm, other dimensions as TLs: the ratios heac! in 
trunk, in tail, eye in snout, snout in head are also recorded. 

Vari'!:!.!on within sample (a). (i) Absolute s'ize. Males show some tendency to exceed 
females in length, fewer tl1an a quarter of the males but more than half the females 
having L"t 100: however the difference between the means is not formally significant 
(nor is that of Ls). Head, tr'unk ta'il CiS TLs. The relative length of the head 
is significantly greater in females (i: ~ 2.862*), as also probably is that of trunk 
("t = L 977, s lightly below PO. 05; cf. also greater value of fema] e in Dianas Basin 
sample), the relative tail being concomitantly shorter (t = 2.654*). (i7>iJ 
tions. No significant differences between the sexes if found in anyone ot the 
ratios reported on in table 2. 

lHanas Basin Excess of the male or female value follows the 
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same pattern as in the larger sample, except in the ratio head in trunk, the largeT 
value heTe being that of the female. 

129 

Variation betweer:~~~~~. The absolute size of the Dianas Basin male lies outside the 
range of the laTge sample, but that of the female falls within it: however, the differ
ence between the means of the samples is significant (L3, t ~ 2.464*; Li;, t ~ 2.568*). 
Attention was first called to the east coast male by the large value for trunk in tail, 
which, at 3.01, much exceeds the 2.4 of the Handbook (Munro 1958, p.83) and of the con
spectus in Part X (1961,p.59). Comparison with data for the Tamar River sample shows 
the exceptionally high numerical value of the ratio is contributed to both by a 
relatively shorter trunk and a relatively higher tail. The tail of the female also 
is relatively long, its TLs value exceeding those of all but one of the 15 females of 
the other sample. The means of the two samples (sexes pooled) show significant 
differences, additional to those for L.'5 and Lt, in respect of trunk (t; ~ 2.633*). 
tail (t = 3.288*), trunk in tail (I; = 2.146*) 

Attention is here dralffi to these differences as suggesting the possible occurrence 
of somatic variation with topographical distribution. 

Q£(jod .Jloucll.' The extension of the (essentially subcaudal) brood pouch is reported by 
Lucas as being 'over the first 15-18 tail rings', by Viai te and Hale as 0 (1) + 16 (15-18), 
the latter figures being adopted in the conspectus. In the example noted in Part XI 
the (empty) pouch folds narrowed to extinction on the sixteenth tail ring. 

In the present Tamar series the (gravid) pouch subtends 1 + 15 rings (1 specimen), 
1 + 16 (1), 0 + 17 (1), 1 + 17 (1), 0.5 + 18 (3), 1 + 18 (2); in the Dianas Basin male 
0+17. The pouch proper, i.e .. , the egg·-bearing bursa, is wholly subcaudal, but 
forward continuations of the roots of the folds Jllay extend on to the last trunk annulus, 
the extension here being somewhat conventionally assessed as the whole or half the 
annulus. 

Expressed as permillages 
± 7.03 (.'5 21. 1 ± 4.97, V 7.9 :': 
fin, 365-503, i 426.2 ± 13.48 
either variate with length of 
values are 272, 399. 

of standard length, the pouch represents 232-296, x 265.2 
1.9); or, as permillages of length of tail without caudal 
(3 40.45 :': 9.53, V 9.5 ± 2.3). No correlation of 

fish obtains. In the Dianas Basin male corresponding 

No reference to the nature of the pouch is to be found in either of the two main 
treatments of the species (Lucas; Waite and Hale), or in the note on the 4 Endeavour' 
examples from Tasmanian waters (McCulloch 1911, p. 26, fig. 10) the first notice appar-
ently being that in Part XI (1963). In the specimen there described and illustrated 
(fig. 5) the pouch, which was empty, and which either had not reached or(perhaps more 
probably) had regressed from its full development, consisted of two simple folds, 
devoid of supporting plates, narrowly separated anteriorly by the interposition of the 
minute anal fin, becoming progressively widely divergent posteriorly to end on the 
sixteenth caudal annulus almost the full width of the tail apart, the hinder portion 
being adnate to the general caudal surface. 

All nine males of (aJ bear a well developed pouch. In two individuals the ova 
show no significant signs of development (both have one full si zed opaque pale yellow 
infertile OVUJll); in three an early embryo is apparent in most ova as a slender whitish 
or pale yellowish band extending from less than half around the sphere to more than a 
complete encirclement of it; in three the eyed stage has been reached, the embryo in 
the most advanced set constituting about half the total bulk, and several embryos 
showing the onset of pigmentation: in the remaining example the pouch is empty, appar
ently in a fairly early phase of regression. 

As already reported (1963, p.17) the integumentary folds are devoid of supporting 
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plates. In the void specimen, they are in contact mesially throughout most of their 
length, but in the gravid individuals they are disparted in varying degrees by their 
contents, the position of the ova being clearly indicated externally by two series each 
of about a dozen rounded bulges. Each bulge exhibits about a dozen fine transverse 
ridges (these persist in the individual with the collapsed pouch). The overall color 
of the folds is usually much like that of the tail in general, but may be either some
what lighter or somewhat darker. Irregular wavy lighter lines, confined to part of 
an annulus or extending over several annuli, cover most of the fold, up to a dozen 
often occurring side by side. 

In one of the two fish with undeveloped ova the whole egg mass worked free during 
the course of examination. Bright orange, broadly fusiform, somewhat flattened dorso
ventrally, length 22.5 (length of pouch, without terminal roots 26.3, with roots 29.8), 
greatest width 5.5, greatest depth 4. The 36 ova in two layers; outer in two tolerably 
regular rows, on right side (of fish) 12, on left 10, first on left beginning behind 
first on right, last on left ending partly in advance of last on right; at front and 
back an azygous ovum, front one more closely approaching right series, hind one more 
nearly part of left; an inner layer of 12 below middle of outer layer, first two, last 
two uniserial, rest in four side-by-side pairs. Most subspherical, modal diameter 
about 2 rom, some considerably compressed anteroposteriorly. Largely enveloped in a 
whitish ovarian membrane, which forms a pronounced fold between the two linear series 
of outer layer. 

Floor (dorsal surface) of pouch pale orange, lightly and patchily peppered with 
reddish brown. Divided into 23 compartments, in two rather irregular rows, variable 
in size, area of largest nearly double that of smallest, and in shape, mostly more or 
less quadrilateral or rounded. On left fold 11 irregular and often imperfectly 
constituted compartments, on right some extensions from floor of septal walls forming 
incomplete cells: both folds lined with glistening pale grey membrane. Septa on floor 
erect, tolerably stout but flexible, height at middle of pouch about 1.3; hyaline, with 
minute greyish or dark brownish punctulation. 

Pouch folds in single male of (b) narrower than in (a); free margins widely separ
ated, near middle by more than one-third total width of tail here. No distinct signs 
of septa on floor or on walls; both with what appear to be remnants of a whitish cover
ing or partial covering, possibly of a cereous nature, more nearly continuous on folds, 
mostly scattered on floor, which exhibits typical lyrate pattern of striae of general 
external caudal surface, not here traceable in any specimens of (a). 

Conspectus values. In the conspectus of Tasmanian syngnathids in Part X (1961), which 
gives (in addition to maximum length and two qualitative features) known meristic and 
morphometric values for eight characters, the entries for this species were based 
primarily on Waite & Hale's review of the South Australian lophobranchiates (1921, 
p.297), which cites also (in parentheses) some counts from the original description, 
and from which the diagnoses of the Handbook is directly derived. With the addition 
of some calculations based on measurements of four type-specimens and of a Tasmanian 
example noted in Part XI (1963, p.17), three single-value entries in the conspectus 
were extended to become ranges. With incorporation of the present data, counts and 
ratios now stand as follows (new ranges in parentheses). Annuli 18-20 + 40-48; sub
dorsal annuli 0-1 + 5-6 (0-1.4 + 5.0-6.1); brood pouch annuli 0-1 + 15-18. Dorsal 
22-28 (20-28). Eye in snout 3.1-3.4 (2.63-3.68); snout in head 1.7-2.0 (1.7-2.58); 
head in trunk 1.8-2.4 (1.69-2.42); trunk in tail 2.32-2.9 (2.1 -2.9). 

For three fin counts not recorded in the conspectus our ranges (values of Waite 
& Hale in parentheses) are A. 2-3 (2-3), P. 9-12 (10-12), C. 9-10 (10). 

Supposed sexual dimophism. With the type material before him (no holotype or paratypes 
specified: some dimensions for 2 males 2 females tabulated), Lucas stated 'In the males 
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there is a marked tetrahedral prominence on the ventral surface of the head, just 
behind the level of the eyes, formed at the point of union of the median ventral ridge 
of the snout, a transverse ridge along the origin of the operculum on either side, and 
the median ventral ridge of the head, continuous with that of the trunk behind. This 
projection is quite wanting in the females'. 

This feature received no notice from Waite and Hale (1921); nor was it observed 
in the Tasmanian male reported on in Part XI, the suggestion there being advanced that it 
is 'perhaps merely the inter-ramal triangle of the normal jaw structure adventitiously 
swung down (as so often happens), but, by coincidence in this case, only in male 
examples'. Examination of the present material supports this view. In (a) a marked 
prominence is found, about equally developed, in one male and one female, while a 
minute subcircular median prominence occurs at the relevant location in two males and 
three females: in (b) the male is here smooth, the female presents a triad of low 
rounded elevations. 

Coloration. Comparison of our material with accounts of coloration provided by Lucas 
and by Wai te and Hale shows agreement for all specimens in the following respects - sides 
and back brown~ males darker than females, ventral trunk ridge black. However, con
sideration clause by clause of the earlier descriptions discloses a number of cases of 
partial agreement or of disagreement as follows. 

'Narrow, whitish, vertical bands near front border of several of the lateral plates' 
(Lucas): whitish bars in 3 males 5 females, lighter but not whitish in 1 male 2 females, 
barely recognizable or represented by a few spots in 7 females, not present in 5 males. 
'In some of the males, white spots instead of bands' (L): 2 with bands and spots. 
'Under surface lighter' (L): barely so (especially in trunk) in 5 males. 'In some of 
the females, rows of black spots across operculum, and on under surface of snout' (L.); 
females with 'underside with a row of dark brown dots on each side, extending from 
anterior portion of snout to the termination of the opercular ridge' CW. & H.): some 
spots, medium brown to dark brown not black, on some or all of three regions, snout, 
chin, operculum, on whole snout of 7, on about half in 5, on one-third in 1, not on 
snout 2. 'Upper surface of head, operculum, and snout with irregularly white lines, 
bands, or patches, more or less conforming to the ridges' (L.); males with 'head and 
snout brown above with white mottlings' (W. & H.): a few irregular white lines, or 
spots (chiefly on, or near, operculum; usually annulated with brown), or small patches 
in 5 males 7 females, no white markings, ridges on dorsum of head brown (light-dark), 
in 4 males 8 females. 

Males (W. & H.). 'Opercular ridge with five dots along its length, decreasing 
in size backwards': 5 dots in 5 (in 1 last 2 confluent), 4 in 1, 2 rows of 5-6 in 2, 
8 very small in 1; general, but not invariable, decrease in size backwards. 'Chin 
opalescent with white markings': opalescent in 8, with white markings in 3 (1 with 1 
white mark, 2 with 2). 'Back with about sixteen pairs of irregular, whitish spots 
between the nape and the end of the tail': about 12 pairs in I! vague indications of 
possible spots in 2, no spots in 5; 1 has several dark spots on dorsum of trunk. 
'Upper half of each lateral body scute with a brown bar': more or less distinct bars 
in 7, general local darkening in 2. 'Anterior part of lower lateral ridge with a row 
of seven white spots decreasing in size backwards': 0 in 2, 4 in 1, 5 in 1, 7 in. 3 
(very faint in 1), 8 in 1, 9 in 1. Lucas makes no mention of the brood pouch, 
described by Waite & Hale as 'whitish streaked with brown'. Notes on the 9 Kelso 
males yield: olivaceous, light olivaceous, light olivaceous with some darker areas and 
with some dark grey, brownish olivaceous, brownish olivaceous with some greenish, 
olivaceous partly somewhat dusky, partly somewhat greenish brown partly dark slate, 
pale brownish and deep fawn. Regularly marked with undulating lines that are variably 
whitish, greyish, dusky, or brownish, sometimes showing some difference on different 
folds. 'Subcaucal scutes light brown with a dark brown spot on each side of the 
anterior edges': 2 with some mesial darkening, obscurely delimited, no spots, 3 almost 
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uniform with lateI'D dark spots (or short 1in(5); 2 Hith mesial d,nkening and spots, 1 
vii til mal11 area flanked by spots with 2-:~ series of short midbrown longitudinal wavy 
lines; in general, lateral ridge between dcJTk spots or 11 nes lighter than ground colour, 
approac'fling white; marki.ngs usually more prominent in anterior part of taiL (In 
females, whjch are very variable, anteriorly each scute may a mainly longitudi-
nal mesial Tegion, or one or two (side by side) darker (in 1 lateT subtTiangu-
I ar) regi ons; posteriorly, these may break up into smaller units or may fade out; 
additional markings, usually longitudinal, may develop posteriorly (in 1 faint dark 
Cl'05S bars); as in males dark spots or lines, usually with whitish interspaces, lie 
along lateral borders), 'Caudal dusky': chiefly light brown 1, medium brown in 2, 
dark brmm in 2,1 dusky in 2, some Tays bl'own remainder wbi tish in 2; in 3 distal and 
one or both lateral bordeTs from quite narrowly to quite widely (especiaIIy teTminaIJy) 
whitish 01' (1) yellowish. (In females light brown in 4., med'Lum brown in 3, dark brown 
in 2, faintly dusky in 3, dusky in 1, whitish proximally then deep amber, with 2 rays 
whitish, in 1; 3 tipped whitish, 7 yellowish), 

Dorsal and lateral surfaces of tail, not described by Lucas or hy Waite & Hale. 
Dorsal: uniform brownish, immaculate in 5 males, 8 females, some indefinite mesial 
darkening in 1 male, 4 females; a short series of small brown spots at middle of 
borders of anterior scutes in 1 male, in part faintly olivaceous in 1 male, indications 
of oblique crossing lines anteriorly in 1 male, narrow dark medial line in 1 female, 
several anterior annuli with a white spot in 1 female, short whitish strokes ante1'ior1y 
in 1 female: in both sexes dark spots along junction of dorsal and lateral surfaces 
may encroach somewhat on former. Lateral: uniformly light brownish in 1 male 1 female; 
in 7 males 8 females some diffuse central darkening in each scute in ante1'ior half or 
two·-thirds of tail, markings usually breaking up or fading out posteriorly (becoming 
longitudinally ovate in 1 male, forming almost full bars in 1 male, being folJ.owed in 
1 male by a dusky goldish spot at middle of each annulus junction, in 1 female darker 
subcircular aTeas joined by longitudinal stripe); in 1 female median darkening in 
linear form; in 2 females 2-3 light wavy Lines in each annulus; in 1 male a hemispherj
cal dark marking rising from almost full width of ventral border mostly to half, in 
parts to two-thirds, height of scute; in 3 females annuli marked off, for from two
thiTds to whole height, by subvertical or proconcave silvery bars, each tending to 
break up posteriorly into 1-3 spots; in both sexes normally with alternate light and 
dark sections along ridges_ 

The two Dianas Ba.sin specimens exhibit two noteworthy features, the pTeSellCe in 
the female on most annuli of the ventral surface of a short light median line, 5 
conspicuously whitish, and on the dorsal surface of each annulus in the ant.erior half 
of the trunk a dark brown spot or streak on the lateral ridge, later fOTming a more or 
less continuous line, much better developed on right than on left side. 

A constant feature of the colour pattern, present of both our 
series, tha~ has not hitherto been the subject of the is the presence 
at the beginning of the dorsal base surrounding, and cOITUTIonly involving the base 
itself and briefly extending on to the first - of a small pigmented area, its 
diameter rather less than one-third of width fish here, regularly darkeT than back 
in general, ranging from fairly dark to very dark brown, occasionally black. 

The most noteworthy points clTising from the above analysis include absence in 
most specimens of serieS of paired white spots on back between 
by Waite and Hale (not noted by Lucas); relatively few white on head 
both accounts) and the geneTal replacement of these on cephalic ridges by brown lines 
(contrast Lucas); difference in colour of caudal; together with a more or less maTkecl 
measure of inconstancy of some other characteTs previously reported. It is not 
possible, on available data, to determine to what extent these differences may be 
attributed to possihle variation with locality, mode of presprvation or other factors. 
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pepth. Herald (1953) has draw attention to the fact that the pipefishes taken in the 
Harshall and Marianas lands n Operation Crossroacis in 1946 seem to be clear].Y 
divisible into intertidal and eepwater forms, with the demarcation of the two habitats 
at 10,.15 feet (3~Sm). Some notice of the very meagre information on the depth at which 
our syngnathids occur appears in Parts X (1961, p.61) and XI (1963) p.19) ~ 

The position regarding the present species is problematical. On the one hand it 
bas been dredged -- in 9-13 fm (16-24 m) (Scott 1963), no stated (Lucas 1891, 
Waite and Hale (18). McCulloch 1911: on the same page as's account of the 
Endeavoup's Bay specimens of this species one of the five localities cited for 
CentpisC'ops Richardson, 1846 is' Bay, Tasmania, 40-60 fathoms " 73-< 
110 m]) ~ On the other hand, it has been lected in shallow water <-- the Kelso 
were obtained at low tide, Scott etc al-. (1974) state that in South Australia the 
species is 'quite common in shallow weedy areas in our Gulfs', and whi Ie the depth 
which the Dianas Basin specimens were taken is not recorded it was probably inconsider-
able. 

Breeding season, A summary of the available information on the breeding season or 
seasons among <;Yasmanian pipefishes has been given in Part XVIII (1970, p.12~~), where 
the entry for 8yngnathus phiU£pi< reads 'pouch present, perhaps not fully developed 
~nore likely in regression?] 23 July (Part XI 1963, p.17, fig. 5), ovigerous November, 
January, February, (unpublished).' As noted above, of the 9 Kelso males, taken on 
5-6 February, 1 has an empty pouch (probably recently discharged), :2 bear undeveloped 
ova, 3 early embryos. 3 eyed embryos; while the Dianas Basin male, taken on 2 
has an empty pouch, The period over which a pouch is present in this species 
Tasmania thus extends over at least 11 months. the known ovigerous season being the 
four months November-February. 

Maximum leng!c!l, The total length attained by 8. phi represents about ·'Che median 
value for Australian species of 
1958), which range from flO to 27il mm, 
maximum lengths include 107 mm'(Lucas), 
(Whitley and Allen 1958), 140 mm (Scott 

values accepted by the Handbook (Munro 
greater in 8, less in 7, species. 

130 mm (Waite and Hale), 140 mm 
et al.), 126.5 n'J11 (present material). 

Genus LCHTHYOCAMPUS Kemp, 1853 

mm" 

Kaup, 1853, Apch. Na<tupges., ~<' p.231. Type-species, /3yngnath7AB c:arce 
Hamil ton-Buchanan, 

runa (Whitley, 19,31) 

(Camp'iehthys) puna Whitley, 1931, Aust. :: .• (; (4), p. 3rq NevJ name 
fUum: McCulloch, 1909, Ree, A1Wt, Flus., 7 (4), p.318, .90, 

fig. 1, Sydney specimen; not . f1: tum GUnther, 1870 (type locality, Bay 
Islands, New Zealand, designated by Whitley, l'J:)l). 

[;cz[1v-[campus puna WhitleYJ 194R, Rec. Aust. MU$~ J 22 (1) J p. 7S. 
Scott, Glover and Southcott, T974. HAR, AND FRESHW, FISH. S. 

P 126, Not Lissocwnpus affini.s Whitley, 1944. 

Remarks. A pipefish collected at Greens Beach, northern Tasmania, by Mr R,ll. Green 
T8-Tebruary, 1976 CQ.V.M. Reg. No. 1976/5/1:54) was determined by the writer ace; con
specific with the fish listed and figured by Scott et al. (1974) as L1:U!30CC1fiTpUS affiniB 
Whitley, 1944; that identification, however, being doubted. In answer to my inquiry, 
Mr C . .I .!v1. Glover, Curator of Fishes, South Australian Museum, has been good enough to 
supply, 1>1 Utt., the information that since the publication of the South Australian 
catalogue it has been realized a misidentification had occurred, and the specimen 
figured had already been forwarded to Mr C.E. Dawson, Senior Ichthyologist, Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory, Ocean Springs, tvlississippi, U.S.A. The Queen Victoria Museum 
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TABLE 2 

Syngnathus phillipi Lucas, 1891. Dimensions (standard length, total length, mm; other 
dimensions, permillages of standard length) and proportions of a sample of 9 males 15 
females from Kelso and Low Head, Tamar River, north coast, and a sample of 1 male 1 
female from Dianas Basin, east coast, Tasmania. 

Feature Tamar River Dianas 
Basin 

Sex Range x s V 

Standard Male 96.0-110.0 102.1 ± 1.72 5.16 ± 1. 22 5. ] ± 1.2 124.0 
length Female 88.5-112.0 98.5 ± 1. 49 5.79 ± 1. 06 5.9 ± 1.1 101.4 

Pooled 88.5-112.0 99.8 ± 1.29 6.30 ± 0.909 6.5 ± 0.9 
Total Male 97.9-112.0 104.5 ± 1. 74 5.22 ± 1. 23 5.0 ± 1.2 126.5 
Length Female 90.7-114.4 100.8 ± 1. 49 5.78 ± 1. 06 5.7 ± 1.1 103.4 

Pooled 90.7-114.4 102.2 ± 1. 20 5.87 ± 0.847 5.7 ± 0.8 
Head Male 105-133 119.1 ± 3.33 10.0 ± 2.36 8.4 ± 2.0 119 

Female 120-147 127.9 ± 2.21 8.54 ± 1. 56 6.7 ± 1.2 123 
Pooled 105-147 124.6 ± 1. 73 8.46 ± 1. 22 6.8 ± 1.0 

Trunk Male 240-278 253.0 ± 3.41 10.2 ± 2.41 4.0 ± 1.0 219 
Female 234-279 263.7 ± 4.21 14.7 ± 2.68 5.6 ± 1.0 246 
Pooled 234-279 259.7 ± 2.75 13.5 ± 1. 95 5.2 ± 0.8 

Tail Male 590-646 624.9 ± 4.93 14.8 ± 3.49 2.4 ± 0.6 661 
Female 591-640 608.7 ± 3.20 12.4 ± 2.26 2.0 ± 0.4 631 
Pooled 590-646 614.8 ± 3.14 15.4 ± 2.23 2.5 ± 0.4 

Head in Male 1.84-2.42 2.09 ± 0.0554 0.166 ± 0.0392 8.0 ± 1.9 1. 84 
trunk Female 1. 69 -2.30 2.06 ± 0.0405 0.157 ± 0.0286 7.6 ± 1.4 1. 99 

Pooled 1.69-2.42 2.07 ± 0.0331 0.162 ± 0.0234 7.8 ± 1.1 
Trunk in Male 1.12-2.66 2.47 ± 0.0488 0.146 ± 0.0347 5.9 ± 1.4 3.01 
tail Female 2.11-2.86 2.42 ± 0.0625 0.242 ± 0.0441 10.0± 1.8 2.57 

Pooled 2.11-2.86 2.44 ± 0.0430 0.212 ± 0.0307 8.7 ± 1.3 
Eye in ~lale 2.63-3.68 3.20 ± 0.119 0.356 ± 0.0839 11.1± 1.7 3.62 
snout Female 2.68-3.50 3.13 ± 0.0647 0.251 ± 0.0458 8.0 ± 1.5 3.30 

Pooled 2.63-3.68 3.16 ± 0.0605 0.296 ± 0.0428 9.4 ± 1.4 
Snout in Male 1.87-2.58 2.17 ± 0.0667 0.200 ± 0.0472 9.2 ± 2.2 2.06 
head Female 1.93-2.36 2.12 ± 0.0302 0.117 ± 0.0214 5.5 ± 1.0 2.05 

Pooled 1.87-2.58 2.14 ± 0.0311 0.152 ± 0.0220 7.1 ± 1.0 

was also at this time in communication with Mr Dawson, at present engaged in a reVlSIon
ary study of Lissocampus and allied genera, and the specimen noted above and with two 
others were forwarded to him for examination. Mr Dawson has identified these as the 
species currently known as Ichthyocampus runa Whitley, 1931, and has courteously 
agreed to a report of the Tasmanian occurrence of this species (a Tasmanian example of 
which from 1,):ineglass Bay (Thouin Bay), east coast, has already been examined by him) 
being incorporated in the present contribution, which, drafted while Mr Dawson's paper 
is in the late MS stage, is expected to postdate it in publication.* 

It may be noted in passing, that in the typed list of errata and emendations in 
the South Australian catalogue of Scott et al., circulated in April 1976, the inclusion 
of a record for Tasmania of Lissocampus aff~:nis Whitley, 1944 is an error, being a slip 
for L. caudalis Waite and Hal e, 1921, reported from this State in Part X (1961, fig. 3) 
and_Par",=-~VI!_~ [1971, p. 125). 

-c--::---:----,-~-,...,...--:-:c::_____:-::-=: ----
* Added in press. C.E. Dawson. i'roe. Biol. Soo. [vash., 89 (53), 599-620. 1Cl77. 
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Material. Three specimens collected by Mr R.H. Green in the Queen Victoria Museum's 
collection: (a) Ls 34.0, Lt 34.9, Greens Beach, north coast, 24 April 1976, Reg. No. 
1976/5/142; (bJ Ls 69.0, Lt 70.5, 3 km north of Greens Beach, 24 March 1976, Reg. No. 
1976/5/93; (c) Ls 81.1, Lt 83.0, 2 km north of Greens Beach, 18 February 1976, Reg. No. 
1976/3/131. 

Meristic characters. Annuli 13 + 45-48. Subdorsal annuli 1 + 2. D. 12. P.6. A.6. 

Proportions. Head in total length 10.9, 12.8, 13.6. Snout 3.0, 2.9, 2.9 in head. 
Eye 6.4, 6.5, 6.8 in head, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 in snout. Head 2.13, 2.91, 2.56 in trunk. 
Precaudal length 2.49, 2.91, 2.82 in tail. Trunk 3.66, 4.18, 3.93 in tail. Dorsal 
base 3.2, 2.8, 2.7 in head. Depth of body 31.7, 35.3, 26.8 in Lt, 2.9, 2.8, 2.0 in 
head. Depth of head 24.4, 33.6, 24.4, in Lt, 2.3, 2.6, 1.8 in head. 

Coloration. When examined shortly after capture (c) was a virtually uniform bright 
sulphur yellow, with small but conspicuous maTkings as follows (all unless otherwise 
specified lively red-brown, deepest on head): on middle side of trunk immediately 
behind head a whitish spot annulated with reddish, followed by 7-8 pairs (sides differ
ing) of spots, one near upper one near lower border, the first 5-6 pairs marking out 
the first 5-6 annuli, the next well separated; on ventral surface of trunk a median 
line of short strokes and an arc embracing front of vent; on ventral surface of tail in 
each annulus a spot close to either border; other surfaces of trunk, tail immaculate; 
on lateral surface of head a subvertical, slightly proconcave bar about bisecting 
operculum, two spokes from eye to ventral profile, first, at 7 o'clock (left side 
viewed), divaricating and expanding somewhat below, second, at 4 o'clock, extending 
about to operculum, a small spot near lower end of snout; on ventral surface two pairs 
of spots, a median hyphen between them, a deep arc joining the ends of the hinder spoke 
from eye,. a brief continuation of the opercular marking; on dorsal surface a faint pro
concave arc between posterior borders of eyes. After preservation, ground colour 
whitish, markings much as before, dorsal colorless, caudal very pale brownish, pectoral 
(minute) whitish. 

Chief variations exhibited by (b): trunk and tail markings, though similar, some
what less pronounced; lateral surface of head with anterior spoke a simple line, 
posterior spoke more curved, briefly interrupted near lower end; an additional spoke, 
very short, up and back from 1 O'clock; opercular bar reduced to a short stroke, no 
spot at end of snout but one at middle of lower border; on ventral surface two spots 
and a posterior transverse arc on snout, a transverse arc right across postorbital head, 
a short oblique stroke on branchiostegal border; on dorsal surface a spot at hind angle 
of orbit, median spot on occiput, spot at middle of operculum; dorsal light brownish, 
caudal with obscure spots and short longitudinal strokes of reddish brown. Specimen 
(a) differs from (b) and (c) mainly in possessing a distinct dark bar across ventral 
surface of snout, continuing halfway up lateral surface, and in having proximal one
third of caudal dark brownis~. 

Tentacle. 'There is a small tubercle over the eye, and another on the occiput, besides 
several minute ones scattered over the upper part of the head' (McCulloch 1909, p. 319) 
A small subcylindrical supraorbital tentacle was present in one specimen; no other 
appendages were observed. 

Syngnathus poecilolaemus Peters, 1869 

Syngnathus poecilolaemus Peters 1869, Monatsb. Akad. vliss., Berlin (1868), p. 458. 
Type locality: Adelaide, South Australia (Schomburgk). 

Corythoichthys poecilolaemus McCulloch, 1929, Mem. Aust. Mus., ~ (1), p.87. 

Proportions. Though Waite and Hale in their review of South Australian lophobranchiates 
(1921) observed they had 13 males and 11 females before them, they gave the conventional 
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body 'ca.t .los for (Jnc' j nell vidual only: th_ese S1 ngle variates have since become adopted, 
thout ampl ficat ion, in general works such as the Handbook (Munro 1958) and the 

South Australian catalogue of Scott et al. (1974). [n a paper on the fi:rst Tasmanian 
c,xample, Ls 185.0, LL 188,5, front Kelso, north coast (Scott 1968) values of these 

recoT'ded.~ In a Dote added after the paper v s completion mention was made 
individual, collected between Flinders Island and Clark Island: apart from 

length 122.S and total length 129.8 no dimensions were published. 

body ratios for the Ba55 Strait example, together with those for the 
Waite and Hale's values where available) follow. Head 

1.4), in total length 6.3,7.0 (7.4); trunk in tail 2.4,2.6 (2.4); 
snout ill head ~.7 (1.75); eye jon snOltt .3, 5.3 (4.5), in head 9.6,9.0 (8.0); 

in eye Length to pectoral origin 6.18, 7.03, to dorsal origin 
~S7 .• 2. dorsal termination 2 .. 12} 2~22, to vent 2.47, 2.62 in Lt. Longest 

pectoral l'ay 6.9, 6.6, longest dorsal ray 4.7, 5.1 in head. Greatest width 1.2, 1.2 
in greatest depth. 

Annuli 20 + 45; subdorsal From 0.9 of penuIt imate trunk to 0.7 of 6th caudal (7.7 
annuli). D. 27, P .13. A. 3. C. "i8. 

Fmnily LAMPRIDAE 

Genus LAMFRIS Ret zius, 1799 

Retzius, 1799, K, VeL', Akad. Nya., Stockholm 20, p.97. Type-species, Zeus 
Brunnich J-?(.-:giuB Bonnaterre Jordan, GEN. FISH.). 

DaJIrpriB rcg1.>w (Bonnaterre, 1788) 

BOTlnatene, 1788. Tab!. Encyel. Meth., Iehth., p.72. Type locality: 
, England (Pennant, BRIT. ZOOL.), 

Gme1.il1;p 1789~ SYSTo NAT, ~ ed. 13~ l, p.1225o Type locality: 'In 
mari Normanniam' (Duhame 1J 

'Tasmanian records. As noted in Part IX (1960, p.90), Australian records of the opah, 
are few, a survey by Whitley (1950) listing 5 (Western Australia 1, 

Vic toria 2, Ta:;mania 2): there are, however, 10 entries for New Zealand in the period 
1882 1950. Later Whitley (1962, p.(2) added New South Wales to the Australian dis-
tribution and the species has now been reported from South Aust:ralia (Scott et aZ. 1974). 
It is clear this beautiful 3gi fish (the sale representative of its fmnily) though 
widely distributed is rare at any rate, rarely encountered) in the southern hem-

Smith (1950, p.141) noted only two records in Southern Africa and Munro (1955) 
it in his Ceylon catalogue. 

r'lJree Tasmanian lc::; have so faT been .ri,oticed in the literature: (a) near Port 
Arthur, south- eastern Tasmania (first Austral ian example), December 1895, 1. 07 m to 
caudal base, 1.09 m to middle of caudal, weight 54.4 kg; (b) Storm Bay between Bruny 
Island anel Tasm:m Peninsula, 19')6; (0) Bridport, nortr, coast, August 1943, Ds 1001 mm, 
Ct 1056, wei_ght approximately 45 kg. Some details of these occurrences (with in the 
case of meristic and rnorphometTic data and notes on coloration) have been give~ in 
;'art IX (1900). For (Q) see also Morton (1897), Lord anel Scott (1924), h11itJey (1929). 
For (b) Whitley (19.50) notes appToximate length, and cited The Advocate 1/12/36. By 
courtesy of 101' D.J. Cherry, the present eelHoT, a photocopy of the report has been made 
available from the 's files. This notes the fish 'was Tecently found float-
ing on the surface of Storm Bay by a Hobart fisherman. It was apparently 
sick and was easily got It was about four feet [1.2 m] long and nearly as 
deep, while its width was a Ii tUe more than a foot. 
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Attention is here called to three further reports: Cel) Robbins Island, off the 
north coast; first seen by Smithton pilot Mr H.G. Vincent on one of his regular island
hopping flights; stated to be 1.3 m long, approximately 1 TIl deep, 3S0 em 'across the 
back'; saucer-like eyes 100 mm in diameter; a photograph in The AdvocalA of 1.3 January 
1976 provides a good picture of the fish and makes possible a satisfactory specific 
determination. The newspaper account included reports by Sm:i thton natural ist Mr B .lI. 
Wragge of two other examples: (e) Perkins Island, off the nOl'th coast, picked up on the 
beach about ten years ago; (n Seven Mile Beach, about five yeaTS ago. 

Variation. A comparison of (1:) The Advocate photograph of Cd), (i'i.) a photograph of 
(a) made avai lable from R .~1. .Johnston '5 memoranda by Whi tIey (1929, pi. 
2, fig. 2) and illustrations provided by GUnther 1880, fig.c 20c3), (iv) Kershaw 
(1913, p1.6), a Victorian example, total length 1..09 m noted this fish a', 
affording the first Australi an record, overlooked the 189;' Tasmanian specimen], 
(v) Munro (1957, fig. 447), (0,:) Scott At (1974, fig. on po97), a South Australian 
example 1.8 m long stranded near Kingston in 1963 reveals some noticeable differences, 
particularly in the shape and degree of development of some of the fins. 

In (i), (t:i) , (ii'i) , (v), the pectoral is slender - least so in (1:i·i) _. falciform, 
subequal in length to head; in (iv) similar in shape, but only about two-thirds head; 
in (vi) short, subequal to snout, very different in form, almost as broad as long, 
inferior border apparently about two-thirds (instead of from about one-fourth to one-
third) superior border. The pelvic is in general sub equal in length to pectoral, and 
equal to, or somewhat less than, width of outspread caudal; char3cterist ically narrOl, 
falcate -- most noticeably so in (i.) > (i'ii)- but broader, but distally obtuse in (7),:» 
somewhat blunt distally in (i'i) , but possibly imperfect here. The caudal is commonly 
lunate - most pronouncedly so in (i) > (iii) > tips of lobes extending behind median 
rays by a distance subequal to length of latter - but slightly excavate in (iv): 
in (iv) > (v) > (vi J pas teriol' caudal bOl'der shows some of s i nua te. The 
position of insel'tion of pelvic is not satisfactorily in others, 
except in (vi) in which it is under, or barely in advance of, dorsal origin, it is 
located under elevated anterior portion of that fin. 

Fami 1y SCORPIDAE 

The three Tasmanian species of the genus Scm'pis Val enciennes, 
1832, S. Richal'dson, 1848, S. lineolatus Kner, 1865 -- have been 
Part XVII (1970, p. 45); criteria for separating off M:vp-iehthys stl'iga!;uB 
1860), first reported from this State in Part XX (1974b, p. 180), aTe given in thot 
paper. Other references to Scorpidae in these Observat ions are to be found in Part II 
(1935), Part XVII (1970), Part XXII (1976). Two juvenile examples of 
here noted provide some interesting observations on early coloration and on relative 
growth. 

Genus DeOI/prS Valenci ennes, 18 

Valenciennes, 1832, in Cuvier and Valenciennes, HIST. NAT. POTSSo, 8, , p .. 
503. Type species, SCOl'pis geoy'crianus Val enciennes 0 

Richardson, 1848 

Richardson, 1848, zaOL. VOY. EREBUS AND TERROH, FISH, p. 121 .. 
Type locality: King George's Sound, WesteTIl Australia. 

Material. Thirteen specimens, here listed in order of ascending 
"length;I'egistration numbers are those of the Queen Victol'ia HUSeLmt 

Ls 40.0, 2 km north of GTeens Beach, north coast, 18 April 1976, RoIL Creen, Reg. No. 
1976/5/125; (b) 44.0, same history as ; (0) 112.0, Shear Heef, Low Head, north coast, 
27 January 1973, RoL .. hskeland, ; (el) 120, Bicheno, east coast, 2J April 1973, 
Scuba Club, 1974/5/79; (e) 133, :\ km oast of Wynyard, north-west coast, 7 .Janu!1cy 197:1, 
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Scuba Club, 1973/5/16; (f) 152, same history as (d); (g) 155, Albatross Island, Bass 
Strait, 21 January 1973, D. Milledge, 1973/5/39; (h) 162, same history as (d); (i) 
165, same history as (g); (j) 196, Coles Bay, east coast, 7 April, 1973,-, 1973/5/89; 
(k) 230, Bicheno, east coast, 21 April 1973, Scuba Club, 1974/5/74; el) 231, Stanley, 
north-west coast, November 1974, M. Hardstaff, 1975/5/5; (m) 238, same history as (k). 

Dimensions of juveniles. Dimensions of (a) and (b) are given as permillages of stand
ard length; smaller individual first. Total length 1313, 1316. Length to origin, 
termination of first dorsal 358, 389, 575, 666; of second dorsal 600, 682, 865, 909; of 
anal 505, 591, 868, 910. Lengtgdto p~ctoral, at front of base 250, 273, at origin of 
longest ray 290, 295; longest (3 ,3r ) ray 260, 252. Length to ventral 363, 432; 
length of longest (4th , 4th) ray 160, 166. Length to vent 498, 545. Head 313, 341. 
Snout 675, 795. Eye 120, 114. Interorbital 105, 107. Anal spines 75, 61; 90, 80; 
103, 91. (Lengths of sPknes, L, are specifiable in terms of serial number of spine 
(N) by the formula L = bN. the parameters, with absolute length in mm, being k 0.3596, 
0.2820, b 2.7075, 2.9901; t = 30.33*, 18.18*). Longest (5th~ 6th) dorsal spine 110, 
107. Longest (3rd , 3rd) dorsal ray 165, 159. Longest (2 nD , 2nd) anal ray 155, 159. 
Depth at front of eyes 200, 211, back of eyes 353, 352, operculum 498, 432, vent 482, 
523; maximum depth 498, 534; depth of caudal peduncle 115, 114. 

Relative growth. A comparison of relative (TLs) dimensions of the two juveniles, (a), 
(b), Ls 40.0, 44.0, with those of two adults, (g), (l), Ls 196, 231, showed in a number 
of cases a noticeable disparity between the two groups. To determine whether these 
differences held good with a larger adult and subadult sample measurements were made of 
the additional individuals specified above. Clear evidence of differential relative 
growth was found in ten dimensions, the juvenile and non-juvenile sets being disj oint 
in four of these. In each of the next ten paragraphs the first line gives (in this 
sequence and style) the following data, all entries as permillages of standard length; 
(a), (b); range for (c)-(l), mean for (c)-(l) with standard errol'; correlation r (3) 
of dimension and Ls; t, followed by one, two, three asterisks, denoting significance at 
P 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, respectively. Coefficients of variation, V, and medians recorded 
are all those of the sample (c)-(l). 

(,:) Head. 313, 341; 261-297, 278.9 ± 3.32; ~. 0.571 (0.649); 2.31*. The non
juvenile sample for head exhibits a good measure of constancy (V 4.0), and is tolerably 
symmetrical, with median 278. 

(ii) Eye. 120, 114; 60-80, 69.1 ± 2.15; - 0.914 (1.551); 8.04***. A negative 
correlation for eye (TLs) and Ls is frequently encountered. Distribution of (c) - ell 
is negatively skew (median 72); variability being rather large (V 10.3). The correla
tion of eye, as permillage of head, with head, absolute, is -0.876 (1.359); t 9.73***. 

(iii) Length to ventral origin. 363432; 273-340,310.4 ± 6.13; -0.660(0.792); 
2.91 * . V 6.6, median 311. 

(iv) Depth at back of eyes. 353,352; 247-353, 302.9 ± 8.35; -0.642 (0.762); 
3.18"*. V 9.1, median 303. Of five other depth measurements - at front of eyes, 
operculum, vent, caudal peduncle, maximum - all showed a negative, but not formally 
significant, value of r. There is very marked individual variation within each set of 
dimensions. Specimen (a) contributes some four-fifths, nine-tenths of total positive 
dxdY for depth of vent, maximum depth, respectively, while (b) provides seven-tenths 
for opercular depth. A general tendency to a negative correlation of depth with length 
is further evidenced by the fact that, with specimens of the subadul t-adul t sample 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude of Ls, in all cases, except at front of eyes, 
the mean value for the first half of the series exceeds that for the second half" 

(v) 

4.64***. 
Longest pectoral ray. 

V 8.1, median 188. 
260,252; 174-227, 193.8 ± 4.76; --0.814 (1.138); 

In most of our material the pectoral is longer than as 
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shown in the figure in Scott et al. (1974, p. 250), reaching in each of the two juveniles 
to the second anal ray, and among the others to anal origin (1 specimen), vent (5), 
short of vent by distance equal to (2), half (3) interval between vent and anal origin. 

(vi) Longest ventral ray. 160,166; 130-172, 146.5 ± 3.73; -0.739 (0.949); 
3.64**. V 8.4, median 142. The longest ray is regularly the fourth (second from 
spine). In all our examples the ventral is decidedly longer than depicted in the 
figure just mentioned, reaching in (a), (b), to vent, first anal spine, respectively. 
and among the others to anal origin (1), vent (6), short of vent by distance equal to 
total (2), to half (2) interval between vent and anal origin. 

(vii) Ventral spine. 
15.9, median 67. 

75, 70; 59-92, 71.6 ± 3.43; - 0.566 (0.641); 2.28*. V. 

(viii) First anal spine. Data for 9 specimens only, spine imperfect in (d), 
(g), (i), (k). 75, 57; 24-58, 45.4 ± 5.45; - 0.833 (1.195); 4.99** Cd.f. 7). V. 31.7, 
median 50. 

(ix) Second anal spine. 90, 80; 42-86, 64.0 ± 5.08; -0.813 (1.137); 4.64***. 
V 19.3, median 65. 

(x) Third anal spine. 103, 91; 60-96, 77.2 ± 3.57; - 0.831 (1.192); 4.96***. 
V 15.3, median 76. 

It is to be noted the coefficients of variation for the anal spines and the ventral 
spine are large (the only cases reaching double figures). However, the distribution 
as measured by the number of entries (7; with d.f. 7; 8, 7) within one standard 
deviation on either side of the mean is normal or virtually so. 

Among other measurements made, positive correlations not significant at P 0.05 
were found for longest dorsal ray (0.170), longest anal ray (0.274): in both cases, 
however, adult mean noticeably exceeds juvenile mean, though with adults arranged in 
ascending order of Inagnitude of Ls the mean of the first five specimens is greater 
than that of the last five; individual variation is great, the adult range for dorsal 
rays being 157-250, for anal rays 171-259. Non-significant negative correlations 
characterize length to dorsal origin (- 0.180), length to anal origin (- 0.139), length 
to pectoral origin (--0.486), length of longest dorsal spine (--0.492), interorbital 
(- 0.366): in all cases the juvenile mean exceeds the adult (barely so in length to 
dorsal), and with specimens in order as before the first mean exceeds the second in 
length to dorsal origin, length to pectoral origin. Dimensions in which both the 
relative value of young and adult and the relative value of first and second halves of 
the adult sample (each 5 individuals) show the same sense of correlation as that of the 
whole sample quite probably would be found, on investigation of a more extensive series, 
to exhibit statistically significant correlation with length of fish of the appropriate 
sign. 

Non-metrical juvenile features. The juvenile examples differ from the non-juvenile 
not only in respect of the metrical features considered above, but also in coloration 
(treated separately below) and in several points of general appearance. 

A striking feature of a sizable example of this species is shortness of the exposed, 
as compared with the total, length of the dorsal spines. The concealment of the proxi
mal portion is not primary attributable to the presence of a basal sheath of scales, 
though scales do ascend on to the fin, but is brought about by a thick fleshy covering 
in the form of an upward extension of the general integument, its distal border 
effectively constituting part of the overall profile of the body. In the juveniles 
the whole appearance of the fin is quite different, the spines standing more or less 
erect, and though provided with a thin squamous sheath, being clearly traceable 
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throughout their entire length. The spinous dorsal of 
thus has much the same character as that of the mado, 
1860) . 

(~0yrati9!2.' While adult anel subaclt:lt fish, as preserved, are largely unllorm brownish 
black above, lighter below, with the fins, except for, in many individuals, a narrow 
light hind border to the caudal, more or less concolorous with the body, the small 
examples exhibit a disUnct, more diver"ified, juvenile pattern. 

General colour of trunk and tail olivaceous above lateral line, silvery below; 
liberally sprinkled with small melanophores, distinctly larger i~ a band extending 
about equally on either side of Lateral line, its width subequal to distance of lateral 
line from dorsal profile anteriorly; a conspicuous black spot on body at upper angJe 
of pectoral lobe, jus t extend ing on to rays. Head oli vaceous, darkest on occiput; an 
irregular silvery patch below eye. First dorsal olivaceous. Second dorsal largely 
011 vaceous; hriefly dusky at dista 1 border anteriorly; behind a line from near middle 
of distal border to near posterior end of base white. Anal largely olivaceous, 
narrowly blackish along anterior border; this strip in contllct with a blackish pennon 
extending along anterior half, or more, of outer edge; behind an arc from near tip of 
pennon to base of fin white. Pectoral pale yellowish green. Ventral, inner one
third very pale yellowish green, rest blackish. Caudal chiefly light olivaceous; a 
whitish termjnal lunule involving about middle half of the falcate posterior border 
and extending back in its greatest (mesial) extension about one-fourth of way to base; 
upper and lower borders very sharply delimited by narrow black bands. The color 
pattern of the caudal bears no similarity to that of the adult, and is both striking 
and curious - the black flanking strips, markedly different in intensity of colour 
from th~ rest of the fin, appear like two diverging black rods standing out, on casual 
observation, almost as isolated structures with little if anything spread between them. 

FamLly LEPTOSCOPIDAE 

Of the two genera recorded from AUSTral ia, Gunther, 1861 and 
Lop L08COPUS Gi 11, 1860, each I'lith a single local speci es, only the former is known to 
occur in this State, an example of C. al'enapiuB McCulloch, 1915 from Greens Beach, 
north coast, heing the subject of some general observations in Pllrt XVIII (1971, p. 139); 
a second example seen at the same time escaped capture. The species is said not to be 
common -. McCulloch's material comprised only three examples, and Scott et aT. (1974) 
stated only three had been recorded from South Australia; however, in recent months up
wards of a score have come under the writer's notice. Fish from southern and eastern 
Tasmania exhibiting some differences from typical Crapatatus arenariu8 as described and 
figured by McCulloch and as represented by the 1971 northern Tasmanian specimen are 
here described as a new subspecies. 

Genus CRA[,A1'ALUS Gunther, 1861 

CpapataZIAs Gunther, 1361, Ann. Maf]. NaL. HI.sL, , l (7), p. 86 Type- sped es, 
novae;;elandLae CUnther. 

a1~enmo1:W; McCulloch, 1915 

arewTriwc5 McCulloch, 191:;, ['Y'oe, Lhm. Soc:. N.S.W., 40 (2), p. 269, pI. 37, 
fig. Type Ioea l:i ty: Narrabeen, near Sydney, New SouthWa les. 

arcnariwc; tasU~ subsp. nov. 
(fig. 1) 

Type-specimens. Ho]otype (e) standard length 80.2 mm. total length 90.6, 4 paratypes, 
Tar-~o, 50~~7~, (0) 48.5, 55.5, (c) 53.0, 60.4, (d) 54.0, 62~6; Blackmans Bay, sOllth-
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eastern Tasmania, March 1976, Mr P.R. Last; Queen Victoria Museum Launceston Reg. Nos. 
1976/5/200, Q.V.M. Type No. 228; paratypes 1976/5/201 a-d, Q.V.M. Type Nos. 

Since the description based on the type-specimens was drawn up further examples, 
all collected by Mr Last, have become avai lable for examination. These extend the 
ranges for some meristic characters: the values for the new material are shown in square 
brackets. Additional material: Blackmans Bay, 4 specimens, Ls 36.0-79.0, 3 April 1976, 
3 specimens, Nine Mile Beach, Swansea, east coast, Ls 50.2-72.3, 4 September 1976, 10 
specimens, Nine Mile Beach, Swansea, Ls 53.0-76.1, 6 November, 1976. 

FIG. 1 - Craptalus arenca'ius lasti subsp. nov. l-!olotype, standard length 
80.2 mm, total length 90.6 mm, Blackmans Bay, south-eastern Tasmania; 
Queen Victoria Museum Reg. No. 1976/5/200, Type No. 228 : x l:Ci. 

Diagnosis. Differs from the nominate species as follows: no exposed spines on breast; 
anal distinctly higher than (ef. equal to or slightly lower than) dorsal; caudal lack
ing produced ray, the uppermost main ray being equal to, or shorter than, the ray 
immediately below it. 

Description. The definitive datum relates to the holotype, data in parentheses to 
paratypes in ascending order of standard length; ranges for additional material in 
square brackets. Basic measurements are set out in table 3. 

Br. 6. D.:n C:B, 33,33,31) [.)2-34]. A.37 (35, 35, 36, 40) [34-36]. P.17 (16, 
17, 17, 17) [17-21J. V.T,S. C. 2+10+2. L.lat. 43 (44, 42, 42, 41) + 1 on caudal in 
each case: on right side of holotype a second, abnormal tubercle on caudal extending 
half length of fin, its length thrice that of a normal tubercle [44-47]. L.tr. 5/1/5. 

Head 4.2 (3.8, 3.8, 3.9, 4.0) in Ls. Maximum depth of body 8.2 (8.5, 6.7, 6.6. 7.8) 
in Ls, 1.9 (2.3, 1.8, 1. 7, 2.0) in head; depth at vent 6.7 (7.3, 5.9, 7.6, 8.0) in Ls, 
1.6 (2.0, 1.5, 1.9, 2.0) in head. Eye 6.8 (6.8, 6.7, 7.1, 6.7) in head, 1.07 (0.59,0.53, 
0.79,1.07) in interorbital, 1.S (1.4, 1.4, 1.3, 1.1) in snout. Depth of caudal 
peduncle 1.6 (104, 1.6, 1.6, 1.4) eye, 6.8 (4.9, 4.2, 4.4, 4.7) in head. About longest, 
7th, dorsal ray :'.3 (3.5, 4.0, 3.5, 3.5) in head, 1.2 (1.2, 1.3,1.2,1.2) in 7th anal 
ray. Longest, 5th-6th, pectoral ray 1.0 (1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 1.0); longest, 4th, ventral 
ray 1.8 (2.6, 2.2, 2.2, 2.1); ventral spine 4.8 (4.7, 4.7, 4.5, 4.0); caudal fin 1.8 
(L 8, 1. 8, 1. 8, 2. 1) in head. 

Head depressed, nearly flat above, moderately rounded below. Trunk and tail 
compressed, latter evenly tapering. Head wholly naked. Body covered with large 
cycloid scales, extending. forward on dorsal surface about halfway between dorsaJ origin 
and tip of snout, on lateral surface to pectoral base (itself naked) on ventral surface 
to, but not on to, ventral fin base; extending back briefly in an arc of I laterally, 
2-3 mesially on to caudal; subequal except above, and briefly laterally, in advance of 
dorsal, here smaller. Lateral line sloping down, virtually straight, for a distance 
subequal to postorbital head, thereafter horizontal; tubul es hemicylinders slightly 
expanded, with some indication of very brief bifurcation, at posterioT end, modally 
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extending across whole scale, crowded anteriorly, first one-fourth of series in about 
one-sixth of its length. No exposed spines on breast (cf. Affinities, below). 
Urinogenital apertures in an ovoid elevation immediately in advance of anal fin, its 
wall plicate, crenulate, particularly anteriorly; a minute papilla, fully exserted in 
paratype (c) as a digitiform process, length subequal to width of adjacent anal ray, 
arising from, or proximally in contact with, a mammilliform elevation. 

Lower jaw projecting beyond upper. Mouth at an angle of approximately 400 to 
horizontal; maxillary extending back to below 0.5 eye (0.4, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7). Both lips 
with a row of slender, acuminate, inwardly curved cirri, regularly decreasing in size 
outwards, length of longest about half eye; in lower jaw free, extending whole length 
of lip, 45 (42, 39, 40, 47); in upper jaw free mesially, either absent or invisible in 
gelatinous matrix near angle of mouth, countable 28 (28, 33, 26, 30): with mouth closed 
tips of cirri briefly interlock. A curved line of 15 (12, 14, 8, 14) similar to, but 
somewhat shorter than, labial cirri fringing upper part of operculum, anterior two
thirds of series directed up, or up and somewhat b~ck, the rest curving markedly to 
point down, or down and forward; several of the uppermost usually more or less embedded 
in gelatinous material. Eye superolateral, but wholly visible from above, its least 
distance from ambitus little less than interorbital; distant from preorbital margin by 
rather less than its diameter. Interorbital slightly concave (almost flat in several 
paratypes). Anterior nostril tubular, decreasing in height obliquely forward and 
outward, set in subcircular concavity about equidistant from orbit and preorbital 
border. Posterior nostril subcylindrical, somewhat compressed distally, partly 
externad of anterior, hard against orbit, slightly larger and higher (in some paratypes 
apparently lower) than anterior. Preopercular margin rounded, entire; in advance of 
its margin, skirting its whole length and continuing forward into lower jaw the sub
jacent operculomandibular canal of the lateral line system, giving off a dozen equally 
spaced radiating tubules, each with one or two (at angle three) pores, four more 
tubules in mandible: lateral canal also traceable, zigzag to eye, in advance of this in 
paratypes portions of supraorbital and infraorbital canals apparent, the latter with 
one or two genal offsets. Operculum without spines, thickened above, thin, more or 
less membranous below: from shortly below the opercular cirri, through an arc subequal 
to that they beset, border delicately crenulate. 

Teeth in jaws minute, cardiform, depressible; in up to three rows in front" narrow
ing behind to one; greatest width of band subequal to length of adjoining labial cirri. 
About twelve-fifteen teeth on anterior half or less of each palatine, some anteriorly 
in two imperfect rows. A small group of half a dozen cardiform teeth on each side of 
vomer, separated by an interval wider than one series. Visible surfaces of pharyngeal 
bones covered with villiform teeth. 

Dorsal originating about above middle of pectoral, above 4th (4th-5th) anal ray, behind 
head by 0.34, (0.28, 0.26, 0.27, 0.32) head, attached by membrane to caudal peduncle 
almost at level of hypural joint, base (ray-ray) 1.54 (1.60, 1.53, 1.59, 1.57) in Ls; 
composed wholly of simple rays slightly flattened and expanded distally, tips free, 
increasing in length to about 7th, showing scarcely any diminution through first half 
of fin, thereafter slowly decreasing. Anal similar to dorsal, originating about 
below anterior one-third of pectoral, attached by membrane barely beyond (at or virtu
ally at) level of hypural joint, base (ray-ray) 1.46 (1.47, 1.49, 1.48, 1.47) in Ls; 
composed wholly of simple rays similar to, but longer than, those of dorsal, 7th anal 
ray 1.2 (1.3, 1.3, 1.2, 1.2) 7th dorsal ray. Pectoral large, total length 1.3 (1.1, 
1.2, 1.2, 1.1) head; longest, 7th (6th-7th) ray 0.95 (0.80, 0.95, 0.96, 0.87) head, 
rays above this becoming somewhat abruptly shorter, those below decreasing evenly; first 
(uppermost) ray simple, next five bifurcate for half their length, rest with the upper 
ramus of the primary dichotomy giving off from near its base a secondary ramus that 
keeps close to it; rays tips free. Ventral inserted in advance of pectoral, about 
under preopercular border, extending almost horizontally outward, rather rounded, ray 
next to spine simple, other rays markedly bifurcate; interval between fins two-thirds 
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length of fin. Caudal rounded, neither uppermost nor lowermost of main rays (both 
single) reaching nearly as far back as median rays; no produced ray. 
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Coloration in formalin. (a) Holotype. Trunk and tail above lateral line pale green
ish, in places with some hints of brown, most of the scales with several large and many 
small melanophores, most abundant and intense beside dorsal base; below lateral line, 
including ventral surface, whitish, immaculate save for a row of minute black spots one 
on each of most scales flanking anal base, and for a few small obscure dark markings 
elsewhere on lower flank. Head above a line from near angle of mouth to tip of 
opercular lobe greenish or greenish brown with thickly set dark brown chromatophores, 
dark bluish transversely elliptical patch on occiput, small cluster of minute brown 
spots round mandibular symphysis, extending on left side only as narrow strip along 
lower lip; rest of head pale greenish, immaculate. Dorsal rays in anterior half of fin 
pale green each with two groups of dark brown chromatophores, in posterior half most 
punctulated, wholly or in most part, with brownish; membrane hyaline, immaculate. Anal 
immaculate, rays whitish, membrane hyaline. Pectoral mostly pale greenish, several 
lower rays purplish brown distally. Ventral whitish proximally, purplish brown in 
distal half or less. Caudal greenish in proximal one-third, thereafter brown with 
some hint of purple. 

(b) Pm'atypes. Dorsal rays show variation as follows: b1'own or golden b1'own in 
anterior two-thirds, lighter behind, some with one or more darker patches; half a 
dozen more 01' less equally spaced rays silvery, Test tipped or briefly banded brownish; 
mostly brownish olivaceous, becoming somewhat lighter behind; first one-fou1'th rather 
dark brownish, lighter behind, with, in places, bronze tinge. Anal rays range from 
white to very pale brownish, tending to become a little deeper distally. Pecto1'al and 
vent1'al vary in extent of purplish area. Caudal with somewhat va1'iable amount of 
brownish, one specimen tipped ve1'y da1'k brown. 

Size. Crapatalus ar'enarius is a small fish, the 'length' of McCulloch's type being 
noted as 85 mm, Ls and Lt of the 1971 northern Tasmanian specimens being 75.9, 85.6, 
and the conventional length given by Scott et al. 9 cm. The standard length of the 22 
specimens here noted is 36.0-80.2, x 59.2 ± 2.61, the total length 41.0-90.6, x 67.0 ± 
2.97. The Ls f1'equency distribution in 12 length classes 35.5-37.4 ... 77.5-81.4 is 
1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 1, 1, 5, 0, 2, 2, 1. 

Affinities. Crapatalus arenarius lasti is much similar in general facies to the 
nominate subspecies, the most notable differences being those set out above in the 
diagnosis. 

McCulloch reported and figu1'ed 'breast a1'med with two small spines which proj ect 
forward': in the 1971 account of the northern Tasmanian specimen attributed to the 
typical species it was noted the spines were less developed than seemed to be indicated 
by the figure of tye type; they are, indeed, minute. No exposed spines are present in 
any of the type-specimens of C. a. lasti 01' in any of the additional examples examined. 
The relevant region in the holotype differs somewhat from that in the paratypes. In 
the holotype a subtriangular area, slightly wider than long, extends forward from the 
ventral bases as a median tumescence, rounded laterally, its top followed, at a lower 
elevation, by a slender rod, rather more than half an eye diameter in length, apparently 
bifurcated briefly at its anterior end, and flanked on either side by a sigmoidal 
fleshy fold originating near ventral base. In the paratypes the pre-fin subtriangular 
area may resemble that in the holotype, may present an almost flat face, or may include 
a smaller subtriangular elevation, the apices conunon; beyond the apex, generally the 
most elevated point on the whole system, and in most cases somewhat rostriform, the 
isthmus continues forward more or less in the form of a semipyramid, the sides somewhat 
concave, the free border slightly or markedly convex dorsad. Partial dissection at 
the elevated apex of the triangle in a paratype, (li), reveals the presence of a single 
small broad acute spine, previously totally embedded and quite invisible. 
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The anal, in the nominate subspecies "qual to or a little lower than the dorsal, 
is here di stinctly the higher fin; the 7th anal ray, noted by McCulloch as equal to, 
and being in the 1971 northern Tasmanian fish very slightly less than, the 7th dorsal 
ray, is here 1.21-1.49, ~ 1.31 ± 0.0456 it: the anal is regularly higher than the 
dorsal also in the additional material. In C. a. arenCIPiU8 as described and figured 
by McCulloch the uppermost main caudal ray is produced slightly beyond the general 
border of the fin, and this is the situation also in the northern Tasmanian fish: in 
C. a. la8ti this ray is not produced and may be shorter than the ray immediately 
below it. Tn the Tasmanian example of the nominate subspecies length to ventral is 
138 TL8 (no exact data available for types): in the types of the present subspecies 
the 1'L8 value is 159-179, ~ 165.8 ± 4.58; for 17 other examples 165-197, x 176.9 ± 
1.50. 

The present fish show some differences in coloration from the types of C. a. 
a:renariu8, fins in which are described as colorless, but here bear some markings. 
However, markings on the fins were noted for the northern Tasmanian example of the 
nominate subspecies; and the types of C. a. lasti (which exhibit some variation among 
themselves) do not differ trenchantly in colour pattern from that specimen. 

Together with nominate Crapatalu8 arenarvius the present subspecies differs from 
the New Zealand C. novaezelcmdiae Gunther, 1861 in the much larger and less numerous 
scales. 

The subspecific name la8ti is in honor of Mr Peter R. Last, who collected all the 
specimens here noted, and who has on various occasions kindly made available material 
for examination. 

Family TRIPTERYGIIDAE 

The familial or subfamilial status accorded the threefins in the Australian litera
ture has been an unstable one, shuttling (even in the same author) among Blenniidae, 
e.g., Macleay (1882), McCulloch and Waite (1916, 1918), Waite (1921, 1923), McCulloch 
(1922), Lord (1923), Lord and Scott (1924), Whitley (1930, 1948); Blenniidae Clininae, 
Marshall (1964); Blenniidae Tripterygiontinae (Whitley, 1931); Clinidae, e. q. Lord 
(1927), McCulloch (1929) Whitley (1964a,b); and Tripterygiidae, e.g. Munro (1962), 
Scott (1962), Scott et (1974). The recognition here of a separate family 
Tripterygiidae follows that of Greenwood et al. (1966). 

A single Tasmanian representative, Tripterygitlfn elarkei Morton, 1888, appears in 
the Check-list (McCulloch 1929), there being referred to GiUias, Evermann and Marsh, 
1900. Only three sets of material appear too have been the subject of pTimary published 
notice: (a) the type specimen (Morton 1888, pp. xl vii, 78); (b) a specimen recorded in 
R.M. Johnston's memoranda, made available by Whitley (1929, p. 65), (e) I some twenty 
specimens of varying age' captured 'among the piers of Hobart in August 1909'. (Hall 
1913, p.82). The relevant accounts are discussed below. It is suggested that Ca) 
be relegated to another genus, Heleogramna McCulloch and Waite, 1918, and that (b) be 
given a new name; (e) .appears not now satisfactorily deteTminable. 

A single example of a second species, Tripter'ygium Lucas, 1891, 
relegated in the Check-list to GilUa8, was reported from this State in Part IV (1939, 
p.151, fig.2), having previously been known only from Victoria. Some observations on 
four other individuals, together with remarks on taxonomy, appear below. 

Tasmanian examples of a third species, Braehyneetes faseiatu8 Scott, 1957, have 
been noted in Part XV (1967, p.216) and Part XVI (1969, p.l7'S): reasons are here 
advanced for the retention of Braehyneetes Scott, 1957, recognised by Whitley (1964) 
in his Australian name-list, but later rejected by its author (Scott et al. 1974, p.286) 
in favour of Vereonectes Whitley, 1931. Some observations are made on additional 



TABLE 3 

arena:piUB 
southern Tasmania. 

Zast'i nov. Dimensions of holotype, (e), and four paratypes from Blackmans Bay, 
First line absolute measurements, rnm, all other entries permillages of standard length. 

Dimension 

Standard length 
Total length 
Length to origin of dorsal 
Length to termination of dorsal; ray, 

membrane 
length to origin of anal 
L<mgth to termination of anal; ray, 

membrane 
Length to vent (middle) 
Length to pectoral origin; base, median 

rays 
Length to ventral origin 
Length of 7th dorsal ray 
Length of 7th anal ray 
Length of pectoral; from base, longest 

(nth}ray 
Length of ventral 
Length of longest (nth) ventral ray 
Length of ventral spine 
Head 
Snout 
Eye; without, with lid 
Interorbital 
Anterior internarial; between bases, 

middles of nares 
Depth, width at front of eyes 
Depth, width at back of eyes 
Depth, width at operculum 
Depth, width at vent 
Greatest depth, width of head 
Greatest depth, width of body 
Depth, width of caudal peduncle 

(a) 

44.0 
1143 
341 

966,998 
287 

961,1002 
280 

209,273 
159 
68 
91 

298,214 (6th) 
136 
102 (4th) 
57 
266 
55 
39,47 
23 

34,45 
91,116 
111,159 
141,164 
134,134 
134,223 
141,138 
55,11 

(b) 

48.5 
1144 
330 

948,984 
278 

969,996 
270 

225,268 
165 
65 
82 

311,248 (6th) 
129 
118 (4th) 
56 
262 
49 
39,56 
21 

29,43 
62,103 
103,165 
165,223 
155,172 
165,206 
148,175 
63,11 

(c) 

53.0 
1140 
323 

951,G81 
274 

972,1000 
266 

208,264 
151 
74 
85 

Cd) 

56.0 
1118 
323 

G59,982 
277 

966,986 
268 

195,225 
179 
71 
86 

(e) 1 

80.2 
1130 
318 

966,999 
281 

975,1007 
274 

212,254 
175 
71 
87 

~ 

302,244 (6th) 288,220 (7th) 308,226 (7th) 
123 126 137 
114 (4th) 
57 
255 
58 
36,47 
28 

28,43 
57,108 
104,187 
157,208 
144,173 
166,208 
151,174 
58,9 

124 (4th) 
63 
252 
52 
38,46 
40 

36,52 
71,121 
98,125 
125,143 
125,121 
125,179 
129,125 
54,13 

131 (4th) 
50 
237 
52 
35,49 
37 

27,41 
75,135 
116,173 
134,203 
150,162 
140,223 
157,187 
54,12 
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material. 

Two new species of Forsterygion Whitley and Phillipps, 1939, a genus not previously 
known in Australia,are described and figured. 

A key to the Tripterygiidae recorded from Tasmania is subjoined; this supersedes 
a key in Part XV (1967, p.216). In accordance with paragraph 23 of the General Recom-
mendations of the Code, it follows the formal descriptions of the new species. 

Genus HELCOGRAMMA McCulloch and Waite, 1918 

Helcogramrna McCulloch and Waite, 1918, Rec. S. Aust. Mus., le, (1), p.S8. Type-species, 
Helcograrrrma de currens McCulloch and Waite. 

Helcogramrna clarkei (Morton, 1888) 

Tripterygiwn cZarkei Morton, 1888, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1887), p.xlvii, nom. nud., 
p.78. Type locality: Clarke's [now Clarke] Island, Bass Strait. 

Tripterygiwn clarkei: Johnston, 1891, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1890), p.33 (p. 12 of 
reprint ). 

?Tripterygiwn cZarkei: Hall, 1913, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1912), p.82. 
Gillias cZarkei Lord, 1923, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1922), p.70. Id. Lord and Scott, 

1924, SYNOP. VERT. ANIM. TASM., pp.13, 82. Id. Lord, 1927, J. Pan-Pac. Res. 
Inst., 2 (4), p.15. Id. McCulloch, 1929, Mem. Aust. Mus., ~, (3), p.347 
(Morton's specimen). Not Gillias clarkei Whitley, 1929, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. 
(1928), p.65 (based on Tripterygiwn sp. R.M. Johnston MS = new species, see below). 

Tripterygion clarkei: Scott, 1939, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1928), p.150 (Morton's 
specimen). Id. Schultz, 1960, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull., 202,p.293. 

T21ipterygion clarkii [sic]: Fowler, 1953, Trans. R. Soc. N. Z., 81 (2), p.264. [In the 
Contents of vol. 81, part 2, p.156 (unnumbered), as the result of a transposition 
of author names and pagination data, Fowler's paper is attributed to R.K. 
Dell, and the pagination, 257-267, is given incorrectly as 221-237.] 

Norfolkia clark~i [sic] Whitley, 1964, Rec. Aust. Mus., 26 (5), p.193 (Morton's 
specimen) . -

Norfolkia cZar/wi Whitley, 1964, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 89 (1), p.54 (Morton's 
specimen). Id. Scott, 1967, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm.;-101, p.216 (not 'R.M. 
Johnston's specimen', Tripterygium sp. = Gillias clarkei: WCh'Ltley, 1929 = new 
species, see below) . 

History and status. Morton referred his single specimen, total length 3 inches [ca 
75 mm] to Tripterygion Risso, 1826 (rendered, as emende(' by authors, Tripterygium), 
prefacing his account with the generic diagnosis, as given, after Gunther, in Macleay's 
Catalogue 0882, p.26). By Lord (1923, 1927) and by Lord and Scott (1924) it was 
transferred to Gillias Evermann and Marsh, 1900, a course followed in the Check-list 
(McCulloch 1929). However, Gillias has at least part of head scaly, whereas the 
(short) original description expressly specified 'head scaleless'. 

Since the appearance of the texts just cited clarkei has been placed 
in a genus not then established, Norfolkia Fowler, 1953. In a key to the Australian 
species of that genus Whitley (1964a) includes this species; of which he treats 
Tyvipterygium macleayanum, 1891 as a synonym (however, this identification was shortly 
after abandoned in the name-list (1964b), in which the species appear separately as 
No. 1927 and No. 1929). The specification in the diagnosis of Fowler's genus 'Head 
largely with fine scales and muzzle naked' (type-species, N. lairdi, 'Cheek below sub
orbitals with 6 rows of scales and opercles fully scaled'), while applicable to the 
Victorian fish described by Lucas is not compatible with the Tasmanian fish described 
by Morton. In proposing his genus Fowler himself has considered the possibility of 
relegating to it these two species, together with the third species placed in Gillias 
in the Check-list, Tripterygion straticeps Ramsay and Ogilby, 1888 (incorrectly 
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attributed by Fowler to Ramsay and Macleay). After reviewing accounts of these he 
observed, 'it appears the generic identity of the three preceding species referred to 
Gillias by McCulloch is questionable. Their inclusion in Norfolkia would be equally 
doubtful till more evidence is forthcoming'. It may be noted in passing that Whitley 
(1964a) treats N. lairdi (a slip in the species reference gives laird) as synonymic 
with Gillias squarrriceps McCulloch and Waite, 1916 (see comments below, under G1:llias 
macleayana). 

If the specification by Morton of the lateral line, 'very distinct, terminating 
in a line with the eighth ray of the third dorsal', is correct and complete, the fish 
cannot enter Tl'ipterygion, but is to be assigned to Helcogramma McCulloch & Waite, 1918. 
Apart from Lepidoblennius Steindachner, 1867 (excluded from consideration here by 
possessing an uninterrupted line extending to caudal base; probably also by having 
membrane of first dorsal continuous with that of second), this is the only Australian 
genus diagnosed as having a single lateral line. However, the identification necessar
ily falls short of being definitive: the lateral line is described in Helcogramma as 
curving down from the shoulder; no indication of its direction in his specimen is given 
by Morton. It should be noted the concept of Helcogramma as formulated by the authors 
of the genus has undergone revision at the hands of Schultz. In dealing (1960) with 
material (treated as Clinidae Tripterygiinae) collected in connection with Operation 
Crossroads 1946 - in line with his earlier revision (1950) in which he recognised five 
genera only, Tripterygion, Lepidoblennius, Notoclinus (referable to Clininae?), Helco
gramma, Forsterygion - he retains the first of the two criteria of the lateral line on 
which McCulloch and Waite relied for the separation of Helcogramma from Tripterygion, 
'runs downwards from the shoulder to the middle of the back', but has qualified the 
second, 'no secondary series of incised scales posteriorly' to admit of a facultative 
extension beyond the pored (tubuliferous) scales by a collinear series of notched 
scales (thus providing for the inclusion in Helcogramma of several non-Australian 
species) . 

Helcogramma clarkei differs from the type-species, H. de currens McCulloch and 
Waite, 1918 in possessing 16 (cf. 13) spines in second dorsal and in having lateral 
line continued beyond middle of third dorsal (cf, end of second dorsal). The New 
Zealand Tripterygiwn mediwn GUnther, 1861, referred by Whitley (1968, p.80) to Helco
gramma, has a single lateral line, normally ending beyond second dorsal (Waite (1913) 
notes in some individuals it continues to base of caudal): it differs trenchantly from 
H. clarkei in having at least 4 (cf. 3) spines in first dorsal (quoting Gunther's '4-5' 
Wai te (1913, p. 7 footnote) observes, 'I have examined a large number of specimens but 
in none found five spines'). 

In the course of assessing Morton's account it must be borne in mind that the line 
of pierced or incised scales constituting in most forms a secondary, posterior lateral 
line is usually inconspicuous, and if not directly sought for can even be overlooked. 
With a double lateral line, naked head, second dorsal longer than third (this last 
feature excluding from consideration Bl'achynectes Scott, 1957 - later abandoned by its 
author, but maintained in the name-list of Whitley (1964) - also Notoclinus Gill, 1893, 
a representative of which occurs in New Zealand), Morton's fish would be eligible to 
enter Tripterygion Risso, 1826, or, if indeed these be distinct, either of the two 
remalnlng genera reported from Australia, namely Vauclusella Whitley, 1931 (the initial 
diagnosis of which has undergone notable modification with the inclusion in it of V. 
acanthops Whitley, 1964) and Verconectes Whitley, 1931 (substitute name for Trianectes 
McCulloch and iVai te ,1918, regarded as preoccupied by Trinectes Rafinesque: this pre
occupation has been denied by Schultz (1960, p.283) and by Mees (1962, p.27); it does 
not appear to exist under the Code). No character reported' by Morton for his specimen 
unequivocally qualifies it for, or debars it from, anyone of these. 

While a genus with a second lateral line thus remains a residual possibility, it 
would appear the appropriate course is to accept, in the absence of any evidence 
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directly negating it, the published description at 
suggested Morton's fish should be withdrawn from 
which it has successively been placed and should be 
(Morton, 1888). 

its face value. Accordingly, 

(;enU5 TRIPTERYCIDN Risso, 1826 

Risso, 1826, NAT, HIST. EUR. MERlD., 3,p.24J. 
na.sus Risso [= BZenrdu.s trip1;el'onotu.s Risso, TRIO, fide 
authors to 

C-iZlia.s and 

Enneap1;erygl:u.s Riippell, 1865, NHUE WIRBELTH. ABYSSIN, FISCHE, p,2. Type-species 
Enneapterygius pus'iUus RUppell. 

Enneanectes Jordon and Evermann, 1895 ·i.-n : Jordon, Prou. Calif. Aead. Sei. J ser. 
p.SOl. Type"species, Enneaneetes eaY'minaZis [not of Jordon and Gilbert = 
sexmauuZcdus Fowler, 1941, f7:de Schultz]. 

it is 
in 

Trianeutes IvlcCulloch and Waite 1918, Ree. 8. Aust. Mus.> (1), p.S3. Type-species 
Tl'ianeetes. bucephalus McCulloch and Waite. 

Whitley, 1930, Mem. Qld Mus., (1), p.20. Type-species, Tl'iptel'yg-i.on 
segmen1;atum McCulloch and Phill ipps. 

VeY'uonectes Whitley, 1931. Aus1;. Zool. > 6 (4), p. 324. Type-species, Tyv[.anectes 
McCulloch and Waite. Substi tute name for Tr1:anec1;es McCulloch Ii Waite, 

stated to be (but not) preoccupied by Trineetes Rafinesque. 
Vauclusella Whitley, 1931, Aus1;. Zool., 6 (4), p.324. Type-species, 

annulatunJ Ramsay and Ogilby. 

Austra.lia.n genera. Consideration of the current position in respect of the taxonomy of 
the Australian-tripterygiids occasioned by the present observations on several species 
has shown it to be in considerabl e disarray. Several locally proposed genera appear, 
as diagnosed, to be inadequately distinguished from earlier genera established for 
extral:imi tal forms; furthermore, the status of some species in respect of these, even 
as constituted, is problematical. The general state of confusion is added to by 
several other factors, the most important of these being the existence of confl icting 
views on the true scope of some of the older genera (thUS, are species with the first 
dorsal descendant to be excluded from Risso, as maintained by Waite (1913, 
p.2) against a widely accepted contrary and the lack in both some generic and 
some specific descriptions of data on features now recognized as being taxonomically 
significant (e.g., number of scales between lateral line and base of (second) dorsal, 
squamation of breast and of pectoral base, nature of pectoral rays). 

It has become evident that, pending the completion of a full-scale review of 
Australian (indeed, Australasian) forms, no compTehens i ve solution can be looked for. 
In the circumstances it is concluded the procedure that best serves to eliminate 
existing anomalies without at the same time bringing about possible fresh confusion is 
not at this stage to introduce allY new proposals, but simply to subsume locally des
cribed genera other ,than ]jY'aehynectes Scott, 1957 and POB !;e:rygion Whitley and Phi Hipps, 
1939 (for these two genera see below) in either l'-eip'l;el'yg-ion or (XlUa.s, and to refer 
local species to one of these. The position thus arrived at, as set out in the above 
table of is broadly that adopted by Schultz (1960), differing from it in 
retaining and Brachyneutes (latter not noticed by Schultz; overlooked?) as 
separate entities. 

whiHeyl sf!. 'I!()V. 

sp. Johnson MS, 'in: Whitley, 1929, Pap. Prou. R. Soc. Tasm. (1928), ]).65. 
Type locality: Leven [= Leven River, north-west coast, Tasmania]. 

? uZarlwi: Hall, 1913, Pap. Proc. R . .sou. Tas/7/. (1912), p.82. Not 
cZarkei Morton, 1888, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. Tasm. (1887), p,78 (p.xlvii, 
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clm'ked: Schultz. 1960. U.S. Nat. Mus. BuU .• 202 p.29:'. Not 
ela'-"k1>1: [s1>:~1 Fowler, 1953, JTx'ans. R~ Soc. 

Whitley, 1929, PY'oc. R. Sao. Tasm. 
McCulloch, 1929, Aust. . Mem., 5 (3), p.347, 
GiztiaD clal'kei Lord, 1923., Pap. PI'oe. Fl. Soc. 

N.Z. 81 (2), p.264 
, p.6S·- (eJ: Johnston MS). 
(Johnston's specimen). 

(1922), .70; Lord and 
Scott. 1924, SYNor. VERT .. ANIM. TASM., pp.13, 82; Lord, 1927, ,J. Res. Inst. 
2 .15. 

[sic] Whitley, 1964, Flee'. ilust. Mus., 2:.0. (5), p.193, pCiY'/;?:m 

Whitley, 1964, Py·oc. L1:nn. Soc. N.S. ,89 (1], p.54, sf? no. 1927, 
(Johnston's specimen). 

sp.) 'R.M. Johnston's specimen' Scott. 1967, Pap. PY'oe. R. Soe. Tasm., 101, 
p.216 (in key). 

History. The half dozen lines about the holotype of Tp1:pteY'yghAJn olal'ke-i Morton in 
thrs-S'ociety's Pl'OOeed1:ngs for August 1887 included the conTInent 'Mr. ,Johnston had a 
specimen, but of a different species but had not described it'. In R.M. ,Johnston's 

, s 

memoranda, redacted by Whitley (1929), an entry headed simply Hp. probably 
relates to this individual. 

Formally citing references to Morton (1888) and Hall (1913), Whitley treated it as 
conspecific with Morton's specin18n, at the same time transferring it to GiUIas. It 
should be noted, however, that if this specimen is that mentioned in the 1887 Proceed-

,Johnston himself regarded it as a distinct species; it is here so described. 
While the bestowal of a specific name in the absence of type material is a far from 
satisfactory proceeding, to be undertaken only after careful consideration, the con
tinued lumping together under a single name of two fish clearly not conspecific is still 
less satisfactory, constituting a more inmlediate occasion for confusion. 

Q~scr_iJl.:t2~.I.l.' Johnston's memorandum is here tr:mscribed verbatim. 'Blenny. 
sp. B.4 D.21/8; A.2/19; P.13; V.2. Length scarcely 3 3/5 times length 
which is nearly equal to height of body. Eye large. Snout ll:i times diameter of eye, 
surmounted by a long tentacle which has three or four branchlets. fA bifurcate 
tentacle at nostril. Interorbital space less than diameter of eye and 1/3 length of 
head. Dorsa] in three divisions. Black ~pot on interspace between first two spinous 
rays. Lateral] ine conspicuous a [long] curvature of [back], descends at point below 
termination of first dorsal and follows the line along middle of body with more distant 
pores. Nasal tentacle bifurcate [see above]. Body reddish brown, mottled with 
darker; lighter below. Leven'. ri .. , Leven river, north-west coast]. 

The type-specimen is R.M . .johnston I s specimen, the subj eet of the above description 
published in the Papers and PY'oceed·in.gD of the Royal Society of l'aBmania, 1929 (1928) 
(Whitley e.T Johnston MS). 

The second binomen is in honor of the late Gilbert Percy Whitley, an outstanding 
figure in the history of Australian Ichthyology, and over many years a valued ever
helpful friend of the wri tel'. 

Noth:ing in Johnston's account precludes the referral of his fish to 
in which (as he placedi t. 

The dorsal count is noted as 21/8, -i.e., presumably lll, XVlll, 8 (the presence 
of more than three spines in the first dorsal being highly unlikely). Among published 
accounts of Austral ian three fins , that of only one other species, Vauelusella 
Whi tley, 1964, here referred to has been found in which the number of 
second dorsal spines is, as heTe, twice 01' more the number of dorsal rays, the dorsal 
formula being Ui/xvi to xvii/8 (for availa~le counts in other species enumerated in 
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the name-list of Whitley the range of the ratio spines/rays is 0.8-1.5, mean 1.22 ± 
0.050; the distribution, interestingly enough, being close to symmetrical, with sk = 
- 0.475, and with 11 - expected in normal distribution 12 - items within one standard 
deviation on either side of the mean). This Queensland species - the brief original 
description of which (1964), based on the holotype and five paratypes from Heron 
Island, has since been amplified and complemented by a figure (1965, fig.12) - agrees 
with the Tasmanian fish in anal count (which is, indeed, much the same in most species), 
and, as indicated, closely approaches it in dorsal count. 

On the basis of the rather few comparable items recorded, T. whitleyi differs from 
T. acanthops as follows: P.13 (cf. 15-16); depth nearly equal to (0.7) head, or round 
about 3 3/Sths in 'length' (4.9 in Ls, 3.9 in Lt); narial tentacle bifurcate (from 
figure, apparently simple); supraorbital tentacle with three or four branchlets (from 
figure, probably simple, lanceolate); lateral line ending at termination (from figure, 
at about three-quarters) of base of second dorsal; first dorsal with black spot between 
first two spines (no spot); body reddish brown, mottled with darker (as preserved, 
plain greyish brown, no dark blotches). T. acanthops exhibits three exceptional 
features: unusually elevated second dorsal (longest spine 1.8 longest spine of first 
dorsal, 1.S longest dorsal or anal ray); uppermost pectoral ray produced well beyond 
branched rays, reaching past level of anal base; three conical spines over each eye. 
It would seem not unlikely that, if exhibited by his specimen, features so visually 
striking would have engaged Johnston's attention sufficiently to lead him to record 
one or more of them even in a brief description: the suggestion remains of course 
purely speculative. 

From 1'. clarkei as here accepted (-i. e., as represented by Morton's account of his 
fish) T. whitleyi differs trenchantly thus: D.iii, xviii, 8 (cf. iii, xvi, 11); 
lateral line ending 'below termination of first dorsal', i. e., below end of second 
dorsal, 'first dorsal' being employed by Johnston as equivalent to spinous dorsal, as 
is evident from his use in the dorsal formula of two counts only, '21/8' (cf. below 
eighth dorsal ray); two lateral lines (if Morton's account correct, one): minor varia
tions included fewer pectoral rays, deeper body, probable difference in nature of 
narial tentacle. Attention has been called in Part XV (1967, p.216) to the incompat
abili ty of the two accounts. 

Identity of Hall's material. Hall (1913) provided some observations on the coloration 
(recognizing 'two types of colour with intermediate stages of variation in each type') 
of some twenty specimen~ of a fish he identified as J'ripterygiurn claI'kei Morton, 
(noting that the species had hitherto been recorded only from Clarke Island, and that 
the type was not available for comparison), observing that 'as with the other blennies 
they were feeding among the mussels of the piles' of piers in Hobart. He stated 'the 
twenty-four specimens represented in these notes [other species discussed were 
Pictiblennius tasmawianus (Richardson, 1849), Clinus perspiciUatus Valenciennes, 1836, 
Cristicpes australis Valenciennes, 1836, Trachinops caudimaculatuB McCoy, 1890] wi 11 
be additions to the Tasmanian Museum'. In 1938 the then Director of the Museum, Dr J. 
Pearson, who kindly made a search at the request of the writer, stated the material 
could not be traced. While there appears every reason to suppose Hall's material did 
indeed include a tripterygiid, there seems to be no possibility of reaching a conclusion 
regarding the reliability of his specific determination. 

Genus GILLIAS Evermann and Marsh, 1900 

Gillias Evermann & Marsh, 1900, Rept U.S. Fish. Comm., 1899, p.357. Type-species, 
Gillias jordani Evermann and Marsh. 

Gillias macleayana (Lucas, 1891) 

Trtpt;cY'UghJJn macleayanurn Lucas, 1891, Proc. R. Soc. Vict. (n.s.), 3 (1890), pp. 9, 12, 
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pl. 3, fig. 4. Type locality: Port Phillip, Victoria. 
Gillias macleayanum McCulloch, 1929, Aust. Mus. Mem., ~ (3), p.348. 
GiUias macleayana Scott, 1939, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. 'I'asm. (1938), p. 151, fig. 2. 
'I'Y'ipterygium macleayanwn: Fowler, 1953, 'I'rans. R. Soc. N. Z., ~ (2), p.264. 
'I'ripterygiwn macZeayanwn: Schultz, 1960, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull., ~, p.193. 
Norfolkia cla:r·kei Whitley, 1964, Ree. Aust. Mus., 26 (5), p.193. 
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Norfolkia macleayana Whitley, 1964, Pl'OC. L1:nn. Soc:. N.S.W., 89 (1), p.54. Id. Scott, 
1967, Pap. Proc. R. Soc. 'I'asm., .!.Q!, p.216. 

Generic status. As observed in some general remarks on Australian genera above, 
Gi Uias, sunk by SchUltz in 'I'ripterygion, is here treated as a valid genus. In terms 
of this position the present species is excluded from 'I'Y'ipterygion by its possession 
of scales on part of head. There remains the possibility of its belonging to NorfoZkia, 
to which it has recently been referred by Whitley (1964a, b) and by the writer (1967). 

It agrees with GiUias and differs from Norfolkia as that genus is understood by 
its describer in the following points: (a) nasal tentacle (none), (b) fringed supra·· 
orbital tentacle (' No supraorbital flap, though right orbit with free skinny point 
above posteriorly but none on left orbit'), (c) pectoral base and fin naked (base 
scaled, fin scaled proximally), (d) upper and lower sections of lateral line (lower not 
satisfactorily identified in the writer's 1939 paper, present specification based on 
new material) separated by one row (two rows) of scales. It differs from G1:Uias (as 
represented, fide Schult z, by its type-species, G. jordan?: Evermann & Marsh) and agrees 
with Norfolkia (e) in having upper section of lateral line extending to below third, 
instead of second, dorsal. In the extent to which the head is scaled it occupies an 
intermediate position, apparently being somewhat more scaled than in Gillias, while 
noticeably less so than in Norfolk1:a. Norfolkia has 'upper edge of supraorbital with 
a row of very minute and somewhat irregular denticles', while G. jordani has 'entire 
supraorbital edge' (Fowler). In the largest of the specimens specified below about 
two-thirds of the upper rim of the orbit is abundantly denticulated, in two specimens 
it bears fewer than half a dozen minute tapering processes, the remaining specimen none; 
all have some processes fringing hind part of orbit. Similar processes ('fringed 
papillae', Lucas) occur also in all individuals on the dorsum in about the hinder one
third of the interorbital space. 

As interpreted by Whitley, NorfoZkia comprises four species: G1:Zlias 
McCulloch and Waite, 1916* (with which Fowler's type-species, N. is synonymized 
- a comparison of the descriptions and figures reveals, however, eli vergences difficult 
to reconcile), N. {homasi Whitley, 1964> striaticeps Ramsay and Ogilby, 
1888, cZarkei Morton, 1888 (with I"hich is synonymized 
maeleayanum Lucas, 1891; but note presence in latter, absence in former, of head scales): 
of these species, the first two have D. iv, the other two D. iii. Inclusion of the 
additional species in Norfolkia entails a not insignificant recasting of the genus 
(note, e. g., negation of items (a), (b), in the preceding paragraph; termination of 
superior lateral line in N. thomasi below second dorsal). \I~1ile there is, indeed, a 
possibility there could be greater compatability between Lucas' species and a revised 
diagnosis of Norfolkia than between it and Norfolkia as established by Fowler, in the 
absence of any such synoptic redefinition it is expedient to treat the genus as it was 
originally specified. 

New material. As already noted, the only Tasmanian example hitherto reported is that 
of which a description and figure were given in Part IV (1939)- this account, indeed, 
appears to be the only non-derivative one to appear since the original description. 
Four additional specimens: (a) Ls 24.S, Lt 30.0, 37.4, (b) 31.0, 37.4, (c) 46.0, 55.9, 
Cd) 48.6, 61.0, collected by Mr R.B. Green, ~ km north of Greens Beach, north coast, 
18 April 1976; Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1976/5/129. 

Meristic chara~cJers.Br.VI. D. III, XIV, 11; III, XIV, 7; III, XIV, 11; III, XIII, 11. 
*Attribution to Norf"olkia accepted by Hoese, lC)76, Flee. ;lust. [IUS. 30 (15), p. 427. 
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20,20,20 P. 8 branched + 7 simple (left), 8 + 7 (right); 9 + 7,9 + . '7 + 8' 
8 -+ 7; 8 -+ 8, 9 + 7. V. 2. C. 12 + 4/3 pro current rays, 14 -+ 1/2, 14 + 2/3, 12'+ ' 

L. 1. 28 (scales wi th tubercles) + 6 (posterior incised scales), 31 + 8, 29 + 6) 
28 + 8; the superior element reaching to below penultimate dorsal ray in (a), (b), (c), 

in G~. Bc. tr. at origin of first dorsal 3/1/11-12, at origin of 
third dorsal 2/1/5. 

In (b) the third dorsal, with only 7 rays, though intact throughout, is not 
norma 1, short segments of several. imperfect 1y formed radial elements being sus-

membrane. In Cd) the third spine of the first dorsal is not fully 

Comparison with shed counts show variations as follows (present data in 
rentheses): second XIV (XIII··XIV), third dorsal 10, 12 (11 ; abnormal 7), anal 

(20-21), pectoralIS, 12 + 6 (7-9 + 7-8), superior lateral line 25-29 (28-31); 
scales, transverse, at first dorsal origin 3/1/8 (3/1/11-12) at third dorsal origin 
2/1/5 (2/1/5). 'Length' 50 mm, standard length 43.8 (24.5-48.6). 

Ai series of dimensions is set out in table 4, the first entry, standard 
in mill imetres, all other entries being permil1ages of standard length. 

l~cas' original account is brief and his figure is an out
account and an illustration were provided for a Tasmanian' 

Tlle present material affords some interesting additional 

111e figure by Lucas shows the lengths of the spines of the first dorsal decreasing 
however, the Tasmanian fish is figured with second spine longest, the text giving 
lengths of 1st, 2nd, :5n] as 32, 35, 29 9,i of head length. Three different pat-
t.erns are found in three the present specimens (one fish with 3rd spine imperfect), 
namely 2nd> 1st> 3rd, :)rd> 1st> 2nd, 3rd> 2nd> :)rd. In all other Australian triptery·-
gilds hitherto described the series is reported either as regularly ascendant or as 
regularly descendant treated as a generic character by Waite); contrast, how-
ever, descriptions below two species of In the present species the 
variation is perhaps rendered somewhat less sign:i by tl1e sub equal size of the 
spines. 

Maxilla to below hinder one-third of eye (1939 specimen and Lucas' figure); here 
to 0 . .5,0.5,0.7,1.1 eye. 

Lucas neither mentions nor figures a second lateTal line, and in the 1939 account 
no such line was clearly recognized, 'a slight mediolateral groove, apparently without 
perforations, extends fonvard from cauda 1 base to 1 evel of about eighth ray of third 
dorsal'. A similar groove occurs here (traceable in some individuals further forward), 
with in it a line of 6-8 notched scales continued cephalad maximally to below middle 
of rayed dorsal, there separated from superior lateral line by one scale-row. 

ante:rioxLy in .1, (e), lower proj somewhat in ra), (d). Pectoral 
12th spine of second dorsal in (h), fa), ,1st dorsal ray in (a); 

ventra] to vent in (a), (d), just short of it in (h), ee). Anal papilla bulbous" or 
semiconical, longitudinally plicate, the rounded posterior end with a central aperture 
ringed by the six or eight mounded ends of the plicae. Angle of operculum notched 
between two variously developed horns, lower subcontinuous with tip of branchiostegal 
membrane. 

Seal es on head small, ctenoid, somewhat more extensive than previously reported, 
covering preoperculum down to level of lower border of orbit, and on operculum extend
ing across anterior 0.7-0.9 of width in upper half, the posterior bounding arc curving 
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forward and down to meet preopercular margin well below level of inferior orbital 
bordero Scales on occiput reaching to just behind back, or beyond front, of 
base of supraorbital tentacleo Arising shortly above upper end preoperculum on 
each side and running transversely a slightly sinuous, overall pro convex line of about 
30 small mounded elevat ions, basalJ y contiguous, each surmounted by a digitiform proo 
cess, length of whole structure exceeding half length of head, its distance behind 
level of eye 3-5 times its distance from dorsal origino This feature, not previously 
reported, is perhaps comparable with' a well-defined series of upraised pores separating 
the head from the back' found by McCulloch and Waite (1918, po 54) in their Tr1:anectcs 

from South Australia: its morphologi cal relati ons are identical with, and it 
may represent a less developed equivalent of, the curious conspicuous transverse series 
of cirri found in two genera of Blenniidae Salariinae, C>in'ipectc8 -- in 
Australia by the Queensland C. f1:lcrmcnto8u8 (Alleyne and MacIeay) 0_ it 
may be speculated that these linear structures are prefigured the paired nuchal 
tentacles found in other salariinids, Co • some species of 

Colorationo In general much as already described (1939, po154)0 Chief features 
worthy of notice: general colour, after short preservation in alcohol, greenish some
what greyish, subsequently mainly yellowish, fawn or brownish (1939 yellowish grey, in 
formalin); dark bars on trunk and tail less sharply demarcated laterally, least distinct 
in (a), generally not reaching ventral profile; whole preanal ventral surface of trunk 
bright orange (anterior half flesh-coloured); large rounded carmine spot on occiput, 
subsequently barely observable; conspicuous light and dark genal markings disposed as 
before, but showing variation in relative width; caudal [noted in 1939 as lacking dis
crete markings, and so in Cd)) in general conspicuously patterned with 12-15 well 
defined dark cross bars; in all except Cd) anal strongly banded, 3 dark bars on each 
ray; less well developed banding on second and third dorsals, former without any 
definite dark distal line; first dorsal rays darko 

Genus FWISTERYGION Whitley and PhIllipps, 1939 

, 1939, TY'ans. R. Soc. 1:1.Z0" 69 (2), p02360 
Bloch and Schneider, 1801 (~ nigl"ipenne 

18360 ? eapito Jenyns, 1842J. 

(figo 2) 

1'ype-speci~~". Holotype, Kangaroo Bay, Belled ve, south-eastern Tasmania, standard 
length 105 mm, total length (caudal slightly imperfect distally) 120+, taken in fish 
trap; 2 Em (307m), 12 August 1975, collectoT MT PoRo Last, Queen Victoria Musewn, 
Launceston Rego No o 1976/5/202, QoVoM. Type No .. 2300 One paratype, Bellerive, south-
eastern Tasmania, standard length 92, total length 108, August, 1976, collector MT To 
Walker, QoV.Mo Rego Noo 1976/5/203, Q.V.Mo Type no, 231: taken with type-specimens of 
next specieso Though its caudal fin is somewhat frayed distally. the largeT specimen 
is otherwise more satisfactorily preserved; furthermore the smaller specimen possesses 
an anomalous pectoral fin, with one ray more then the left side than on the righto 

Meristic characters 0 Where there is a difference between the holotype and the paratype 
the specification for the former is here, and throughout the description, cited first. 
B. 6 D. vii, xxiv, 14; vii. xxiv, 150 Ao ii, 290 Po 19 (3 + 9 + 7); left fin 20 
(3 + 8 + 9), right 19 (3 + 8 + 8)0 V020 C15, of which 10 (9) are branched 0 Lo laL 
tubules 36 left, 35 right; 33 left, 35 right; ending below 3rd, 5th (4th) dorsal ray + 
pored scales 15 left, 17 right; 19 left~ ca 16 right. Sco eo 67, ea 690 Sc. tr. at 
second dorsal origin 6 + 1 + 21, on caudal peduncle 2 + 1 + 30 Scales between upper 
lateral line and dorsal profile at second dorsal origin 7; between upper a~d lower 
lateral lines 20 
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TABLE 4 

Gillias macleayana (Lucas, 1891). Dimensions of 4 examples from 2 kID north of Greens 
Beach, north coast, Tasmania. First line absolute measurements, rum, other lines 
relative magnitudes, permillages of standard length. 

Feature 

Standard length 
Total length 
Length to origin, termination of first dorsal 
Length to origin, termination of second dorsal 
Length to origin, termination of third dorsal 
Length to orlgln, termination of anal 
Length to pectoral, to base, origin of middle 

ray 
Length of pectoral, from base, origin of 

middle rays 
Length to ventral 
Length of ventral, inner ray, outer ray 
Length to vent 
Head 
Snout 
Eye, with rim, without rim 
Interorbital 
Depth, width at front of eJes 
Depth, width at back of eyes 
Depth, width at opercular border 
Depth, width at yent 
Depth, width, greatest 
Depth, width, of caudal peduncle, least 
First dorsal spines, length of first, last, 

longest 
Second dorsal spines, length of first, last, 

longest 
Third dorsal rays, length of first, last, 

longest 
Anal rays, length of first, last, longest 

(a) 

24.5 
1224 
245, 302 
367,702 
735,898 
453,898 

241,302 

420,339 
176 
241,171 
429 
282 
53 
104,86 
41 
104,94 
180,131 
192,200 
200,114 
204,206 
86,21 

(b) 

31. ° 
1206 
216,277 
339,710 
716,936 
440,936 

213,287 

400,303 
177 
206,145 
419 
290 
65 
97,87 
39 
123,113 
161,135 
190,187 
178,103 
194,226 
97,23 

(c) 

46.0 
1215 
217,260 
322,637 
680,870 
478,883 

252,283 

410,309 
174 
228,174 
457 
319 
67 
91,65 
30 
104,107 
152,152 
189,174 
174,130 
191,215 
85,17 

Cd) 

48.6 
1225 
220,265 
329,681 
712,910 
473,922 

247,323 

409,331 
191 
239,185 
449 
315 
70 
87,73 
33 
97,121 
166,165 
202,206 
189,132 
202,212 
81,19 

102,108,98 100,97,106 85,91,98 80,107,-

118,73,161 98,65,129 -,63,111 107,47,150 

102,78,196 129,95,174 -,87,176, 123,68,144 
69,78,153 66,74,135 65,88,152 43,82,154 

Dimensions. A series of dimensions, expressed as permillages of standard length, is 
included in table 5, which gives also dimensions of a second species described below. 

General description. Length of head 3.62, 
greatest depth of body 5.25, 4.38 in Ls. 
Eye 4.14, 3.90, snout 3.97, 3.79 in head. 
vent 1.55, 1.50 head, 2.33, 2.31 in Ls. 

3.47, greatest depth of head 4.77, 4.84, 
Depth of caudal peduncle 3.30,3.34 in head. 

Interorbital 2.0, 1.9 in eye. Length to 

Body moderately elongated, compressed, tapering evenly from head to caudal 
peduncle. Head rather large, pointed anteriorl)'. subcylindrical posteriorly. Snout 
hroad, blunt, slightly depressed. Eye large, elevated, not quite entering profile. 
Orbit smooth, not in general noticeably raised above eye, but forming a low keel 
between 1 and 4 0' clock (left side viewed), continued as a fine ridge to just beyond 
bottom of eye. Interorbital with on either side a low longitudinal tumescence, flank
ing ~j pronounced median trough with sloping sides. Mouth oblique, upper jaw barely 
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in advance of lower; lips tumid; maxilla extending back to between anterior and 
posterior nostrils, expanded posteriorly, most backward point near top of hind border, 
greatest oblique width subequal to direct distance from eye. A well developed palatal 
frenum. Anterior nostril equidistant (dividers) from border of preorbital and orbit; 
a low mounded fleshy base from which arises a cone, partly gelatinous in appearance, 
truncated obliquely forwards and outwards, surmounted on its hinder rim by a briefly 
stalked broad ovoid hyaline lamella fringed with 6-8 tapering processes. Posterior 
nostril a subcircular (subelliptical) opening with a slightly raised minutely fimbri
ated rim; slightly externad of anterior nostril, about its own diameter from orbit at 
10 o'clock. A broad supraorbital tentacle, with very brief base and 4-5 long slender 
processes; set right on orbit at 1 o'clock (left side viewed), about equal in height 
to nasal tentacle. Gi 11 membrane free from isthmus, broadly united across it; median 
point of posterior border an eye diameter in advance of pelvic insertion; branchioste
gals 6, 6th (lowest) and 5th not closer together than 5th and 4th. 

Teeth in the jaws cardiform, in a broad band narrowing rapidly posteriorly; a 
distinct outer row, teeth minute erect behind, progressively increasing in size and 
becoming recurved in front; better" developed in upper jaw, where there are about 25 on 
each side. A rather large narrow arc of minute teeth on the vomer, subcontinuous with 
minute palatine teeth in two or more rows anteriorly becoming uniserial behind. 

One small naked area immediately behind, extending somewhat below, hind half of 
pectoral base; one on ventral surface behind, contiguous with, bases of ventral rays, 
its width about one-third of whole body width here, its fore and aft extension a little 
less. Otherwise whole body with rather large scales forward on dorsal and upper 
lateral surfaces to a line from origin of first dorsal to upper end of branchiostegal 
membrane or insertion of uppermost pectoral ray, the line of cessation sharp: on lower 
lateral and ventral surfaces in advance of a line from near pectoral base to vent scales 
suddenly become small, and continue to decrease in size forward, finally being minute 
and at the same time become less apparent, more deeply embedded. General body scales 
rather large, strongly ctenoid, with modally about 30 stout straight acute spinules, 
traceable far back from scale margin; small scales on lower part of abdomen cycloid. 
The pectoral base is smooth and has the appearance of being naked; it bears, however, 
minute cycloid scales. Head wholly naked. An area bounded behind by the sharply 
delimited anterior border of the body scalation, laterally by a line back from middle 
of orbit about to level of dorsal origin, above by a line just behind middle of inter
orbital thickly set with minute elevations tending to be arranged in short transverse 
series. Rest of head smooth, except for numerous small pores with sli-ghtly (barely) 
elevated rims. These include many irregularly scattered around lower half of orbit 
and extending upwards and forwards on to the preorbital; about two score near margin 
of preoperculum; 8-10 on each mandibular ramus; a number on dorsum betvJeen nostrils and 
extending back on to front of interorbital. Upper lateral line following very closely 
dorsal profile, distance from it at level of vent two-fifths that from ventral profile; 
35, 36 (33-35) contiguous elongate tubules, extending to below 3rd, 5th (4th) dorsal 
ray. Lower lateral line of minutely pored scales traceable with difficulty, total 
probably 19, just overlapped by upper line. 

First dorsal with 7 weak spines, originating above upper angle of operculum; base 
3.7 (3.7) in head; spines increasing in length back to penultimate, which is 1.8 (1.8) 
first, or 3.7 (3.8) in head; last 1.2 (1.2) first; just connected to base of second 
dorsal by a small forward triangular extension 6f membrane of latter. Second dorsal 
with 24 tolerably rigid spines; base 7.9 (7.2) base of first dorsal, 2.4 (1.9) base of 
third; first spine 1.6 (1.6) in longest (12th, 10th), which is 2.6 (2.8) last, or 2.1 
(2.1) in head; connected to third dorsal by low membrane about half height of last 
spine. The border of the second dorsal is in marked contrast tQ that of the next 
species (which attains its greatest height anteriorly and runs backward and downward 
almost linearly), presenting a moderately convex curve rising evenly to shortly before 
middle, then dropping somewhat more rapidly but still evenly. A more precise 
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specific<ltion of the curve is following. Where L ~ length of spine, serial 
number of spine 5;ounted caudad, = serial number counted cephalad, L = for spines 
{I-IO} L = bZV 1 (k) for spines {1l-241; the best lines for the holotype, 
expressed in the conveni ent form of log L = k log + h> being log L = 0.22:57 log ZV 
+ 0.9384 (t = 26.902***) and log L = 0.3609 log + 0.7373 (t = 72.067***). Measured 
(in parentheses, predicted) spine lengths (holotype) are: {l-1O} 8.7 (8.7) , 10.0 (10.1), 
11.0 (1l.1), 11. 7 (11.8), 12.8 (12.4), 13.2 (1.3.0), 1.3.7 (13.4), 13.9 (13.9), 14.0 
(14.2), 14.1 (14.5); {11-24} 13.9 (14.2)'13.7 (13.8), 13.4 (13.4), 12.9 (13.0), 12.6 
(l2.5), 12.2 (12.1), 11.8 (11.6), 11.0 [11.0), 10.6 (10.4), 9.9 (9.8), 8.9 (9.0), 7.9 
(8.1), 7.0 (7.0), 5.5 (5.5), Third dorsal with 14 (15) simple rays: border convex, 
rising steeply to 3rd ray, which is 1.1 (1.2) first, 2.6 (2.6) last, 2.2 (2.0) in head; 
no connexion hy membrane with caudal peduncle. Anal with 2 spines, first minute about 
one-fourth second, which is less than half first ray; 29 simple rays, soon attaining 
modal hei ght, increasing somewhat posteriorly; longest (about 22nd) ray 1. 8 (1. 7) first, 
2.0 (1.8) last, 2.4 (2.:» in head; l1\ernbrane excavate for up to one-third length of 
ray; originating below 10th (10th) spine of second dorsal, base 1.1 (1.2) second dorsal 
base, 2.1 (2.0) in Ls; no membranous connexion with peduncle; laid back, reaches nearly 
to (to) insertion of lowest caudal ray. Pectoral rather large, broadly rounded, reach
ing when adpressed to below 16th (16th) spine of second dorsal; 19, 19 (19 right, 20 
left) rays, comprising, from above 3,3 (3,3) simple, pointed; 9,9 (8,8) branched; 7,7 
(8 right, 9 left) unbranched, bluntly pointed, somewhat recurved distally; first 5.9 
(6.6), last 2.6 (2.6). longest 1.2 (1.2) in head. Pelvic with 2 simple tapering rays, 
connected by membrane for about half length of outer, which is 1.4 (1.1) in the inner, 
the latter 1.4 (1.6) in head. Caudal with 15 rays, 10 (9) branched, fin abraded 
posteriorly in holotype; in paratype truncate, its length 1. 7 in head. 

Coloration. (·i). fioZotype. Cround colour of dorsal surface and lateral surface 
down to mi'dlateral line dark brown, deepening a Ii tt 1 e anteriorly; below dorsal profile 
a line of somewhat lighter areas, not very conspicuous, largest, six or eight times 
smallest, about two-thirds eye diameter, 5-& below second dorsal, 3 below third; a 
small pale spot at upper, another at lower, termination of caudal peduncle. Ventral 
surface very pale brownish, in parts somewhat greyish. Small naked patch behind 
pectoral deep cream, naked patch behind pelvics very pale orange. Dorsum of head and 
lateral surface about down to level of lower border of orbit more or less concolorous 
with trunk. Cheek and opercle brownish olivaceous; branchiostegal membrane, inflated, 
somewhat lighter. Ventral surface greyish, lower lip darker. Nasal tentacle hyaline, 
in parts dusky. Ocular tentacle dark brown proximally, the processes mostly greyish. 

First dorsal chiefly dark brown, a few small irregular areas lighter. Second 
dorsal virtually uniform medium brown, the rays lighter; tips of rays conspicuously 
whitish. Third dorsal much like second; a trifle lighter; extreme tips of some rays 
greyish. Anal with ground colour similar to that of second dorsal; alloT most of 
the distal one-third or so of the ray projecting beyond membrane, together with a small 
slip of the well excavated membrane at its outer attachment to the hind border of the 
end of the ray, conspicuously white or slightly bluish-white. Pectoral membrane pale 
greyish or hyaline; rays of lower half brownish, a distinct bronze tinge along their 
interior surface; rays of upper half noticeably lighter; anterior surface of base 
yellowish grey, covered abundantly with minute red-brown chromatophores; posterior 
surface deep cream, nitidous, a sprinkling of dark chromatophores near upper border. 
Pelvic rays dusky greenish proximally, lighter distally; membrane greyish, microscopic
ally punctulated with red··brown. Caudal concoloToUS with rayed dorsal. 

(ioi.) Pay'atype. In general much like holotype. Chief di ffeTences: darker 
overall in body and all fins, the first and second dorsals and several lower rays of 
the pectoral approaching black; mottling on lower half of lateral surface of trunk and 
tail with darker component less extensive, the brown spotting confined to half or less 
than half, instead of covering all or most, of the scale; light areas below dorsal 
profile discernible in hinder half only and there quite obscure. 
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Discussion. (z:). Generic status. In proposing WhitJey and Phillipps 
nominated a type-species, BlenniuB variu8 Bloch and 1801, ex Forster MS 
(noting its identity with Tripter'YfJ1:on Valenciennes, 1836), but gave no 
formal generic diagnosis. Schultz (1960, p. 282) in a characterizes the genus 
thus. 'First dorsal fin with V to VI I spines, second about XIX to XXI I spines; 
anal with about II, 2S to 27; pectoral rays about J7 to 19; vertical [subvertical] scal e 
rows about 60 to 65; lateral line, anteriorly, separated from base of second spiny 
dorsal by 5 or 6 scales; breast scaly; head naked'. From the type-species, P. vartwli, 
as described and figured by Waite (1913, p. 7, pl. III), this differs notably in 
specifying 'breast scaly' (Waite 'throat and chest naked') - but see observations above 
on the inconspicuous nature of the scales in these regions and diversity in the two 
species here described - and in extending first dorsal, second dorsal, anal and 
pectoral counts. 

The present species fails to meet the criteria set out by Schultz as follows: 2 
more second dorsal spines, 2 more anal rays, one more pectoral ray (in one fin of para-
type), a few more scales in the lateral series. On comparison with the type-species 
perhaps the most striking discrepancy is that presented by the profile of the first 
dorsal fin, which in F. vaY'i,um rises regulaTJy to the last spine (5th or 6th ; figured 
by Forster, 6th; by Waite, 5th), whereas here it rises only to the penultimate (6th) 
and then falls - a pattern in which any spine of the first dorsal other than the first 
or last stands highest being highly unusual among tripterygiids generally (cf., how
ever, observations above OTi Tasmanian examples of G1: ll{aB macleayana and on species 
described below). Despite these featuxes. to which absolute value could be granted 
only by the establishment of a new genus, the general agreement in other characters 
with ForBtel~yg1:on as conventionally accepted appears of sufficient weight to lead to 
the attribution of the present species to that genus. 

affirdtl:eB. No member of this genus has hitherto been 
from From what is probably 'i ts nearest ally the New Zealand P. 
species is descrj bed in Waite's revision (1913), the present fish is immediately sep
arable by, among others., the following features: D. vii, xxiv, 14-15 (cf. v-vi, xx, 12); 
nature of first dorsal profile; A. ii, 29 (cf. 25). From the second Tasmanian species 
described below (with the type-specimens of which paratype of the present species was 
taken) it differs chiefly thus: 4 more spines in second dorsal; profile of that fin 
well curved, highest towards middle (nearly straight, highest anteriorly), fin bordered 
(not) with white; total anal radial elements 31 (24-25); no naked strip flanking first 
dorsal base; upper (lower) portion of posterior border of maxilla reaching farther back; 
no noticeable light or dark markings on lower part of flank. 

As the data in table 5 show, there is marked overall morphometric similarity be
tween the two Tasmanian species of POI'Bterygi.on. However, in 5 relative (TLs) dimensions 
the mean value for the present is statistically significantly less than that for the 
other species; mean length to vent 431.0, 462.5, t = 2.681*; length to third dorsal 
termination 922.0, 969.5, I; = 3 272*; length to anal origin 450.0, 484.0, I; = 2.764*; 
length to anal termination 938, 973.8, L = 3.245"; depth of caudal peduncle, 84.0, 95.2 
t 3.437"; In view of the absence of any real information on different:i a 1 growth of 
these features the significance of these differences remains uncertain. However, it 
may be noted that in the two cases in which there appears to be some tendency for the 
ratio to vary with overall size (length to termination of dorsal, to termination of 
anal) the values for the smaller specimens of the other species are suggestive of a 
possible positive correlation of ratio with LB, whereas the mean value for the larger 
fish of the present species is less than that for the smaller fish. 

The specific name l?Iult~iY'adtal;um is from mult~i, a combining form of rmA.ltus, many, 
plus from I'acliatuB, the past participle of Y'aclimoe, to furnish with spokes or 
rays, from a ray, signifi8s many-rayed, the allusion being to the large 
number of dorsal and anal radial elements, the counts exceeding those of the type-
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species and also the upper extremes of the range attributed by Schultz (1960) to 
FOY'steY'ygion. 

FIG. 2. - FOY'steY'ygion muZtiY'adiatwn sp. nov. Holotype, standard length 105 rum, 
total length (caudal slightly imperfect distally) 120 W~, Kangaroo Bay, Bellerive, 
south-eastern Tasmania; Queen Victoria Museum Reg. No. 1976/5/202, Type No. 230: x 1. 

FIG. 3. - Forsterygion gymnotum sp. nov. Holotype, standard length 64.5 rum, total 
length 76.7 mm, Montagu Bay, south-eastern Tasmania; Queen Victoria Museum Reg. No. 
1976/5/204, Type No. 232: x 1~. 

FOY'steY'ygion gymnoturn sp. nov. 

(fig. 3) 

Type-specimens. Holotype, Montague Bay, south-eastern Tasmania, August 1976, stand
ard length 64.5 mm, total length 76.7, collector Mr T. Walker, Queen Victoria Museum, 
Launceston Reg. No. 1976/5/204, Q.V.M. Type No. 232. Five paratypes, same history as 
holotype, (a) Ls 54.1, Lt 65.1, (b) 55.0, 66.5, (c) 62.4, 73.5, (d) 64.0, 76.9, (e) 
67.0, 79.4. One paratype will be offered to each of the following institutions, 
British Museum of Natural History, London, Australian Museum, Sydney, Tasmanian Museum, 
Hobart, the remaining two being deposited in the Queen Victoria Museum, Launceston, 
Reg. Nos. 1976/5/205,206, Q.V.M. Type Nos. 233,234. Taken with paratype of FOY'sterygion 
mu Ztiradiatum. 

Meristic characters. Where different values are found in holotype and paratypes the 
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value for the holotype is here followed, after a semicolon, by the range (in parentheses, 
mode) of the paratypes. B. 6. D. vii, xx, 14; 13-14 (14). A. i, 24; 23-24 (23). 
P. 17, 2 + 7 + 8; 17, 2-3 (3) + 5-7 (7) + 8-9 (8). V.2. C.16, 9 being branched; 
15-16 (15), branched 9-10(10)oL. lat. tubules left 26, right 25; 22-25 (22); ending 
below 17th dorsal spine; 17-18th (17th): + pored scales left 15, right 22; ca 15-ca 28. 
Sc. ca 70; ca 66-ca 72. Sc. tr. at second dorsal origin 5 + 1 + ca 23, on caudal 
peduncle 3 + 1 + 3. Scales between upper lateral line. and dorsal profile at origin 
of second dorsalS, at middle of fin base 7; between upper and lower lateral lines 2. 

Dimensions. A series of dimensions, with standard length, total length in mm, all other 
measurements expressed as permillages of standard length, is included in table 5, which 
also gives corresponding dimensions of the two specimens of the species described above. 

General description. From here onwards data for paratypes are given in parentheses. 
Length of head 3.73 (3.24-3.72, x 3.51 ± 0.0579); greatest depth of head 4.92 (4.51-
5.00, x 4.74 ± 0.0598); greatest depth of body 4.51 (4.23-4.54,x 4.46 ± 0.0366) in Ls. 
Depth of caudal peduncle 2.93 (2.70-3.40, ::c 2.99 ± 0.734) in head. Eye 3.84 (3.43-
4.05, x 3.80 ± 0.0696); snout 3.46 (3.60-4.25, x 3.84 ± 0.0882) in head. Length to 
vent 1.66 (1.55-1.75, ~ 1.63 ± 0.0237) in head, 2.25 (2.07-2.2, x 2.15 ± 0.0181) in Ls. 

It is found that, with means for the six specimens used, tail, trunk head are of 
such relative anteroposterior extension that the lengths to their posterior boundaries 
are an exponential function of the first three natural numbers, these lengths thus 
being collinear and falling on integral values in a log-log plat. With L = lengt.h, 
mm, to hind border of region (tail, trunk, head) and N = 1, 2, 3 the equation is L 
= 6.2040 N-1.15&7; t (d.f.l) = 42.661***; act.ual (computed) values 61. 7 (62.0), 28.3 
(27.8), 17.2 (17. 7) . 

General form, features of head, including dentition, similar t.o those of species 
described above. Chief differences: eye reaching dorsal profile; orbital keel barely 
developed; maxilla somewhat' less expanded posteriorly, reaching back to eye (cf. be
tween posterior nostril and eye), its most backward extension near bottom (top) of its 
hind border; median point of posterior border of branchiost.egal membrane about half 
(one-tenth t.o three-fifths) eye diameter in advance of ventral insertion. 

Strongly ctenoid scales, similar to those of F. rrrultiradiatwn, cover whole fail 
and most of t.runk. Along an arc from about middle of pect.oral base to near vent they 
suddenly decrease in size by a factor of t.he order of 10, and become cycloid: in 
advance of this line the lower lateral and ventral surfaces present every appearance 
of being naked. Pectoral base smoot.h on both surfaces; no scales obtained on manoeuvr
ing wit.h a needle. No predorsal scales on dorsum, t.he naked area extending back on 
either side of first. dorsal, about one (down to little more than half) eye diameter 
wide, continuing, rapidly narrowing, beside first four or five spines of second dorsal; 
immediately adjacent scales very small. Head wholly naked. Upper lateral line 
similar in structure and course to that of F. rrrultiradiatwn, but having fewer tubules, 
25, 26, (22, 25), cf. 33-36, and ending earlier, shortly before end of second dorsal. 
Full course of lower lateral line of pored scales traceable with difficulty; total 
number probably 28. 

First dorsal with 7 spines (rather more rigid than those of earlier species), 
originating above upper angle of preoperculum, just connected to second dorsal, its 
dist.al border virtually linear, almost parallel to its base, hence sloping somewhat 
upward and backward relative to general anteroposterior axis of fish (in one paratype, 
(d), profile virtually horizontal); first spine 3.5 (3.0-3.9, x 3.5), middle 3.4 (2.6-
4.0, x 3.3), last 5.2 (3.0-5.5, x 4.5) in head; base 2.4 (2.3-2.4 ::c 2.34 ± 0.0246) in 
head. Second dorsal with 20 spines; border almost linear, sloping down and back; 
first spine 1.97 (1.7-2.1, x 1.91), second, longest (usually longest), 1.92 (1.8-2.2 
x 1.94), middle 2.08 (1.7-2.4, x 2.19), last 4.68 (4.4-5.0, x 4.59) in head; base 
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relative to base of first dorsal tolerably constant, 3.3 (2.9-3.5, 3.15 ± 0.0101); 
however, relative to base of third dorsal quite variable, 1.3 (1.4-1.9, ~ 1.64 ± 0.0916), 
there being significant negative correlation of the rotjo with standard length (for all 
6 specimens, r = - 0.875 (? = 1.364), t = 3.610*); connected by membrane to very base 
of first dorsal ray. Third dorsal with 14 (one paratype 13) simple rays, bordeT 
rising to second or thiTd ray, thereafter almost lineal', sioping down and back, very 
nearly parallel with second dOTsal bordeT; first ray 1.9 (1.8-2.4, ~ 2.13), second 1.7(1.7, 
-2.3, ~ 1.97), third 1.7 (1.6-2.0, i 1.83), middle 2.2 (2.0-2.7, ~ 2.29),last 3.5 (3.5--5 2) 
x 4.46) in head. Anal originating below 10th spine of second dOTsal; one short spine, 
largely embedded (embedded, free) and 24 (23-24) stout simple rays, tips obtuse, 
usually more or less uncinate; membrane excavate for about one-third or less [about 
one-fifth to about one-third) of ray length; largely equal in height after first few 
rays, but rising somewhat towards termination; longest ray, about 20th, 1. 3 (1. 2-1.4, 
~ 1.23) first,1.6 (1.4-1.7, ~ 1.55) last,or 2.3 (2.5-2.8, ~ 2.63) in head; base 1.50 
(1.20-1.38, x 1.26) second dorsctl base, 2.02 (1.95-2.52, x 2.16) in La; no membranous 
attachment to caudal peduncle. Pectoral rather large, broadly rounded, extending to 
below 12th (10th-14th) spine of second dorsal, with 17 (17) rays, comprisi.ng, from 
above, 2 right 2 left simple, unbranched, pointed, 7, 7 branched, 8, 8 unhranched, 
more or less uncinate( 2 + 7 + 8 (5 fins), 3 + 6 + 8 (3), 2 + 6 + 9 (1), 3 + 5 + 9 (1)); 
first (uppermost) 4.4 (3.5-6.0, x 4.27), last 3.8 (2.5-3.5, x 2.87), longest, 10th 
(9th-11th, modally 10th), 1.0 (1.0-1.1, x 1.07) in head. Ventral with 2 simple rays, 
connected by membrane for 0.6 (0.5-0.6, x 0.58) length of inner ray, which is 1.2 (1.3 
-l.q, x 1.32) outer, which is 1.5 (1.4-1.6, x 1.52) in head. The relative size of 
the ventral-anal interval, diffeTences in which in a species of HeZcogramma have been 
noted (Schultz 1960, p. 300) as representing sexual dimorphism, is here a function of 
size of fish, the interval, as TLa, exhibiting negative correlation with La, r = - 0.960 
(2 = 1.949), I; = 6.855**. Caudal rounded; 16 (15-16) rays, 9 (9-10) branched; length 
1.4 (1.3-1.5, x 1.42) in head. 

Coloration. (i). General colour of lateral surfaces of trunk and tail 
medium brown, a Ii ttle in lower half; about 10 subelliptical (major axis vert-
Ical) or subcircular greyish patches (differing somewhat on the two sides) in a line 
from shortly behind pectoral base to near caudal base, decreasing in size backward, 
largest a little smaller than eye; on caudal peduncle light colour extending diffusely 
beyond these patches, which thus become less definite, so that region may be described 
indifferently as dark mottled with lighter or vice versa; further irregular, mainly 
longitudinal lighter areas adjacent to much of dorsal profile. Ventral surface more 
or less concolorous with lower lateral surface, rather lighter in adva,nce of vent. 
Head in general not noticeably different from trunk, a little more greyish on branchios
tegal membrane; ventral surface dark greyish wi th some dusky touches; lips concolorous 
with one another and with upper surface of snout. Nasal tentacle hyaline and greyish; 
supraorbi tal tentacle grey, briefly darker proximall y. First dorsal very dark brown, 
almost black. Second dorsal much like first anteriorly, a little 1 ighter posteriorly; 
no wht te tips to rays. Anal in general about concolormJs with second dor:;al, but 
distal one-third or so of rays conspicuously lighter, lacteous. Pectoral membrane 
greyish, rays medium brown (those of lower half slightly darker), with tinges of bronce; 
front surface of base concolorous with trunk, back surface pale, glistening. Ventral 
evenly clark brown approaching black. Cauda 1 overall about concolorous with rayed 
dorsal; some scattered minute dark chromatophores. 

(ii). Par'atypea Ground color mueh as in holotype, darker in one, sommvhat 
lighter in two, the latter with some hints of greenish helow lateral line. Whereas 
in (0) and ee), as in the holotype, the general impression produced by the midlateral 
pattern is that of a row of more 01' less round light markings separated by darker bars, 
in (a), (d) the darker areas are more rounded, the net effect here being rather the 
reverse one of a row of dark spots (up to a dozen) on a light background; markings 
scarcely developed in (e). Irregular lighter Hreas genernlly developed, often 
obscurely, along bases of dorsal fins, but in smallest individual, (c~:l, the general 
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effect is that of half a dozen dark patches here. Head in general much as in holotype; 
decidedly lighter in (a), which is lightest overall. Lips generally concolorous with 
each other and, or but slightly lighter than, dorswn of snout. Supraorbital tentacle 
greyish, brownish; may be tinged with greenish. Vertical fins in general much as in 
holotype, sometimes a little darker or lighter, but maintaining the same relative 
intensity 1:ntel' Be. In (a), in which rayed dorsal is lightest, a brief encroachment 
on fin membrane of two dark spots near dorsal profile; in (b) similar dark patches on 
fin but no spots on body. Lower half (or less) of pectoral regularly darker than rest. 
Ventrals either totally dark, approaching black, or with very slight lightening near 
tip (never conspicuously bicolor as in P. muZt1:1oadiatwn). 

Discussion. (i). GeneY"ic status. See remarks on P. mul t'i:Y'adiatuJIJ above. Whe1'eas -----
that species is in agreement with POY'BteI'yg'ion as recognized by Schultz in having the 
ventral surface between the vent and the ventral fins scaled (though very obscurely), 
in the present species this area is apparently naked, thus being compatible with the 
account by Waite of the type-species. Our fish seems clearly referable to Whitley and 
Phillipps' genus. 

(ii.). SpecieB affiniUes. P01'steY'ygion gynmotwn is immediately distinguishable 
from all described Australasian t1'ipterygiids other than P. multiY'adiatwn by the 7 
spines of the dorsal; and from that species by the subhorizonal distal border of that 
fin; other differences between the two Tasmanian species are noted above and in the 
subj oined key. From the type--species, the New Zealand F. vaY'iwn - the meristic 
characters of which as reported by Waite (1913) have been extended by McCulloch & 
Phillipps (1923, p.21) - it differs trechantly in the two featu1'es of the first dorsal, 
and 'is further separable on a numbe1' of minor characters, e.g., interorbital excavate 
(cf. flat), mouth short of (to middle of) eye, ocula1' tentacle multifid (bifid), nasal 
tentacle multified (simple), shape of head, coloration. Among New Zealand triptery-
giids its nearest cogener is F. Y'obustum Clarke, 1879 -- if that species is distinct; 
synonymized by Waite (1913) with P. varZum'CForste1', 1801) - but it appears clearly to 
be distinct from all New Zealand forms. However, the taxonomic position in respect of 
the New Zeal and fauna is at present a greatly confused one; a revision by Mr J. Moreland, 
Nat:lonal Museum of New Zealand, is currently in course of preparation. 

The specific name gynmotuJIJ is from the Greek YU[Jvos:, naked, plus v(;rrov, back, 
in allusion to the present of a naked, non-scaled area on the back on either side of 
the base of the first dorsal fin and the early part of the second dorsal. 

Genus BRACHYNECTE'S Scott, 1957 

Scott, 1957, TY'ans. R. Soc. S. AUBt." 80,180. Type-species, BY'achynectes 
Scott. 

BY'achynectes fasciatus Scott, 1957 

BY'achynectes Scott [T.D.], 1957, TY'ans R. Soc. S. ilust., 180, fig. l. 
TY}Je locality: Pelican Lagoon, Kangaroo Island, South Austral 

VeY'conectes fasciatus Scott [T.D.], 1962, MAR. FRESH. WAT. FISH. S. AUST., 255, fig. on 
page 256. Td. Scott, Glover and Southcott,1974, MAR. FRESHW_ FISH. S. AUST., 
286, p.286. 

Whitley, 1964, Pr'oc. Llnn. Soc. N.S.W., 89 (1), 54. ld. Scott 
,1967, Pap. Pmc. R. Soc. 1'asm., .:!:Ql, 216; 1969, kU3~L Zool., ~5 (2), 175. 

Generic status. As observed above, VeY'conectes Whitley, 1931 - (unneeded) substitute 
name for TY'lanectes McCulloch and Waite, 1918 - is probably to be regarded as a synonym 
of TY'iptel°Y(]1:on Risso, 1826. Though shortly after its establishment Brachynec-t;es was 
abandoned by its author, the feature from which it derives its name - second dorsal (X) 
sho1'ter than third (13) - is incompatible with the traditional concept (Macleay 1882, 



TABLE 5 

Fosterygion multiradiatwn sp. nov., holotype, paratype, Forsterygion gymnotwn sp. nov., holotype, five paratypes. 
Dimensions: first line, standard length, absolute, mm; all other lines as permillages of standard length, 

F. multiradiatwn F. gymnotum 

Feature Holotype ! Paratype Holotype Paratypes 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Standard length 105.0 92.0 64.5 54.1 55.0 62.4 64.0 67.0 
Total length 1143+ 1174 1189 1203 1209 1207 1201 1185 
Length to first dorsal origin 187 193 171 166 164 159 175 181 
Length to first dorsal termination 256 272 281 296 291 272 298 294 
Length to second dorsal origin 276 292 327 325 324 296 331 331 
Length to second dorsal termination 710 707 659 723 704 697 688 703 
Length to third dorsal origin 724 720 704 752 736 745 720 736 
Length to third dorsal termination 910 934 953 961 947 987 984 985 
Length to anal origin 443 457 465 482 509 495 481 472 
Length to anal termination 926 950 961 961 965 987 984 985 
Length to vent 429 433 443 460 484 478 459 451 
Length to ventral origin 238 245 217 196 236 240 233 224 
Length of inner ventral ray 200 185 175 189 191 176 198 172 
Length of outer ventral ray 146 162 141 129 149 141 156 133 
Length to pectoral, front of base 267 277 257 220 255 239 263 267 
Length to pectoral, origin of middle ray 314 322 295 

1277 
293 319 311 291 

Length of pectoral, whole fin 257 293 326 355 320 308 297 304 
Length of longest pectoral ray 219 229 278 262 271 256 266 258 
Head 276 288 I 268 303 309 272 280 269 
Snout 70 76 70 74 73 67 70 72 
Eye 67 74 78 87 82 79 78 75 
Interorbi tal 33 38 31 30 35 32 31 33 
Depth, width at front of eyes 143, 173 141, 185 138, 194 129, 163 127, 155 96, 204 109, 214 119, 184 
Depth, width at back of eyes 167, 210 185, 212 195, 231 181, 222 178, 200 194, 226 178, 241 175, 225 
Depth, width at operculum 200, 190 226, 163 202, 186 213, 211 220, 200 208, 210 213, 209 187, 209 
Depth, width just behind vent 200, 114 207, 130 216, 141 220, 129 218, 116 208, 119 219, 123 239, 134 
Maximum depth, width of head 210, 210 207, 213 203, 239 222, 226 220, 227 212, 240 195, 238 209, 239 
Maximum depth, width of body 190, 157 228, 174 222, 198 232 200 236, 185 221, 192 220, 188 222, 151 
Minimum depth, width of caudal peduncle 84 , 19 84 , 20 91 , 16 100, 19 91 , 16 101, 16 94 , 16 94 , 16 
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p.26) of Tripterygion, which has the middle dorsal the longest. Brachynectes con
tinued to be recognized in the name-list of Whitley (1964) , a position with which the 
writer finds himself in agreement - see earlier discussions on this genus in Part XV 
(1967) and Part XVI (1969). The two papers by the present writer cited provide some 
additional general information and note differences exhibited by the Tasmanian examples 
of B. fasciatus, several of which suggest the desirability of some emendation of the 
original account and figure. 

Additional material. Parts XV, XVI give metrical and other data for 7, 1 Tasmanian 
specimens (XV also 1 South Australian). Scott et aZ. (1974, p.286) report the species 
only from the type locality, Kangaroo Island. At and near the locality of the Part Xl 
specimens, Greens Beach, north coast, it is rather cornmon. Additional material in the 
collections of the Queen Victoria Museum comprises: Greens Beach, 1, La 35.1, Lt 42.4, 
4 November 1966, Reg. No. 1972/5/350; 14, Ls 23.1-32.0, x 26.6 ± 0.814, Lt 29.2-39.6, x 
33.6 ± 0.923, 13 January, 1968, 1972/5/431; 1, Ls 35.0, Lt 43.1, 11 September 1965, 
1972/5/507; 1, Ls 28.2, Lt 33.4, 13 January 1968, 1976/5/28; 16, Ls 23.0-35.6, x 29.5 ± 
1.10, Lt 30.3-46.2, x 38.1 ± 1.41, 13 January 1968, 1976/5/35: Kelso, Tamar river 
estuary, north coast, 3, Ls 26.3, 27.2,34.1, Lt 34.0, 37.2, 41.5, 13 January 1968, 
1976/5/35. 
Length classes. With all Tasmanian examples for which data is available (43) pooled 
the frequency distribution of Ls in 14 length classes, 22.5-23.4 '" 35.5-36.4 is 3, 
3, 6, 6, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 4, 2, 3, 5, 3. The distribution exhibits some indication of 
being trimodal at 25.5, 31.5, 35.5; these values may represent year classes. None of 
our examples closely approaches the conventional length given in Scott et aZ., namely, 
57 rnm. 

KEY TO TRIPTERYGIIDAE RECORDED FROM TASMANIA 

1. First dorsal with 7 spine~ .................... 2 
First dorsal with 3 spines. ................... 3 

2. Margin of first dorsal ascending caudad to 6th 
spine, which' is >11;; (1.8) first. Second 
dorsal with> 22 (24) spines. Anal with 

>28 radial elements (ii, 29). Upper 
lateral line ending below third dorsal. 
No naked strip flanking first dorsal....... Forsterygion multiradiatum 

Margin of first dorsal subhorizontal; 6th spine 
~first. Second .dorsal with <22 (20) spines. 

Anal with < 28 radial elements (i, 23-24). 
Upper lateral line ending below second dor-
sal. A naked strip flanking first dorsal. Forsterygion gymnotum 

3. Number of spines of second dorsal (18) > 2 
number of dorsal rays (8) .......... ........ Tripterygion whitleyi 

Number of spines of second dorsal (ca 10-24) 
<2 number of dorsal rays (ca 10-14) . ..... 4 

4. Head with some scales. Spines of second dorsal 
13-14 ...................................... Gillias macleaycma 

Head naked. Spines of second dorsal either 
ca 10 or ca 16 ............................. 5 

~. Number of spines of second dorsal (10) < number 
of dorsal rays (12-13). Two lateral lines. 
Upper lateral line ending under second 
dorsal ..................................... Brachynectes fasciatus 

Number of spines of second dorsal (16) > number 
of dorsal rays (11). One lateral line 
[? 1 . [Upper 1 lateral 1 ine ending under 
third dorsal......... ...................... Helcogramma clarkei 
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Family ECHENEIDAE 

Of the eight species (representing seven genera) of Echeneidae accepted by 
Strasburg (1964), following Maul (1956), fewer than recognized by a number of writers, 
three are recorded in the Australian Check-list (McCulloch 1929), Remora remoy'a 
(Linne,1758), aurJ"tra"l1:.s (Bennett, 1840) [as Remora]; naum'ates 
Linne, 1758; the list a~lits only the first as Tasmanian (as did both Johnston's first 
and second lists; as Echenei.s remora). However, Lord (1923, p. 70, 1927, p.lS) and 
Lord and Scott (1924, pr. 13, 83) list also Echenw{a n'IUL?Y'ates., but give no specific 
records of it. 

KEY TO ECHENEIDil.E REPORTED FROM TASMANIA 

Moderately stout, depth 5-8 in Ls. Lower jaw not produced 
in a median flap. Anal base short, < length of disc; 
rays < 28 (23-25). Dorsal rays < 30 (21-27). Disc: 
< 3,5 (2.6-3.1) in L.s; laJllinae 16-20. Pectoral 

rounded. More or less uniform brownish, greyish or 
blackish; no dark midlateral band .............. ............ Remora remora 

Slender, depth 9-14 in LB. Lower jaw produced in a 
median flap. Anal base long, > length of disc; 
rays> 28 (30-38). Dorsal rays > 30 (32-41). Disc 

> 3.5 (3.8-4.3) m LB; laminae 21-28. Pectoral 
pointed. Dark brown above, paler below; a broad black-
ish midlateral band from mouth to caudal base ............... EcheneiB naUC1YlteB 

Genus REMORA Gill, 1862 

Remora Gill, i862, PY'oc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph1:Z0cl .• lc4, p. 239. Type-species, EeheneiB 
ramox'a Linne (See Opinion 242, Internat. COTIm. Zool. Nomen., 19S4). 

[terflora pemor(1 (Linne] 1758) 

Echene1:S remoY'a Linne, 1 7S 8, SYST. NAT., ed. 10, p. 260. Type locality: In Pel ago 
Indico. 

MateriaL Two examples, (a), Ls 341, Li; 411 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1976/5/54), (b) [,.0 355, 
1t 437'·' (Reg. No. 1976/5/53), collected at a depth of 460m, 40 km east of Eddystone 
Point, east coast, Tasmania, on 5 Fobruary 1976 by Mr A.W. Yeates. 

Host. The fish were taken from the undersurface of a Luth, c01oiacea. (Linne, 
Remora loemoloa, 1 ike Ech.eneis naucra'/;eB, h3 s a variety of hosts, other echene ids 

tending to be more specific (Lachner 1966). In a table of hosts of seven species, 
segregated by major groups of animals, Cressy and Lachner (1970, p.311) record in a 
compilation of field data that of 264 hosts of Remora l'em01°a 2 were sea turtles, the 
rest comprising 247 sharks, 1 manta, 14 teleoc;ts. Data from t118 literature compiled 
by the same authors showed 12+ entries fOT sharks, wi.th other entrl es (number unspeci
fied, but fewer than 4) for sea turtles and for two groups of fishes, Of 13 examples 
of RemOl'a remOY'a examined by Strasburg (1964, p 53), 7 were free-living., the remainder 
having sharks (4 species) as hosts. In any attempt to rank preferences the rdative 
abundance of the host (together Hith ease of collection and availability of collected 
material for examination) must of course be taken into account: \,lth reported cases 
equalli.ng or exceeding those for teleosts other than Bi11fishes, turtles stand fairly 
high in the list. For the occurrence of the present host in Tasmanian waters see 
Scott and Mollison (1956a, 1956b), Green (1971). 

Meristic characters. Disc laminae 17, 17. D. 23, 23. A. 24, 24. P. (left/right) 
28/27, 28/27. --r'1S, 18. As pointed out by Strasbul'g, definitive fin counts 
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culady that of the dorsal) aTe not readi ly obta ined without removal of the thick 
membrane. That not being acceptable here, the best total that 

could otherwise be at was obtained by feeling through the membrane, isolating 
rays as far as practicable by compressing it between them. The uppermost element of 
the , a short bony splint that has been reported as having a direct articulation 

the girdle, is counted as a ray: attention may be called to a difference found in 
both individuals between the left and right fins. Counts for our specimens all fall 
within zed ranges, which, as noted in available literature, are laminae 16-20 
(mode, as by Strasburg, 18). D. 22-26 (24), A. 21-25 (23), P. 26-30 (27). 
Munro (1967, p. 54:~) gives an unlikely P. 23. 

Dimensions as 1'Ls. Smaller specimen (Ls 341) noted before larger (Ls 355): all 'length 
t()'measUrelllents--from tip of lower jaw, which is in advance of upper by 19, 13 '['[,13. 

to tip of lower caudal lobe 1205, 1231, of upper lobe 1191, 1225; to tip of 
caudal rays 1117, 1168. Length to origin of disc, insertion 43, 29, free rim 

38, 2S; to termination, insertion, 311, 367. free rim 359, 352. Length to origin, 
termination of second dorsal 639, 611, 924, 887; of anal 592, 606, 908, 896. Length 
to origin of at front of base 240, 238, at insertion of median ray 273, 273; 
length of fin base 170, 165; length of longest [4th , 3rd) ray 144, 139. Length 
to origin of pelvic 279, 262; length of spine 136, 144; for lengths of rays, see below. 
Length to vent 548, 566. Length of longest dorsal ray 141, 141, middle 97, 94, last 
38, 44: of anal 155, 146; 100, 99; 31, 44. Interpectoral distance 170, 175. Oblique 
height of pectoral base 82, 85. 

Head 252, 251. Snout 106, 99. Eye 26, 27. Interorbital 166, 166. Direct 
distance to orbit 26, 25; end of rictal groove to orbit 21, 18; superolateral 
border of (dorsum heTe flat) to orbit 12, 1'7. Length to nostril 76, 97; inter-
narial 175, 141; direct distance nostril to orbit 29, 30. Depth (in parentheses, 
width) at front of disc 44, 39 (111, 104), front of eye without dj sc 79, 77, with disc 
100, 99 (161, 158), operculum, without disc 135, 132, with disc 161, 152 (18S', 180), 
back of disc 161, 155 (161, 166), vent 158, 158 (141, 132): maximum 173, 161 (176, 169): 
cauda.! lledullcle (minimmn) '72, 68 (:s8, 34). 

Disc 

extension of head, trunk, tail are such that 
and hypuTal joint are measured and theiT 10g

against logs 1, 2, 3 the points come close to being collinear. 
straight line is log L = 1.2501 log N + 1.9434; t = 18.57*: measured 

lengths, nun, 89 (88), 201 (209), 355 (.347): for (b) log L = 1. 2395 log N + 
14.22*: measured (pTedicted) lengths 86 (84), 187 (199), 341 (328). 

PuncUon. The remarkable suctorial apparatus (generally regarded as a 
of the first dorsal fin) of the fish known to the Romans as RemOTa and to 

the Greeks a.s Echeneis tha,t has attracted attent ion since classical times has 
recent ly been the subj ect of structural, and developmental study by, among 
otheTS Bonnell (1961, 1964., 1966), Sewell (1925). Hora (1923,1925) •. Norman (1943). 

the outcome of investigations based initially on E'chene·i . .s naUCI'Clte8 but later 
extended to cover echenoids i.n general., the first-named author has suggested it may 
functii)TI also ly) ~1S an oTgan for the gathering of information. 
For an ad hoc Lon its adhesive capability see Scott (1962, p. 26:5). Some 
incidental light is cast on tl\e relative action of the fleshy rim (marginal flap of 
Bonnell 1961) and the tolerably rigid transverse laminae (a matter on which diverse 
views have been by the following observations. V\~1en one of the present 
fish, taken from in and allowed briefly to drain off, is placed on a sheet of 
paper, without pressure being exerted, a good liquid print of the periphery is obtained, 
together with partial prints, at the ends of the disc, of the central rachis and of 
some of the inteTnal part of the laminae. On the application of a little pressure, 
complete prints of the laminae become evident as continuous lines without any clear 
indication of the comblike teeth of which four well formed rows occur on most laminae, 
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several lamirwe at either end, however, having only three rows, or, transi tionally, 
three and an imperfect fourth. 

(ii~ The length of the disc relative to that of the pectoral has been 
employed in family as a specific character; however, its taxonomic significance is· 
qualified by differential growth in the two features. In a scatter diagram with 
absolute extension of adpressed pectoral plotted against L8 the data of Strasburg (1964, 
fig. 1) i.ndicate that for about a score of individuals over the approximate La range 
of 30· j 50 mm the excess of pectoral length is about 0-2.5 mm, modally round 1. 5, with 
no clear indication, wi thin this range, of increase in value. However, an isolated 
plot for a specimen some 240 long shows an excess of about 15, or about 6.4% of los. 
In both our examples the aJpressed pectoral extends beyond the level of the disc (free 
rim) by 23 mm, or 6.7, 6.5 96 of LB, or 0.40, 0.39 total length of fin. The extension 
caudad of the pectoral and the pelvic are nearly the same, the former Teaching beyond 
the latter by half, one-third of an eye diameter. The total longitudinal extension 
of the di sc is from 1. 5, 0.9 eye diameter behind tip of upper jaw to behind head by 
OAO, 0.40 head length. At its attachment to the dorsum its maximum width (occurring 
at about two··thirds of its length) is 0.37, 0.39 its attached length; at its free rim 
0.43, 0.49 its free length. 

(iin. Form. The oven 11 outline of the disc appears not to have been the 
subject of detailed attention. The outline of a liquid-print of the periphery has 
been traced in pencil, and its widths have been measured at tenths of the length. 
The widths have been fitted, for both specimens, with a second degree polynomial. 
With vi = width (mm) , N = decile num~er (counted caudad) the equations obt~ined are 
(a) '" 18.77 + 10.598 N - 0.9912 N~; (b) Tv = 29.96 + 10.426 N - 0.9200 !V . 
Measured and calculated values are set out in table 6. A third degree polynomial is 
found to yield, in either specimen, early values slightly above, later values well 
below, measured widths. 

(1:1)). reZation to d(]1~sv.m. The measured distances between front and back 
of disc and back of head have been given above. It is of interest to observe 
that the anterior tip of the disc is located at the focus of the parabola formed by 
the upper jaw and the rest of the head behind it. 

(v). pattern. An interesting length-number pattern is presented 
by the laminae. As here measured, length, InIn, is that of the transverse vertical ridge 
bounded on either side by its line of junction with the oblique subovate fleshy tab that 
appears as if attaching it to the inner surface of the fleshy periphery of the cup. 
Lengths of the laminae from the most anterior backwards to the longest (9th, 11th) are 
denoted by L, and the serial numbers of these, counting caudad, by N: lengths of the 
rem;llnlng, posterior laminae are denoted by , and their serial numbers, counting 
cephalad from the hindmost, by IV]. In each the two of the fin an exponen-
tial relationship subsists between lengths and number, L , L] = bNl k,conveniently 
treated as yielding linear graphs with equations log L = k log N + log b, log Ll=k log 
!V1 + log b. 

For Ca) log L = 20.522:\ log TV + 14.5445 ; t = 49. :53Hk : measured (in parentheses 
lengths 14.5 (14.5), 20.3 (20.7), 24.9 (24.3), 27.1 (26.9), 28.8 (28.7), 30.1 

.5), 32.3 (31.8), 33.0 (33.1), 33.9 (34.1). Log Ll = 12.6108 log N + 22.1651 ;t 
25.88***: measured (predicted) lengths 22.0 (22.2), 26.0 (26.0), 28.5 (28.3), 29.6 
(29.8), 31.0 (31.0), 31.8 (32.0), 32.8 (32.8), 33.7 (33.6). 

FOT (b) 
lengths 14.3 
34.4 (34.6), 
!VI + 27.1968 
(33.3), 35.3 

log L = 24.0869 log N + 14.2563 ; t = 143.27***: measured (predicted) 
(14.3), 21.3 (21.5), 26.0 (25.7), 29.0 (28.8)' 31.1 (31.1), 32.7 (33.0), 

35.8 (36.0), 37.2 (37.2), 38.6 (38.3), 39.5 (39.3). Log Ll = 12.7766 log 
;t = 11.90***; measured (predicted) lengths 27.0 (27.2), 31.3 (31.0), 33.0 
( 34 . 9), 36. 0 (36. 1), 37. 1 ( 3 7 . 2) . 
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!"lead i!~~~. For both specimens outlines have been traced of the head in plan, viewed 
both from below and from above, the anterior part of the parabolic curve being provided 
by the lower jaw and the upper jaw, respectively. The data for each fish have been 
fitted with a second degree and also with a third degree polynomial. With W = width 
(mm), N = decile TIlullber, counting caudad, the equations for ~a) are, lowe! jaw, VI = 
23.65 + 9.693 N- 0.5689 N2; = 13.52 + 18.586 N- 2.4932 N- + 0.11662 N3: upper jaw, 
VI = 27.11 + 9.175 N- 0.5436 ; VI = 18.91 + .409 IV - 2.1089 N2 + 0.09487 N3. For 
(b), lower jaw VI = 29.93 + 9.671 N-- 0.5833 ; fv = 28 + 14.619 N- 1.6606 N2 + 
0.06529 zv,3: uP12er jaw, VI = 25.86 + 11.777 N- 0.7708 ; VI = 34.45 + 4.2125 N + 0.8678 
N2 - 0.09920 IP. 

Measured and predicted values of fV are set out in table 6. 

The tip of the upper jaw is close to the locus of the parabola formed by the lower 
jaw and the rest of the head. 

Pelvic. Equations for log lengths of pelvic rays plotted against logs of their serial 
numbers are: (a) log L =0.339610g N1+1.4S97 ;t = 25.80***; measured (predicted) lengths 
29.0 (28.8), 36.1 (36.S), 41.4 (41.9), 47.1 (46.1), 49.S (49.8): (b) log L = 0.3371 
log Nl +- 1.4878; t - = 30.63* **; measured (predicted) lengths 30.8 (30.7), 
38.8 (38.8), 44.0 (44.5) 50.0 (49.1) 52.5 (52.9). Bya convention adopted in Part XIX 
(1974a, p. 248) first ray is that farthest from the spine (here, shortest). 

Coloration. More or less uniform gun metal grey, with in parts some hint of reddish; 
in (a)a"trifle dark; operculum somewhat darker, membrane brownish. Upper surface of 
disc rim lighter with some off-white mottling; lower, concealed surface light brownish 
mottled white in (a), largely whitish with some reddish brown flushes, partly brownish 
with a little white anteriorly in (b); laminae mainly greenish grey, with some light 
spots and blotches, fleshy.tabs joining ridges to cup wall bluish grey, most with small 
whitish blotch at base and at tip. Dorsal mostly concolorous with tail; in (b) a 
narrow light greyish margin. Anal concolorous with tail in (a), in (b) the same 
basally, light greyish external to a line joining middle of anterior ray to base of 
last ray. Pectoral in (a) concolorous with trunk, except for uppermost ray, which is 
mottled with white proximally; in (b) distal one-third (left), half (right) lighter. 
Ventral greyish at tip. Caudal gun metal in basal half or so, thereafter light.er, 
save for an obscure darkish arc near tips of median rays. Branchiostegal membrane 
with hind one-third reddish brown mottled grey; in (b) with a few light spots. Some 
whi tish vermiculation on left cheek in (a). 

Specimen (a) exhibits some curious markings quite unrepresented in (b). These 
take the form of lines of white or grey spots, well rounded, 0.5- 2.5 in diameter, 
adjacent ones subequal. On the left side, on which they are less conspicuous, more 
greyish, they include: three rows (plus a dozen scattered spots) on outer surface of 
pectoral; a sinuous line from near pectoral tip to meet the dorsal and to continue 
along its fleshy anterior border; a line from near middle of lower pectoral border down 
and back almost to miclventral line near pelvic tip, thence running back and up to with·
in a lit.tle more than an eye diameter of dorsal base at first one-fifth of its length, 
thereafter descending to midlateral line about at anal termination; some spots, in 
places briefly forming lines, between pectoral and pelvic and on ventral surface in 
advance of origin of latter. On right side aline of about ten from anterior one-· 
third of upper border to last one-fifth of lower pectoral border, Ule general line 
continued back on the trunk by 15 spots in an upwardly convex arc to midlateral line, 
thereafter extending back in about 40 spots to shortly in advance of anal termination, 
followed, after a brief hiatus, by a short, more dorsally set line of 6 spots; a line 
from just in advance of middle of lower pectoral border almost to midventral line, at 
level of last one-fifth of fin, thence, just to right of middorsal line, to dorsal 
origin, continuing along more than one-third base, then ascending on to the membrane 
to end near middle of distal border of fin. Spots occur on the inner (postaxial) 



TABLE 6 

Remora T'emOY;a (Linne J 1758). Widths, ITl.TI1, at tenths of anteroposterior extension} as measured and as calculated 
from second degree and third degree polynomials given in the text, of disc~ of head with lower jaw constituting 
the curve anteriorly ~ and of head with upper jaw constituting the curve anteriorly~ standard lengths (a) 341 nun, 
(b) 355 mm. 

~~ __ . __ -+-_ Head. in~~ding 
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surface of both pectorals, a score (including two large) on left, of two score 
forming three I Lnes, one of which extends whole length of fin. sides an 
imperfect liTle between eye and upper end of pectoral base; a few below eye, a number 
bordering base of disc, more nearly continuous around posterior 6alf. 

Family SYNANCEJIDAE 

This family, which includes the venomous stonefishes occurring in northern 
Australia and having a wide extralimital distribution, is represented in the sou1:heTll 
States by a single genus, GUnther, 1860, origi nally referred 
(1931) to a separate fami ly, Glyptauchenidae (not noticed by Greenwood et 
in their piovisional classification of the Teleostei), a position he later abandoned 
(1962). The genus, which is endemic to Australia, was long regarded as monotypic, 
but has been divided by Whitley (1931) into two species, each with two subspecies that 
are noted as being typical of well·-marked zoogeographical regions. In terms of the 
currently accepted taxonomic positions the validity of which remains somevlhat problem-
atical, the Tasmanian goblin fish is ins-Zdiatol" mil"andus Whit ley, 1931. 

Genus C;LYPTAVCHEN GUnther, 1860 

Glyptauchen ins-i.diat01° Whit ley, 1931 

1~n8icl-iatol" Whitley, 1931, Rec. Aust. Mus., 18 (3), 118, pI. 14. Type 
locality (of nominate subspecies): Kurnell, Botany Bay, New South Wales. 

insidiatol" mir-andus Whitley, 1931 

GZyptauchen insicEatoI' rm:randus Whitley, 1931, Rec. Aust. Mus., 18 (3), p. 120. 
Type loca Ii ty: Tasmania. 

Glyptauuhen .Johnston, 1883, Pap. PI'OC. R. Sou. Tasm. (1882), p. 114; ib£d., 
1891 (1890), p. 31. Td. Lord, 1923, Pmc. R. Soe. Tasm. (1922), p. 70; 
1927, J. Pan-Pac. Res. Inst., 2 (4), p. Td. Lord and Scott, 1924, SYNOP. 
VERT. ANIM. TASM., pp. 13, 85.- Td. McCulloch, 1929, Aust. Mus. Mem. 5 (3), 
p. 391 (Tasmanian record only). Not Apistes Richardson, 1850. 

MateriaL A specimen, [,8 64, Lt 81, collected 2 km north of Greens Beach, northern 
Tasmania", on 18 April 1976 by Mr R.H. Green; Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1976/5/127. 

Habits. Goblin fishes are seldom collected - 'I have seen only one specimen' 
(Castelnau 1873, p. 63); in his survey of the genus Whitley (1931) noticed only the 
holotype of each of the two subspecies of G. ins-ZdiatoY'; the present example is the 
first that has come under the notice of the writer - and very little is known regarding 
their habits. In view of the statement by Whitley 'They are probably sedentary, 
carnivorous fishes of the rocky zone beyond tidal limits', it is of interest to note 
the fish here reported was taken in a rock pool at about one-tenth of the littoral 
range above low water mark. Mr K.J. Atherton informs me that in the course of a 
scuba dive in George Bay, east coast, in May 1976 be observed a goblin fish of an 
estimated total length of about 13 cm, swillUTIing at an estimated depth of 8 m. Mocjal 
total length is apparently about 100-150 mm;the largest recorded specimen reached 
200 mm. 

Meristic characters. Hr. 7. D. XVIII, 7. A. III, 6 (what are here counted as the 5th and 
6thrays may possibly be the two rami of a single ray, split to base; they lie close 
together throughout their length, and as far as can be determined without dissection 
remain distinct). P.14/14. V.I,S. C.lS (11 reaching to hind border). Lat. 1. 
27 + 1 on caudal base on left side. About 45 rows of scales between scapular spine 
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and hypural joint. About 30 scales counting obliquely upward and forward from vent. 

Dimensions as 1'L3. Total length 1266. Length to origin, termination of first dorsal 
284,80~ of secon-d dorsal 828,945, of anal 688,911. Length to origin of pectoral at 
front of base 297, at insertion of middle rays 398; total length of fin 439; length of 
longest (4th) Tay 375. Length to oTigin of ventral 359; total length of fin 309. 
Head 414. Snout 78. Eye 109. InteToTbital 109. Depth (in parentheses width) at 
front of eyes 195 (156), back of eyes 2:~9 (258), occipital depression 217 (258), opeT
culum 313 (234), vent 320 (172); maximum, head 305 (313), body 344 (234); caudal 
peduncle 109 (19). 

Absolute lengths (mm) of spines and rays of all fins other than caudal are 
included in data on length-position relationships of radial elements discussed below. 

General description. Published information on the external features of Glyvtauchen 
"1-'iiB-:Z;;;ZatoY' rn'ironduB is confined to the original account of the holotype, which is 
concerned in large part with differences from the nominate subspecies; references in 
local lists (.Johnston 1883, 1891; Lord 1923, 1927; Lord and Scott 1924) being merely 
reports of occurrence. Supplementing the purely numerical data recorded above, a 
general account of the Tasmanian form, taking note of all features dealt with in the 
definitive description of the holotype of the typical subspecies (Whitley 1931), is 
here offered. Items in square brackets relate, if unmarked, to the holotype of G. i. 
miY'anciuB, if marked ·i to the holotype of G. i. inBidiai;or. 

Approximate number of transverse series of scales between scapular spine and 
hypural joint 45 [40; i30j. Head 2.42 [2.83; i 2.48], greatest depth 2.91 [2.73; i 
2.83] in LB. Eye 1.0 fi equal to] interorbital. Larger preopercular spine 4.62 
[i 4.82] in head, shorter [i shorter 1 than uppeT opeTcular spine, 3.73 [i 4.56] . 
Longest, 6th [9th; CJth] dorsal spine 1.62 [1. 83; 1: 1. 95J in head. Height of soft 
dorsal 1.91 [i 2.16]' of anal 1.74 [o[ 1.91] in head"- both our measurements taken: 
obliquely, representing length of longest ray. Caudal 1.56 [i 1.58) in head. 

Dorsal profile subvertical, very gently convex, to level of front of orbit; 
virtually horizontal to just behind level of back of orbit; descending vertically to 
form anterior border of the characteristic occipital excavation; floor extending 
horizotltaUy, about at level of upper border of pupil, for about one pupil diameter; 
posterior border rising steeply, slightly convexly; a short dip between its end and 
dorsal origin; a single moderately convex arc, height of chord about one-tenth length, 
below dorsals; caudal peduncle some~hat concave. Ventral profile to just past middle 
of eye shallowly sinuous; virtually a single moderately convex sweep to anal termination, 
with some measure of flattening between ventral and anal fins; caudal peduncle somewhat 
concave. Dorsal profile noticeably less arched than as depicted for G,' 1:. inBidiator 
(Whitley 1931, pl. 14), its curve more nearly approaching, but being a trifle more 
convex than, that of the standard (Rj chardson 1850, pl. 1) of the typical 
Western Australian G. panduratu8 (figure used in Scott etc al. 1974, to 
illustrate the South Australian subspeci es, G. p. deY'uptuB Whitley, 1931). Head 
entirely naked: much of it plicate, vermiculate, minutely mammillate, or in brief 
linear segments crenulate. Its height at middle of eye equal to height at middle of 
occipital depl'ession, and to postorbital length; width equal to length without snout; 
length of supraorbital platform subequal to dil'ect length from its front edge to uppel' 
lip. 

A typical cottoid bony genal stay, orlglnating close below, short ly in advance 
of, orbit near 9 o'clock (left side viewed); extending almost horizontally, passing 
close to orbit, to become continuous with uppermost spine of preoperculum: comprising 
(a), on preorbital, a roughly rectangular elevated area presenting a short but stout 
cordate spine directed down and back, overhanging maxilla near middle of its length, 
and a somewhat smaller boss about below nostril, the two connected by an irregular 
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elevation traversed by a longitudinal crenulated crescentic ridge; (b) a large curved 
spine, originating near base of spine of (a), extending back and slightly down nearly 
to level of front of pupil, a median ridge, on left side minutely crenlliate; (a) a 
smaller spine, originating near middle of (b) between it and orbit, partly in contact 
with it and extending beyond it; Cd) a downward and backward continuation of the 
anterior arc of the circumorbital rim, swinging out from orbit near 4 o'clock (left 
side viewed) and continuing down and back on to cheek at an angle of some 400 , beginning 
as a thin ridge, broadening, behind middle of pupil, to constitute a spine, tip curving 
down towards lower half of interval between first (uppermost) and second preopercular 
spines, whole structure enveloped in membrane; (e) wedged in between Cd) and bottom of 
orbit a slender almost horizontal spine, its median ridge an offshoot of extended 
orbital ridge near point at which it departs from orbit; (n a rather small straight 
(right) slightly curved (left) spine, originating just beyond Cd) and in the same 
general line as that spine before it curves clown terminally, wholly or almost wholly 
borne on base of the (much larger) uppermost preopercular spine, its own base in con"" 
tact above with a slightly preconvex, generally subvertical buttressing ridge beginning 
about at level of lower one-third of eye, regularly increasing in height as it descends. 
This genal stay is not 1y referred to in the original descriptions of G. i .. 
insidiator and G. i. , and the only elements of it receiving mention (in the 
nominate subspecies) are (a) and (b), on the preorbital, the latter (in our example 
ensheathed in membrane) being noted as erectile. As depicted in the figure of G. 1:. 
insidiator (which shows an apparently continuous subhorizonal bony ridge from below 
middle of eye backward, but presents a possible indication of only one small spine) 
(b) has much more the character of a large simple free spine than in our fish; this is 
true also of the figure of G. p. panduratus. 

Arising above upper lip, about a lip width from it, occupying whole region between 
nostrils, two large thumb-like spines, subvertical in lower half, bowed backward above, 
extending to level of front of orbit; contiguous in middle half of length, slightly 
divergent proximally, markedly divergent distally; proximal six-sevenths wholly 
enveloped in black vertically plicate integument, blunt tips naked, rugose, bright pink 
[described for G. ,i. 1:nsidiator as nasal spines ending in two knobs]. Externad of the 
nasal spine, originating a little above level of its base, separated from it by the 
whole narial area, a spine curving up and back, its chord at about 40 0 to horizontal, 
to constitute circumorbital rim between 9 and 11.30 o'clock (left side viewed), ending 
above in an obtuse free point, from the base of which a supraocular shelf continues 
backward, but little curved, to level of hind border of eye, two blunt projections in 
its course and a terminal one; beyond last, rim continues back and down to end, in 
lateral view, as a short straight segment extending back horizintally behind orbit to 
constitute rest of side wall of dorsal cephalic platform. This rer:'arkable platform, 
extending from level of tips of nasal spines to just beyond hind border of orbit, 
grossly trapezoidal or lyrate; anterior, posterior borders 0.7, 0.9 of fore-and-aft 
extension, the last 0.32 head; virtually linear lateral border constituted by 
supraorbital ridge, anterior border somewhat proconvex, formed as far as tips of nasal 
spines by a curved continuation of front of supraorbital ridge, hind border by two 
convex ridges with median notch; whole structure overall plane, but with raised rims 
as noted (not, narrowly, between nasal spines), and two strong acute longitudinal 
ridges aris ing immediately behind tips of nasal spines, eli verging backward, finally 
continuous with posterior rim midway between notch and corner; markedly overhanging 
ocular region, forming shelf above floor of occipital depression. 

Preoperculum with five main spines: first (uppermost) strongest, straight, at end 
of genal stay, last spine of which overrides its base, extending horizontally halfway 
to opercular border, a second minute spine at lower border of base; second about half 
length of first, below last genal spine, subequal in length to it, a veTY minute sliver 
of bone, resembling exposed tip of main spine just below its base; third small, below 
curv~d tip of Denllltimate genal spine; fourth smaller, a little closer to third than 
third to second; fifth, at lowest point on horder, flat obtllse, broadly triangular: 
between fifth spine and angle of mouth a semicylindrical elevation that may pCThaps 
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represent a rudimentary, adnate spine. On the brood longitudinally striated opercular 
lobe two long slender high, largely adnate spines, first slightly curved, inserted near 
preopercular border nbove base of uppermost preopercular spine by a distance subequaJ 
to length of that spine, running out and somewhat down to branchiostegal membrane, its 
length slightly greater than eye diameter; sec-onJ originating inunediately above first, 

little behind it, similar in general form and size, running back and very slightly 
up to end just beyond first, but short of opercular border. Line of upper margin 0 

membranous opercular angle continued fOTward a flat adnate spine, wider than, about 
half as long as, the opercular spines, fol rutteriorly by a similar spine with 
pronounced medial ridge, extending to within half its own length of orbit. ImmediateJ 
above these splnes three large broad, ridged petiolate spines: hindmost below interval 
between first and second dorsal spines, beneath fin base by little more than its own 
length, with two pronounced medial ridges; next basally in contact with hindmost, 
smaller, its tip beneath insertion of first dorsal spine, its upper border briefly 
constituting the dorsaJ profile immediately in advance of dorsal fin; foremost a 
slightly larger spine with strongly elevated borders met by a strong medial ridge, 
arising directly from hjnder part of floor of occipital depression, immediately in front 
of second spine and intimately associated with it (on left side partly over1 it, 
on right side with ridge constituting its posterior border continuing on to accnt 
spine, there becoming confluent with medial ridge of latter): the inner borders of the 
front two spines, separated basally by about a third of an eye diameter, standing high 
above dorsum, their subvertical walls flanking a rectangular trough, a ll.ttle longer 
than wide, extending from occipital depression to just in advance of insertion of first 
dorsal spine, the floor rising steeply backward. A strong blunt scapular spj fie, 
adherent for most of its length, overlapped basally by membranous opercular flap; \,ith 
several curved basal ridges, in large part minutely crenulate. 

[What are here spoken of as the anterior two of three spines near dorsal origin are 
treated in account of holotype of G. i. rwinxnduB as a single spine 'almost dl vi ded' so 
as to have two points. This certainly represents a tenable interpretation of the 
S1 tuation on I eft side of fj sh; however, on right side the two elements, though contigu
ous, seem more clearly to be characterizable as separate entities - a suggestion sup
ported by the general similarity of each element both to the adjoining spine, and, as 
noted below, to spine of first lateral line scale.l 

Snout with anterior profile steep, twice as wide as long, shorter than eye. Eye 
large, 3.8 in head, equal to interorbital, posterior part of shelf-like supraorbital 
ridge briefly constituting dorsal profile, barely above interorbital ridges here. 
Mouth small, gape about 45 0 , maxilla considerably expanded posteriorly, greatest width 
subequal to direct distance from orbit, or about half eye; reaching just to orbit IG. L 

ins·7di.lJtor, helow anterior third eye]. Throughout most of its extent integument of 
lower lip depends below lip in a flap, deepest near middle of mandible" here almost 
one-third length of latter. Teeth in upper ja" vllliform, in 3 band of about 8-1.0, 
band subequal in width for most of its length, naT]"owing rather ahruptly in postel'i or 
one-fifth. Teeth in lower jaw villifoTlTL, in two bands divided by narrow bure Sy~l

physial ribbon, width of band subequ~l to that of upper jaw, greatest width jLlst behind 
anterior one--third of length, only slightly narrower ncar symphysis, narrowing to 
slender pennon in posterior half. Teeth on palatines and on vomer villi form, in both 
cases in a band _not greatly narrower than b,mds in jaws, palatine and vomerine serie," 
virtually continuous. A well devcloped palatal frenum, its attached border in contact 
for most of its extcnt with dental band, its free horder gently sinuous; covered with 
microscopic vertical ridges. 

Nost ri Is exceptional] y large and complex externally. Anter j or m.Lclw;]y betwecn 
orbit and midfrontal line, flanking large nasal spine, circular narial opcning ", 
level of middJe of eye: the external structure is esscntially a trumpet with a large 
Teflexed lobe attached; trumpet flaring widely, its distal twice its proximal diameter, 
latter equal to its height, free outer margin l'lmning unllr01(cn from 7 0' clock (left 
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side iewed) anticlockwise Imost becomes t:ontinuous the 
free margin of a fold arising from 0) clock., border then 
swinging outwards and upwards to the left to deLimit a larg(~ somewhat Tcnifo!'1n lamel1a.~ 

, extending above lrLlmpC'/: rim by 
and irn;JdXd; broadefiing Out from a 

fluent with both base and rjm 

greatest (vertical) extent rather more than 
about trllmpet eli ametcr) bordeT co:nt j nuing JOt-nalff; 

sheet to a tt~ree--dimen51oI1al to 
trumpet near 12 0 ~ clock. Open-i ng 
that of anterior nostril; external 
lameJla of anterior nostril when 

nostril above, sl ightIy externad of, 
structure (largely hi_dden in frontal V-LC>t1i by large 

l~) 1:.;;r 1. 1 cyljncier, the two free sllbvertical 
bo"rders convex, eitlter.~ as on right ::;ide.) 
sinuous, presenting a somewhat ear-like 
ing to form tv/O contiguous tubes; bilse 

iverging widely, and, witl} 

inner; height abOlJt one and a half times 'width, 

or, as all left side 
fold inserted slight.! below 
about ha If pupi 1. 

Floor of depression bOlmded en each side by the anterior of the two 
general sense of upper opercular bonlee, eli v ided by il pair of 

101v longi tudinal ridges into three subequaJ strips; inner two -thirds 0 f middle strip 
becomjng the predorsal interspinous trough. Branchiostegal seven, sixth and seventh 
sma] !. close together. ;~j H membranes fTee , united across isthmus. 

Most of the body coveTed with Luge imbricate cycloid scales, where present below 
smaller, !\aked areas; whole of head, a strip, narrowing posteriorly, along spinous 
dorsal base (skin here largely logitudinally plicate); lateral surface in of a 
pToconcnve aTC joining origin of lateral Jjne and base of innermost ventral ray; ventral. 
surface forward of half a dozen strong transverse plications immediately behind insertion 
of ventral; all fins; pectoral base Lateral line descending slowly, evenly to level of 
vent, theTeafter approaching horizontal; scale bearing a weI spine, 
anteTior len'ger, more erect; no pore detected [no rounded ap as for 
1:nsidiatoy' recogni zed]; fi scale and its spine, situated between ,md close behind 
hinder spine collinear wi th upp8r pectoral border' and outer peta 10id S1'1 nc; belolAf dorsal 
origin;; much smaller than) but rather similar to" thesc.~ t}h~ similarity rt'cogll'lzab]e~ 
but less pronounced, in next few spines also 

For fIn counts see i"eristic characters above; rOT lengths of all spines and all 
TAyS other than caudal s~e • below. Dorsal 
originating behind occipital postorbital head; base 1.54 in 
LB.: soft base 4.44 in spinous ·1) i about 6J: anterior spines shorter) stouteI' 
than as depin.eo for G. , more closely approaching those figured for G. 1:. 
inB'ici1:at;or'. Anal below 15th dorsal spi ne, teTllIina wi th very brief 
membranous attachmene: below 6th [last] dorsal ray; base] .91 base 50ft dorsal; 

ines stout, third ll1ba:;urably longer than second, but not projecU.ng far beyond it. 
large, reaching to anal or:igin; measured wi th base just longer than, wi tholli. 

just shorter than, head; a] 1 rays divided except uppermost, tips of upper 5uhtriangular, 
flattish, of lower c1igitifo~'rn; 6th longest; general outline a cOlltinu()U5 curve [as .in 
figure of G. p. , upper two :y"ays not abruptly trncatc [as in of (,'~ i< 
'Zrwi.diatop]. Ventral broadly bas8d, rounded. spine inserted hel()w 4th advance of 
5th; I. below 5th] dorsal spine, extending as far as C3lldal with majoT ·(J.'1rt 
of hind border, constitut("d by rays 2-9 of the 11 rays, truncate, remaining 
shoTter; greatest extent of distal divided portion (found in middle rays) rather less 
than one-fourth JengHI; slender termi nally pointed pads extendi ng bri.ef] y up )jibes 
of most rays, on tVJO median ntu(.h the largest, f1anking last lateral li-ne scale 
(bearing tubule.~ no spine), on Tight stj 11 larger med-L:'-Ln cushioTI.1 ilJtc-rradial" without 
tubule. 

The coloration is Inghly complex, 
areas and nwny deliCate g-!'adations. 

preservat ion in a lcoho 1 are here suuunarized. 

exhibiting onCl; many st-cong"ly ('on·· 
Notes on the specinlell made shurtly afre]' 
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Head. Chiefly black, with exceptions as follows: (a) light greyish patch extend
ing back from mouth to include lower half of branchiostegal membrane; (h) upper half of 
operculum light fawn, lightest at angle, a conspicuous central splash of deep pink, 
with some diffuse continuation above, recumbent spines banded deep and light grey; (c) 
upper lip with a row of 5 small pinkish patches in mesial one-third, rest blackish; (d) 
lower lip light grey, the dependent flaps blackish, small pinkish area below symphysis; 
(e) frontal region with several quite small pinkish markings, tips of nasal spines 
bright pink, remainder black; (f) orbital platform dusky flesh, minutely dotted white; 
(g) occiptal depression largely pink, somewhat silvery in front, the mesial trough 
black, the small region between it and base of first dorsal spine fawn with touches of 
pink; (h) most of ventral surface immaculate, dusky with tinge of greenish; ('i) pre
opercular and genal spines mainly black or blackish, their tips where exposed light 
grey; (j) two spines collinear with upper opercular border variegated with pastel tints 
of light grey, dark grey, white, pink; (k) spines between (j) and dorsal base brownish 
or deep fawn proximally, lighter distally, with some touches of pink. 

Body. General colour of lateral surface dark brown, gradating into black, four 
conspicuous markings: (a) a conspicuous ovoid white spot just behind scapular spine; 
its major axis subequal to eye, running back and slightly up; (b) small white spot, 
having almost a glazed appearance, half a pupil diameter down from dorsal profile 
below interval between 4th and 5th spines; (c) similar spot between 11th and 12th 
spines; (d) behind a line running down and slightly forward between insertions of last 
rays of dorsal and anal a sharply contrasting wide bar of slightly dusky deep fawn, its 
anterior border narrowly pink (this marking continuous with light areas on dorsal and 
anal). Ventral surface between anal and ventral fins smoky, in advance of this some
what lighter greyish. 

Fins. Spinous dorsal chiefly dark blackish brown; a pinkish area on proximal 
part of membrane, and, less pronounced, on spines back to 9th spine, highest, about 
half fin, between 2nd and 5th spines; oblique pink strip, nearly an eye diameter wide, 
from near tip of 8th spine to near base of 14th; some small distal smudges of pink in 
hind half of fin. Soft dorsal with proximal one-third black, middle one-third white, 
with short brownish bars along ray borders for about one-fourth to one-fifth of their 
length, the anterior border of this region pinkish, directly continuous with pink 
border of caudal peduncle marking; distal one-third blackish, one small pink spot, 
briefly pinkish at tip. Anal similar to soft dorsal, pink border of light region 
again continuous with that on caudal peduncle. Pectoral largely dark brownish; lowest 
five rays black, white at very tip; proximal half of upper half of fin very complexly 
patterned with small pink, white and grey markings, the best dehned short longitudinal 
bands; some pinkish diffusing back from this area towards hind border; tips of rays 
white. Ventral almost uniformly black. Distal one-fourth of caudal membrane dark 
brown; rest pure white between median rays, whitish very faintly tinged brownish 
between outer rays; for more than basal half of their length inner rays dark brown or 
black, outer grey, then with one or two rather obscurely formulated short light cross 
bars, thereafter brownish, deepening distally to blackish, extreme tips grey. 

Length-number patterns of rays and spin~. Ca). Dorsal spines. The lengths of the 
dorsal spines and their sectional serial numbers are found to yield satisfactory linear 
graphs when the absolute length is plotted against the logarithm of the serial number. 
The pattern, comprising one ascending and two descending sections, is an exceptional one 
in two respects. First, it is the absolute, not as is commonly the case the logarith
mic, length of the spine that is a linear function of its serial number. Secondly, 
whereas the usual situation in the descending portion of the fin is that where there 
are two (or more) sections each constitutes a separate entity such that, with its 
members counted in reverse (cephalad) and their lengths plotted against the logarithms 
of these inverse ordinal numbers (Nl), the resultant graph is linear, ascendant, j 11 the 
present instance the two descending sections are not such separate entities, bu~ are 
linked in such a way that the appropriate cephalad count begins with the last (16th) 
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spine of the fin and continues without interruption to the front spine of the first 
descending section (7th), which thus comes to be on log 10, there accordingly being, 
instead of the two ascending graphs each beginnLng at log 1, a single ascending graph 
with a point of inflexion at the end of the first and the beginning of the second 
section (here on log 3). 

The equation for the ascending spines = I-VI} is L = 13.93 log N + 4.57 ;-t 
33.39***; measured (in parentheses predicted) lengths, mm, 4.5 (4.6)' 8.7 (8.8), 11.3 

(11.2),13.4 (13.0), 14.0 (14.3), 15.3 (15.41. For the anterior set of descending 
spines {xix = VII-XIII} , L = 8.580 log Nl + 4.50 ;t = 22.52***; 9.7 (9.7), 10.5 (l0.5), 
11.0 (11.2), 11.9 (11.7), 12.2 (12.2), 12.8 (12.7), 13.0 (13.1): for {xix = XIV-XVI} , 
L = 6.326 log Nl + 5.33 ;t = 29.13*; 5.3 (5.3), 7.3 (7.2), 8.3 (8.3). With as 
abscissal values the common logarithms of the relevant natural numbers and as ordinate 
values spine lengths in mm derived by calculation from the three equations (thus achiev
ing some convenient smoothing), the areas under the curves are, in sequence backwards 
7.66, 4.53, 3.27, i.e., the area under the ascending segment is equal, to a good 
approximation, to the sum of the areas under the descending segments. 

(b). Dopsal rays. With log ray length on log serial number (N) or log inverse 
serial number (Nl) for sets {xix = 1-3} , {x/x = 7-4} the parameters of log N, log 
Nl are 0.1384,0.5724, the independent terms 1.0786, 0.6988 ;t 15.86*,59.71***; 
measured (calculated) lengths 12.0 (12.0), 13.4 (13.2), 13.9 (14.0); 11.5 (11.1), 9.5 
(9.4), 7.1 (7.4), 5.0 (5.0). Areas under ray intervals 1-2, 2-3 are approximately 
equal (0.331, 0.299); those under intervals 7-6, 6-5, 5·-4 are approximately in the ratio 
1:1:~ (0.236, 0.243, 0.126): no direct value is of course available for the interval 
between rays 3 and 4; however extrapolations of the equations yield in each case a one
half value (0.154, 0.128). 

(c). Pectoral rays. Three sets are recognized, one 2scending {x/:c= 1-4}, and 
two descending {x/:c = 10-5} , {x/.?:; = 14-11}. Wi th arithlog plotting, as for dorsal 
spines, the respective coefficients of N, Nl, Nl are 14.563, 10.446, 7.148, the inter
cepts on the ordinal axis 14.85, 13.96, 7.28 ;t = 15.89**, 35. 27***, 129.25***; 
measured [calculated) lengths of rays 15.0 (14.9), 19.1 (19.2), 21.4 (21.8), 24.0 (23.6); 
21.9 (22.1), 21.3 (21.3), 20.5 (20.3), 19.0 (18.9), 16.9 (17.1), 14.0 (14.0); 11.6 (11.6), 
10.7 (10.7), 9.4 (9.4), 7.3 (7.3). In successive graphs the mean area below the curve in 
one interval is approximately in the ratio 4:3:2 - actual areas, followed in parentheses 
by areas calculated by taking the mean of the total area considered (intervals 4 -5, 
10-11 not represented in graphs) as unity, and assuming the indicated ratio, being 
1.890 (1.905), 2.818 (2.857), 3.860 (3.809). 

Cd). Anal y·ays. The first three rays form an ascending, the last three a 
descending, series. Equations: log L = 0.09837 log N + 1.1171;t = 43.47*; lengths 
13.1 (13.1) 14.0 (14.0), 14.6 (14.6); log L = 0.4661 log NI + 0.7389 ;t = 31.38*; 5.5 
(5.5), 7.5 (7.6), 9.2 (9.1). With length sets of as few as 3 members, plotted against 
logs 1-3, it is possible for both loglog and arithlog graphs to yield linear fits that 
are formally significant. This is the case in one instance here, t values for arithlog 
formulations being 28.44*, 9.65 ; the first equation (L = 3.127 log N + 13.09) giving 
calculated lengths equal to measured values. 

(e). final spineB. Equation: log L = 0.3829 log N + 0.9595 ;1; = 78.75 H ; lengths 
9.1 (9.1), 12.0 (12.0), 14.0 (14.0). The areas under the graphs are approximately in 
the ratio 3:2 (0.307, 0.196). 

(n. Ventx'al pays. A log length-log number relation subsists for the set {x/x 
1-4} ; log L = 0.3654 log II + 0.9684;t 28.47***; lengths 9.3 (9.3), 11.9 (12.0), 

14.1 (13.9), 15.3 (15.4). The first ray is defined as that farthest from the spine 
(Part XIX, 1974, p. 248). Measured lengths of spine, fifth ray (for wbich an equation 
is trivLal) are 11.1,12.0 mm. The area under the graph of the interval between rays 
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ches equal ty with the of Lhe corresponding intervals between 
and rays 3 and (0.146). 

Disclls:;ion. In a number of cases in whj eh comparative dattlm is 3vailable this has 
in the foregoing account. Some differences disclosed are evidently 

attrihutable to individual variation. Attention may here uSefully be called to 
featuTes to which taxonomic signi Lcance bas been :ittached in relevant specific and sub--· 
specific diagnoses. 

In the diagnosis of insidIatnY' it is noted as differing from C. panduratus 
dliefly in (a) a much more arched back, (b) deeper body, (c) shorter anterior 
dorsal spines, fewer and smaller lar spines, [e) fewcr (2 instead of 3) 
distinct spines on either side neal' origin, en longest dOTS81 "pine 9th (cf. 
7th); differently RTranged colour pattern. With the situation inteTpreted on the 
basis published data (not on examination of actual material), our is found 
to provide no support for (a), (L», (8); it is in agreement for Ce} probably for 

With respect to OUT specimen occupies a somewhat anomalous the 
nitive marginal spines numbcring 5 as in C. -ins-icZIatop (6 in C. , but 

being much smaller than figured for either species Whitley speaks of the spines 
in D. ins"£CJi.ator' being smaller than those in a comparison of figures 
suggests the former aTe more massive). The longest doysal spine, en, is here the 6th. 
The armJment of the stay is decidedly more obvious in the local fish than cis 
figured foy G. but its elements are somewhat less developed than as 
depicted in RichaTdson's fIgure of pandul'al;u8. 

The chief points of difference reported as distinguishing G'o 'io mil'andu.s from 
-i. ins'idatoY' are enumerated below, followed in parentheses by a specification of our 

fJsho Ca) scales between scapular spine and hypural joint about 40; about 30 (about 
45); (b) nasa I spines sharp, ending in knobs (not knobs, not sharp but bl untly pointed); 
ee) transverse ridges joining supraorbital ridges forming an oblique shelf overhanging 
occipital depression; front wall of depression veTtical (as in formeT); (d) anterior 
spine on each side near oTigin of dorsal almost divided so that each has two points; 
not so divided (deeply divided, or, as here interpreted, representing two spines, see 
above); (e) soft dorsal base about one-quarter spinous base; about one-sixth (0.23); 
(n pectoral equal to head, less than head (measured from front of base greateT, 
measured from insertion of middle rays less, than head); (g) oTigin of verrtra1 in 
advance of 5th dorsal spin8, below 5th (below 4th); (71) rosy patch on operculum 
extending into occipital depression; not so for former); U) more whitish blotches 
on t he dorsa I and pecton 1 than in C. -io (dorsal lacks whitish bJ otches 
altogether but has two extensive pinkish areas; pectoral with much ]c'ss white than in 
C.i. ; Cd) two large white blotches on back below spinous dOTsal; absent 
(two small well-separate white spots here). Other differenc8s in COIOUT patteTn 
betw8en our specimen and the figured holotype of G. l .. inBl:dia-toY' include: black elrc 
across outer half of rayed dorsal in our fish a wide bar, greatest width about two
thirds an eye diameter, subequal to greatest width of black baT of anal in both fish; 
much less white in pectoTal; no white on men~rane between first and second anal 
less extensive white patch behind scapula; much less light colour on lateral 
postorbital head; Vihite behind head not diffuse, but rounded, veTY much smaller. 

The excavation of the dorsa.! membrane is depicted as much mOTC extensive 
in p,mduY'atus than in C;, : in our fish the outlinc of the fin is quite 
different from cither, t.hc nwmbrrme extending to tip of spine and running back in " 
virtually stTaight ll.Tlc to front of next spine, so that the out ine formed by lflf,mbranc 
and distal free part of succeeding spine constitutes a symmetrical V, it width surJ
equal to its depth thnlLlghout posterior two--thi rds of fin, but s0lllcl',h;1 t great", r- between 
the first four or five spines. 

On the evidence provided by this fish it is considered inudvlsable to prolJose 3ny 
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variation of the currently accepted classification of : it seems 
howevel', further wi 11 need to be examined and ,I direct compClrison 
material with a gcographical range w:ill need to be undt'rtaken before 
position becomes stabilized on a satisfactory basis. The crisscross pattern of 
resemblances and differences that has now become appaTcnt ra ises $omr:: ques t j on 
as to whether the distinctions drawn between the recognized speci.es a,e consistently 
a higher order than those drawn between their subspeci os. It may weU p,ove that the 
currently recognized Glyptauuhen panciw"atus (Richardson, 18S0) Western 
Australia), G, p, Whitley, 1931 (SOllth Australia), (7. 'Lnsi,/?:atm'I17WLc11:ator 
Whitley, 1931 (New Wales) and 1:, mh'anc1us Whitley 19:31 (Tasmania) are best 
regarded as four subspecies of Richardson's species, 
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